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PREFACE

IT Is not the purpose of this book to offer a new set of

destructive criticisms of the Christian Church. In a measure

the Church has already suffered from too many such attacks,

and from the fact that her own adherents have placed too

little faith in her. The people have lost their faith in the

value of the Church partly because the Church's own leaders

do not have such faith. In fact, the leaders have been alto-

gether too persuasive in convincing others of the fact that

the Church is weak. This book will have failed in its mis-

sion, if it should come to be regarded primarily as an attack

upon the Church, To the degree that die book is polemic in

character it is such with but one end in view, namely, that

through the redemption of the Church it may be able to re-

deem society. As far as I know, every man who has con-

tributed to this book is a firm believer in the Church.

The editor is of the personal conviction that, if the Church

is to contribute in a real way to the salvation of human so-

ciety, a salvation which its own principles demand and imply,

it will require that men give the Church a new kind of loy-

alty and belief. Our generation has in a large way forgotten

how to be loyal Men have come to regard the Church as a

helpful but not too aecessaiy an adjunct to life. "A man can

be just as good a Christian outside the Church as inside it";

so meti'Say, And the preacher has agreed that it is so. We
have failed to add that, if the statement is true it is because

the Church has set certain forces and principles to work in

vii
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society which have Indirectly given us the benefits of religious

effort without our present contribution to the continuance of

religious principles in life. We may imagine that it is pos-

sible to live without the Church. But if we fail to make some

contribution to its on-going in human society, future genera-

tions may not find it to be so.

Failing in all else the Christian Church dare not fail in

its task of character creation, for the success of the good

society will be determined in a great way by the character of

the men who sustain it. The present moral and spiritual pov-

erty of the Church can only be modified as men give their

loyalty to her, making her what they want her to be. With-

out the finest loyalty of her members, the Church will not be

able to muster sufficient strength to save either herself or the

world in which she lives. And there are compensations in

being loyal of which our generation knows little.

But character is both an influence upon and a victim of

life. It is safe to say that that part of our world
s which is of

capitalistic domination and origin, is doing more to destroy

character of the right sort than to create it. There have been

those periods in human history when ideals were more deter-

minative of the course of human events than economic facts.

It is hardly so today. Our world is being driven by the relent-

less logic of economic circumstance, at least partly because

our moral and spiritual ideals are powerless to resist this dc*

terminism. Christianity has always stood for the moral de-

termination of history. It has challenged mam to be the mas-

ter of his fate rather than a poor pawn in the chess of

life. But man's contemporary ideals and moral standards

have grown so perceptibly weak that he Is as helpless before

the tides of life as a rudderless ship that is tossed helplessly

upon the tides of the sea*
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Our character forming ideals have been fighting a losing

battle in recent times because of the evils which have arisen

out of a mechanical and industrial age. These evils have

produced a paganism which destroys spiritual values faster

than spiritual agencies can create them. As they are kicked

about and disillusioned by the ruthlessness of the economic

order, in which through awful struggle they seek to survive,

men lose the hope and meaning which life should give to

them. In turn the Church also falls prey to the disillusion-

ment of this process. It has suffered correspondingly with

the individual.

It would seem to be fair to assert that it is the general

belief of the writers of this book that the Church will be able

to save herself only as she struggles without surrender

against those forces which menace her existence. The su-

premacy of spiritual ideals and belief in life's meaning can

only be restored as men are able to reorganize their physical

environment in such a way as to give character a chance.

Paradoxically, as it may seem, character will also be needed

in bringing this change to pass.

Disintegration and decay is taking place today within the

whole of western civilization. As in the days of the corn

doles of ancient Rome, which were but outward symbols of

inner decay, so today, declining living standards, depreciated

cultural possibilities,
vast multitudes on public relief, and

starvation are the outward manifestations of a disintegrating

world. The failure of thousands to find meaning in the proc-

ess is a by-product and not a cause.

It is the editor's conviction that the Church, while it may
act become partisan in so doing, is the one institution which

should, 10 the nature of things, become the strongest force in

checking this disintegration, The disintegration itself is not
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inevitable. The future is entirely within the jurisdiction of

man to mold. What the Church thinks about herself, her

life, her mission in the world; what the Church leads society

to think and to do, will become the deciding factor. The

mighty uncontrolled inventions of man's mind have been

released upon an unsuspecting life. We have created a huge
monster which we have not yet learned to manage. Our fu-

ture depends upon our learning this management. Without

it society must needs slip into another dark ages, or at best

into an untenable chaos. History has presented the Church

with a kind of problem which she has never had to face

before. This book is an attempt, small as it may be, to help
the church discover herself in her new world. It is an attempt
to guide the Church into a better day. If it seems extreme*

it is because die writers are of the conviction that only an

extreme solution will suffice to meet an extremely difficult

problem.

The editor has also felt that there should be some value

in approadiing this problem from the particular viewpoint
of the younger churchman; hence the title. Though conscious

that youth is relatively more a matter of
spirit than of years,

nevertheless he has endeavored to make the voice of the

younger man articulate- The venture will have to stand or

fall upon its own merit, The editor wishes to acknowledge
his great gratitude to the contributors for their faith, work

and counsel, and also to the Conference of Younger Church-

men which has furnished inspiration for many of these

pages.

RALPH H. READ,

March, 1935,



INTRODUCTION

THESE invigorating chapters constitute another link in the

chain of evidence that a revolution in thought is sweeping

through the ranks of clergymen in this nation. Wide contact

with countless ministers in all sections of the country extend-

ing over the past fifteen years convinces me that there is a

strong possibility of tearing away from support of the exist-

ing social order a substantial proportion of the professional

leadership of the churches. At this moment there is prob-

ably more economic and political radicalism among younger
ministers than can be found among the members of any

other vocational or professional group in the United States.

Once more the fact is being demonstrated that religious

institutions are not always opium for the people. It is true

that with nauseating frequency the churches have attached

themselves like barnacles to the hulk of iniquitous institu-

tions and have sanctioned monstrous social customs and col-

lective practices. Yet the churches throughout the centuries

have given birth to innovators and insurgents. Too often

the radicals nurtured by religion have been thrust out of the

sacred precincts and compelled to face the fury of fright-

ened conservatives. Jesus was crucified as a revolutionist,

and of the early Christians it was said that "they who turn

the world upside down have come here also/
1 Some reli-

gionists in every generation have thrown off the shackles of

vested interests through the compelling dynamic of a vision

si
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of the city of God and through an experience of glorious

comradeship with the Eternal.

Some of the ablest and most zealous young radicals in

America are to be found in ministerial circles. Literally hun-

dreds of these gifted leaders I know personally and they

cause me to be highly confident that during the critical days

ahead a substantial section of the churches will throw its

strength on the side of non-warlike revolution. It may well

be that the churches hold the balance of power in the social

struggle. The boundless significance of the middle class in

the United States increases the responsibility of the churches,

since religion is still a dominant force in the lives of mil-

lions of these people. One may say dogmatically that with-

out the allegiance of vast numbers of middle-class men and

women, there is no hope whatever that pacific revolution caa

be wrought in this country. If the middle class marches

along solidly with vested interests in support of the status

quo, then it is only a question of time until our liberties will

be destroyed by a fascist dictatorship* If the American peo-

ple drift blindly along without a clear realization of the

alternatives before them and without resolute efforts to

guide their own destinies, this continent will yet be visited

with devastating civil war and unimaginable chaos,

That the churches will be torn asunder during the mo-
mentous days just ahead is altogether probable* Surely ic is

far more desirable to face a division, as painful as this will

be, than to have the churches continue to support capitalism
and war with all their intolerable evils, The successful revo-

lutionist must combine depth of spiritual experience, warmth
of affection for even those members of his congregation who

oppose him, accuracy and fairness 10 the presentation of
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data, unswerving attachment to non-warlike methods of

social change, high personal courage and sacrificial willing-

ness to accept whatever consequences flow from resolute

loyalty to his highest insights and deepest convictions. It is

quite certain that the present generation will witness martyr-

dom not unlike that of earlier centuries. It is still true that

genuine Christians are sent out as lambs among wolves and

that the day will come when men will think that they are

doing God a service by putting them to death.

Because many of the contributors to the present volume

are in the forefront of the struggle for social justice, it is

altogether likely that some of them will be compelled to

drink the dregs of bitter persecution. As for myself, I glory

in their insight and sanity and daring. They have been raised

up for such a time as this. Let the reader, therefore, absorb

the burning message of these chapters with far more than

ordinary seriousness* Herein we are dealing with matters of

life-and-death significance to our civilization.

KIRBY PAGE.
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CHAPTER I

THE TRAGEDY OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH

THE Church stands before the judgment seat of the world.

She Is on trial before the ceaseless tides of human events

and creatures. The new world which the Church is to build

is not on trial, for it has not yet been created. Decision can-

not be passed on what does not exist. But the Church, now
centuries old, stands before the tribunal of the world ac-

quitted or convicted, as the case may be. Her sins, which

are many, are all of her own household, but they react upon
the destiny of men and of nations. Her ideals, perennially

powerful, are both discounted and marked down whenever

they are outweighed by the evils within her walls. Serious

introspection on occasions is therefore not out of place*

The world moves on. Only in a small way has the Church

been able to keep pace with the revolutionary changes of its

day and generation. The speed with which history moves

makes watchfulness an, imperative necessity. Little wonder the

Church finds itself too often late! Its songs and theology are

still bound in its dead though glorious past. Its prayers are

still being said, and perhaps it is true as the old hymn has

it, "A Thousand years the same/' More serious even is the

Church's inability to realistically interpret and understand

die economic society in which it lives. Other non-religious

groups have succeeded, in part at least, in such an under-

standing. However, the Church is only now beginning its

3
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attempt to study in realistic fashion those forces and factors

in the life of our economic society which do so much to predi-

cate its well-being in one way or another. The Niebuhrs

and the Wards have come none too soon to the Church's aid.

In part they have saved us from complete sentimentality.

On the human side a hostile temper toward the Church is

to be found among multitudes of serious and thoughtful

people. The disappearance of Christendom is now an ac-

knowledged fact. Its passing has been followed by a secular

civilization which tends to put its sole trust in man. The con-

sequent cynicism, arising out of humanistic endeavor that is

separated from divine resource, reacts in turn to produce a

disillusioned church. Disillusioned churches fail to inspire

or render hopeful a despairing world* Again, the Church is

no longer "the institution'* in society but is counted as one

among many. Many of these other institutions are doing
effective work in building a better world. Some of them,

indeed, may be doing more effective work than the Church.

These conditions are like connecting links in a chain which

binds the whole institution to other regrettable situations.

Good men whose desires and sympathies are Christian are

thereby alienated from the Churdb's domains. It is not pos*
sible to estimate how many people, Christian at heart, are

outside the Churdi today. Their number is great. These arc

also people whose hopes are united with those of religion,

They are out because they feel that the Church is only little

interested in dealing with the social sins which bid fair

today of destroying all those cultural and spiritual values

which the Church has prized*

In a sense, we have had nineteen centuries of Christian

history but no Christianity, It Is odd to of t Christian
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world or Christian nations. The mutual relations of the

various peoples of all races have in them veiy little of the

spirit
of Jesus, the founder of Christianity. Our penal system

still functions largely upon a principle of revenge. Many of

our customs and laws are either vicious or immoral. Gov-

ernment still puts property above human rights. While

millions of citizens live on a low physical and spiritual plane,

and are denied the inalienable right of creative toil; and

while children starve or suffer malnutrition from poor diet,

the government designed for their welfare spends millions

for mass butcheries to protect the investments of her privi-

leged men of commerce. And the money is spent in the

name of self-defense, which makes its spending the more

ironical.

In a desperate attempt to discover a way out of this kind

of an inhuman situation men take on revolutionary ideas of

life. Such men within and without the Church are called
*

Radicals" with ao small amount of disdain attached to the

use of the term. Within and without the Church they are

regarded as a little outside of the pale of respectability.

Hence their principles of life are discarded and they are per-

secuted in one way or another. Thinking ofttimes that they

should find shelter and understanding in that institution

which accepts Jesus as Master, they knock at the doors of the

Church. But, as is its habit, the Church sees in them only

unbelievers whom it needs to convert. It looks upon them

as men of the world who are out to destroy.

Its own radical clergy is treated with little better venera-

tion. The Church sees us as being uncertain. It regards us

as being a shade off-color, We are possibly out of touch with

God or unconcerned as to whether other men shall know
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Him. The Church fails to realize that we believe in God no

less because we desire the kind of world in which it may be

possible for all men to believe in Him. As Carlyle once ex-

pressed it, if the lamp of the body is gone out how shall the

soul be lighted. Men living in a society organized in opposi-

tion to eternal values are little apt to believe in them.

We, at least some of us, believe no less than all the others

who waste many words in their talk of belief. Faith is love

above all else. It is sympathy. It is concern for the last and

least among the brethren. It is wonder and beauty and

righteousness. It is not a mere passive standard or holy day,

It is not simply a mechanically learned text or creed, but a

way of life. It is not wearisome ritual not the emotional

exaltation of crosses and candles, lovely as these things may
be. It is justice and mercy and compassion without which

men never find God a reality. We want that Christ may have

a chance at men's hearts. We do not desire to have his face

hidden from the world 'by stocks and bonds and ruthless

competition of man against man. Our golden calf is not the

stodctidcer nor the counting board. Our ideal for men is

not that their souls shall be ground dowa by the incessant

rattle and grating of one cog upon another. We do not

desire the snuffing out of their spirits in black mines, dark

cellars or windowless factories wherein the light of day is sel-

dom seen. Only sterile religion, ingrown, selfish, and com-

promised by wealth and softness does nothing about such

things. The religion of Jesus must speak in terms audible

and distinct

In the Church there are literally multitudes of people who

regard these interests as mundane or political, as being in

00 way a part of the gospel's concern* Between such persons,
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and those who know that to be interested is to be Christian,

there is fixed a spiritual gulf which is as wide as the ocean.

That gulf makes the highest kind of fellowship difficult if

not impossible. No mingling of lovely ritual or sanctimo-

nious stained glass will requite the soul of one who would

find God in the difficult struggle for a better world.GO
There are children of modernity, victims of a pagan age

and an irreligious temper, blinded by undigested scientific

knowledge, who remain outside of the Church because of an

understandable lack of sympathy for the good the Church

would accomplish or appreciation of that for which it stands.

The Church can scarcely be held responsible when it fails

to enlist the support of these people. But what shall be able

to save that church which drives thousands of kindred
spirits,

kindred of Christ, out into a lonely world to fellowship

alone, without that spirit of life which the Church ought to

provide? By turning in a reactionary way against the highest

ethical implications of Jesus' gospel the Church loses many
of its finest sons and daughters.

Theoretically, there is a certain amount of splendid inter-

est. The depression and its glaring iniquities are raising

up a new mood within the Church* Thousands are not as

confident concerning the status quo and Christianity's rela-

tionship to it as they once were. A greater spirit of tolerance

to radical ideas is prevalent. But the active interest is still

confined to a minority group of leaders in the institution

who are themselves too much tied to existing arrangements

to be able to do much about it. The amount of following

which these progressive leaders of the Church have among
their owa laity is questionable.

The rest either lack the required knowledge for interest
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or are content with the rationalized dictum, "we will inspire

people in the right way and our social problems will solve

themselves." This reasoning of those who know conditions,

and who yet choose not to be bothered, has in it more force

than might at first be evident. A deeply inspired and spiritu-

ally illuminated body of people might feel driven to do many

things in the direction of wiping out economic tyranny and

injustice, and in building a better world than they are now

doing. But aside from carrying on the usual methods of

weekly worship, keeping open the traditional avenues of

preaching, and the maintenance of the recreational features

of institutionalized religion, there is slight evidence that the

Church is even able to deeply inspire her members in their

consciousness of God. Evidences of this failure find expres-

sion both in the peculiarities and strength of the Oxford

Group Movement. The movement is a spontaneous answer

to a spiritual need that has not been adequately provided*

Such a movement, left to people of limited social vision, pos-

sesses a usefulness in the rebuilding of human society that

is of doubtful value.

The springing up of heterogeneous movements In personal

religion within the Church, unofficially launched, suggests

the fact that the Church has not only failed in the creation

of a Christian organization of society's life, but that it has

also of late been unable to properly cultivate the spirit-life

in its members. True religion and undefiled ought to min*

ister to the widows and fatherless and to give spiritual sight

to the morally blind. It should bring men into right relation-

ships with themselves, with others, and with Gcni If the

Christian religion is not to decay at its very roots, it will have

to witness within its organization a rebirth of vital

faith.
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Personal religion minus social insight is no guarantee of

the fruits of righteousness in society. Man's spirit-life must

be augmented by the enlightenment of intelligent perception,

and the sanity of clear mental sight into the ethical implica-

tions of the Christian gospel. Only thus will religious life be

able to count in the battle for a better world. Having said

this, the fact remains that the warm personal religion of the

soul, out of which man develops his living experience of

God and the love of God, constitutes the only soil rich

enough in which to plant the seeds of a new society.

In saying this we do not mean that Christian people are

the only people who are able to make a lasting contribution

to a better world. Though the Communist may not describe

his experience as we do, still he may live closer to the heart

of God than does many a Christian. Who is this God who is

so small and bigoted as to demand a label to be known?

They know God who do his will.

All men experience God in some period in life to a greater

or lesser extent. In the midst of the Areopagus in Athens

Paul recognized the ignorant worship of the same God wham
he himself worshiped in a more intelligent manner. The

savage who bows down to wood and stone is conscious of

the same spirit of life as are we. The spirit broods and

men are conscious of its brooding. They cannot tell its going

out or its coming in. The worship of the savage may be

viewed only as more unenlightened. He may call his idol

Buddha or something else, but it is still God. He feels the

same God that we feel Likewise, the hated radical may do

the will of the righteous Marx; and Marx was more righteous

than are many of us. The God of the radical may be the

cosmic power of his deterministic ideal. But whenever the

political radical comes into contact with reality and that
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reality is true, he is experiencing God. The label is not

important. Only the degree of intelligence and right spirit is

important and matters. God is truth. God is right. God is

righteous reality obeyed in life. Our conceptions of God are

not always right, not even our Christian conceptions* But

the right that is in them is God's right.

Without doubt the Christian conception of God is the

highest conception known to our world. It is the highest

not because it is Christian, and with the genuine label of

Christianity, but because it appears to have the most right in

it. Whenever anyone, inside our faith or without it, lives

better by that right than do we who profess the name, he is

more Christian than are we though we may despise the label

Life and life's good count for more than labels. Persons are

of greater worth than systems* The search for truth and

goodness gives meaning to life. Truth makes men free

whether it be the truth of Marx or of Jesus* And all truth

is God's truth,

However, it is at the point of limited truth that religion

and religious movements fall Any religious movement

which dogmatically limits the area of truth which may be

explored is destined to a correspondingly limited, existence,

You cannot confine the approach to God and truth, for to do

so is to refuse power which would otherwise be available*

Religion canaot confine itself to a narrow area of the mind.

It must likewise allow for differences in temperament It

must create a healthy physical environment in order to

achieve a rich spiritual existence Movements which would

save maa without saving their society are doomed before

they begin. The answer that is given by a well-known con*

temporary movement in religion when coafranted by the de*
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mands of social religion, "Oh, I see you are talking about

economics. This is religion/
1

demonstrates a handicapped

spiritual vision. With such vision men are still left unregen-
erate. One may recognize these weaknesses in certain religious

movements without altogether condemning them or failing

to appreciate the good they accomplish. But the light shines

greatest where widest truth permits God to touch the broad-

est area in man's soul and in its environment.

Those whose souls have been stirred and fanned by the

breath of God into a living flame compose the soil in which

may be nurtured the seeds of a reconstructed society. But

the seeds are stifled by unrealistic interpretations of human

society that are cultivated in the bland softness of economic

privilege.
The soul is also impoverished by selfish techniques

and petty personal concerns which engross the individual in

trivialities of guidance in those matters in which the person

involved might well use his own mind. Tragically enough,

men are starving while other men who lay claim to being

good are naively assuming that the world will be made better

when men are sufficiently Christian to mean well. A reli-

gious movement which is desirous of success will need a

better understanding of the nature of progress. This under-

standing aad its fruits in spiritual living await a better in-

sight into the various aspects of the nature of life. The brutal

as well as the good qualities of life must be appreciated, if a

good society is to be created.

Personal salvation is as much a necessity as is social salva-

tion, and the one cannot be had without the other. It is

curiously significant that the Church was unable to effectively

save the individual even in the days in which it was most

zealous to do so. la part that failure was the result of an
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inadequate ideal of salvation. Because the churchman of

yesterday did not know that Christian character is made diffi-

cult in an un-Christian social order, there was created within

the Church a host of men economically materialistic; softened

by the finer graces and amenities of life but a good bit less

than Christian.

The phases of church life that have been narrated in this

chapter constitute the tragedy of the Christian Church of

which there is no greater. Together they form the reasons

for the impotence of the Church* In the last chapter of this

book I shall endeavor to outline a positive approach which

the Church may take in a solution of these problems. It is a

difficult order to plan for the salvation of the Church, How-

ever, it is a task which must be undertaken. Failure to begin
the attempt can no longer be delayed. Therefore let us now
consider the different aspects of the problem.
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CHAPTER II

$~ THE WORLD NEEDS THE CHURCH

THE world's need of the Church (the existing organized
^
Churches) is obscured both because the contributions of the

$ Church are taken for granted and because the self-sufficient

lOsecularism which is characteristic of our time has created the

^illusion that the Church is unnecessary. Yet it is true that the

modern world desperately needs the Church. It needs the

Church to represent the things of God and to help people to

^lead the Christian life. It needs the Church as a protection

i against the encroachment of the Fascist state. It needs the

V/2hurch to hold mankind together in the face of nationalism

the threat of war. It needs the Church to moderate the

social struggle and turn the scale on the side of economic

justice.

To say that the world needs the Church is to imply that

e is some hope that the Church can meet that need at

sMeast in part. Before we set forth the need more fully it is

*J necessary to consider briefly the present capacity of the

Church to do its work in the world.

There is nothing which is easier to do than to write an

indictment of the Church -the more so because the Church

keeps alive in the world the standards by which it is judged.

NoTBrCharles Scribner's Sons have kindly given us permission to

repeat in Mr. Bennett's article some of the ideas used in his book, Social

Salvation, which they are bringing out this Spring. THE EDITOR.

15
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We all know the bad side of the record: the persecutions

which stain it red, the subservience of the Church to the

nation, its support of economic privilege, its resistance to

scientific truth, its futile divisions, its ecclesiastical pettiness,

its compromises for the sake of power, the periods in which

its clergy have been notorious for putting self-indulgence

before the cure of souls. These things are in the record.

Most of them are true in some degree in parts of the Church

today. But they are known and condemned even more by

sensitive churchmen than by outside critics of the Church.

The record has another side which is not so well known,

partly because it is what one would expect to find. The

Church has had its heroic periods, periods of spiritual devo-

tion, intellectual power, and practical achievement. It has

raised up many spirits
who will always be a light to the

world. In the days of its more spectacular faults the stream

of spiritual life was never stopped and the truths which the

Church represents were dimmed but never hidden. What is

of more importance for our purpose is that today die Church

is going through a period of reform along many lines which

promise much for tihe future. It is adjusting itself ia new

ways to the needs of the world and to the loss of many of the

props which in the past have given it artificial influence; such

props as state support, respectability, a wide assumption of

external authority, and the fear of hell,

Today the Churdi is coming to terms with modem knowl-

edge, though it can never come to terms with many of the

assumptions of modem culture. Its seminaries, with impor-
tant exceptions, work on the assumption that there must be

harmony between Christian faith and the assured results of

science and historical criticism. The Church Is ia the act of
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purging itself of many of its ecclesiastical abuses. One evi-

dence of this is that it is engaged in the most rigorous self-

criticism. One would have to go far to find more drastic

criticism of the Church than is to be found in religious

weeklies. There have been surveys and surveys of the work

of Church boards and educational institutions which indicate

a wholesome spirit of self-criticism. A further evidence of

this purging of abuses is the growth in interdenominational

cooperation and the increase of Church mergers within the

last two decades. The Church is learning to avail itself of

the resources of science in the understanding and the healing

of souls. Many efforts are being made to train ministers so

that they will know enough psychology to give them insight

into normal people for the prevention of mental sickness and

the general guidance of life and to enable them to recognize

cases which need expert psychiatric care. The Church is re-

examining its relation to the nation. A surprising number

of churchmen have repented of their part in the last war and

intend, at all costs, to break completely with the war system.

Finally the Church is beginning to realize that it has often

been blind in its acceptance of the economic status quo and

that there is a fundamental conflict between Christianity and

capitalism as we have known it.

Obviously there are many exceptions to these general state-

ments about the Church, Indeed if one were to judge the

Church by counting heads of Christians in all parts of the

world such statements would themselves represent the excep-

tions. There remain profound differences in the degree of

adjustment to the world's needs between denominations and

between different geographical sections. But all that is

claimed here is that there are vital currents in the life of the
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Church which are going in the directions suggested. They
are sufficiently representative of the leadership of the Church

to give not certainty but reasonable ground for hope that

the Church can go far in meeting the needs of the world

which are the subject of this chapter.
1

1. The World Needs the Church to Represent the Things of

God and to Help People to Live the Christian Life

There has never been a time when people needed more

than they need today the message, ministry, and worship of

the Church. Life has 'become so fragmentary and civilization

has destroyed for multitudes of people so many of the things

which protect the soul from disintegration normal family

life, roots in the life of a community, creative work, contacts

with nature that the things for which the Church stands are

the only things left to give wholeness to life. Moreover, if

1
In the mam the above statements are intended to Apply to the Prot-

estant Churches though there are encouraging sijjns
also In the Catholic

Church, especially its growing concern for social justice and m resistance

to the Nans in Germany, when the Church i$ mentioned in this chapter
the reference will be to the Protestant Churches unless the Catholic

Church is named. This is not the result of Protestant prejudice but of
the limits of space and of the writer's knowledge and of the fact that

Protestantism has a more strategic place ^than Catholicism In America*
The writer is aware that he is making statements which will appear

sweeping to those who are primarily critics of die Church without giving
evidence. He would point to the curriculum of many a theologian!
seminary which is an important prophecy

^

for the future, to the work of

Church boards of education in modernizing and enriching the material
used in religious education, to such an agency as "The Council few
Clinical Training of Theological Students" which has made an important
start in giving seminary students training in mental hospital*, to the
kind of books which are chosen by the Religious Book of the Month
Club, to the influence of such a

journal
as the ChfLnlm Century, to the

social pronouncements of many official Church bodies and tht* social work
of Church boards and the Federal Council of Churches, and to the wsulifi

of the recent questionnaire sent to ministers on war and the economic
order* Those are all important straws. Put them together and theym impressive showing. They are ground not for complacent! but for

hope.
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the Christian faith in God is no illusion, then the world apart

from the Church is a strange caricature of the real world. It

has lost its true direction, its sense of proportion, and people
live in a narrow segment of their real environment. To make

these statements clearer it is important to set forth some of

the things which are taken for granted which the Church

does and which no other existing institution can take its place

in doing.

The Church is the only institution in the world which stands

for the revelation of God in Christ and mediates that truth

and its implications to the individual at every stage in his

life, day after day and year after year, at times of crisis and

in life's routine. If it were not for that quiet and steady

work of the Church where would the average individual

come in contact with Christian truth or where, for that mat-

ter, would he come in contact with any coherent interpreta-

tion of life?

The Church is the only institution which deliberately offers

people opportunity for public worship and seeks to train

them in private worship.

The Church is the only institution which continually holds

up the Christian ideal of life. Here its work does overlap

with the work of other institutions such as schools, mutch

secular literature, the law, and many organizations which

seek the realization of specific ideals. But at its best the

Church holds up an ideal which is higher and more inclusive.

The Church is the oaly institution which has the definite

task of preserving within its life the influence of the faith

of earlier generations and of uadergirding the faith of the

present with the faith of the past.

The Church, more than any other institution, provides iu
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most communities a spiritual fellowship which is essential to

the higher and deeper life of most people. Where the local

Church is inadequate, as it often is for more sophisticated

Christians, the larger Church does throw up within its life

groups and movements which in various ways supply this

need of fellowship.

The Church is probably the only institution Which stands

for the whole of life in the modern community in a day in

which every profession is specialized and education is secu-

larized.

The Church counsels and befriends people in the hardest

places of life.

The Church is a home for new agencies and movements

before they have become self-supporting in the community*

In this way it brings into many communities resources for

adult education, recreation, clinical help which may be no

part of the primary work of the Church but which are

neglected by other more specialized agencies, and which be-

long to the work of the Church in so far as they meet human

need which would not otherwise be met One of the best

illustrations of this work of the Church is the fact that min-

isters are talcing a large part of the initiative in the neglected
field of sex education and the preparing of people for mar-

riage. Another is that the Church sometimes gives a meeting

place to unpopular minorities. In giving a start to new at-

tempts to lift the life of the community the Church is play-

ing an old part which suggests the days when religion was

the parent of the sciences and the arts which later achieved

independence,

In these ways the Church helps people to live the Christian

life. It could be put mote broadly: the Church p<>ple
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to go on in the face of the problems of personal living. It is

not claimed that the Church usually performs these functions

well but rather that in the case of most of them there is no

other institution whose business it is to perform them at alL

There is a common notion that the Church in the perform-
ance of these functions may be in time supplanted by

psychiatrists and mental hygiene clinics. The psychiatrist

often does give indispensable guidance for the individual. He

may teach the Church much which it needs to learn. He may
be the only one who can at certain points remove obstacles

to the full Christian life. But there are limits to his work

which time will not overcome. The relation of the psychia-

trist to the things for which the Church stands is comparable

to the relation of the physician to such indispensable means

to health as fresh air, good food, and sanitation. It is no

reflection upon the importance of the physician's work to say

that he cannot take the place of these factors. So the Church

provides the stuff out of which the healthy soul is made. It

brings standards, goals, fellowship, an interpretation of life,

and an experience of God which keep people spiritually well.

It does much of the work of prevention and, if a cure is

needed, the things which the Church represents help people

to remain cured.

There is a fine statement of the relation between the work

of the Church and that of the psychotherapist in C G. Jung's

Modern Man in Search of a Soul, especially the last chapter.

Jung gives one interesting bit of testimony which Is worth

quoting: "Among all my patients in the second half of life

that is to say, over thirty*five there has not been one whose

problem ia the last resort was not that of finding a religious

outlook on life. It is safe to say that every one of them fell
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ill because he had lost that which the living religions of every

age have given to their followers, and none of them has

been really healed who did not regain his religious outlook.

This of course has nothing whatever to do with a particular

creed or membership of a Church/' (Page 265.) It is only

fair to say that Jung also shows how little confidence people

who need help have in the Protestant clergy at present,

i

2. The World Needs the Church as a Protection against the

Encroachment of the Fascist State

The growth of dictatorships with their claims to regiment

the whole of life is one of the most alarming facts in the

world. In too many countries all the values of responsible

government^ in the civil liberties of minorities have been

thrown to the winds. When that happens^ liberty disappears

from most areas of life and truth goes with it. All that re-

mains is the will of the strongest. Against that menace there

is no more important protection than the Christian Church.

The mere existence of the Church is an obstacle to the

complete regimentation of life, for the Church by its very

nature claims a degree of spiritual freedom which cannot

tolerate the claims of the totalitarian state* Even the state

Churches of Germany, schooled since the time of Luther in

subservience to the state, have been fighting bravely for their

spiritual freedom and have not lost yet,

When the Church combines with this claim to spiritual

freedom which is what the German Protestant Churches

are fighting for the teaching of a social ethic which makes
a frontal attack upon the policies of the state, the protection
whidh 'the Church provides against the state is far greater*
The fight against the application of the Aryan clause to the
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Church is by implication a criticism of the state's anti-semitic

policy but the criticism remains implicit. The Church in

America for a generation has done much sowing of the seed

of a social ethic in the very field in which Fascist tares are

most likely to grow the middle classes. The habit of ethical

criticism which such teaching does develop, combined with

the Church's natural claim to spiritual freedom, may well be

America's chief protection against Fascism. In cbmparison
with it the liberalism of the universities will probably appear

like a rope of sand. As for the labor movement and the radi-

cals, the former in its opportunism is in danger of being

swept in any direction, and the latter would be the first vic-

tims of, rather than obstacles to the success of Fascism. The

strategic importance of the Church as a protection against

Fascism is no ground for churchmen to become complacent.

The American Churches are by no means ready for such a

struggle and if the struggle comes it will try as by fire those

minority groups within the Church which will bear the brunt

of it. All that is claimed here is that the Church has within

its life the resources for which to be thankful if the day of

struggle comes.

3* The World Needs the Chunk to Hold Mankind Together

in the Face of Nationalism and the Threat of War

The Church is oae of the few international fellowships

which can undercut the wild nationalism which is the order of

the day. In the past its failure to do this has been tragic.

The Catholic Church for all of its international power has

preferred to allow its own people to go to war with each

other without excommunication than run the risk of having a

considerable number of them choose the nation against the
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Church. Its attitude has been complicated by the persistence

within its social ethic of the idea of the divine ordination of

secular powers which makes it difficult for it to countenance

war resistance. This was one of the final obstacles which

Dr. W. E, Orchard had to overcome before he went over to

the Roman Church. He had been a pacifist even during the

last war and the Roman Church officially forbids pacifism.

He surmounted that difficulty by the reflection that in the

future the Roman Church should be one of die chief practical

obstacles to war and that in the case of any conceivable future

war he would be allowed to oppose it as an unjust war, If not

on grounds of general pacifism. It is to be hoped that he is

right. As for the Protestant Churches, they grow up with

modern nationalism and have regularly until the last decade

officially sanctioned the war system.

The cynic has ground for saying that the record of the

Church in this matter holds out little hope for the future.

But we can put beside that record the fact that the Churdh

has learned much from the war. The real repentance of many
of its leaders for their war record Is most impressive. The

official attitudes of most of the denominations in England
and America go very far in breaking with the war system

and In subordinating the will of the nation to the will of

God* They fall just short of complete pacifism. The Angli-
can bishops at the last Lambeth conference the bishops of t

state Church be it remembered went on record to the effect

that the Church should not support the government m any
war uales$ first the government lives up to Its obligations to

pacts and covenants and submits the matter in dispute to

arbitration or conciliation* Several of the largest American

denominations have declared that the Church should not sup-
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port any war except to defend continental United States

against actual invasion. These two kinds of reservation

which bring the official attitudes of the Churches short of

complete pacifism mark an enormous advance upon the

assumption which has hitherto prevailed that a nation can

count upon the support of the Church in carrying on a war

anywhere in the defense of any national interest. This offi-

cial qualified pacifism is supported, as far as it goes, and is

constantly being pushed farther by a large minority of Chris-

tians who are absolute pacifists in their attitude towards

international war. In the recent questionnaire answered by

20,870 American ministers, 12,904 replied that it was their

present purpose "not to sanction any future war or participate

as an armed combatant/' and 13,997 said that the Church

should now go on record as refusing to sanction or support

any future war. These positions were taken by a larger per-

centage of theological students than by the ministers as a

whole. How far this tendency towards pacifism within the

Church will go, it is impossible to predict. The fact is that it

has already gone unexpectedly far. Responsible churchmen

are now beginning to count the cost of this break with the

war system and to prepare for a future crisis.

If we are to be realistic we must face the fact that the influ-

ence of the pacifist churchmen is least in the countries which

are closest to an actual war situation. In the nature of the

case they could have no influence upon Japan and Russia.

There are very few of them in Germany. German Lutheran-

ism has never felt and does not feel that there is any conflict

betweea the war system and Christianity although Luther

and Melancthon had compunctions about the matter until the

outbreak of tihe religious wars. In most of the other countries
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the issue rests with Catholicism. We have seen that in spite

of its strategic position in the world for the prevention of

war the Catholic Church is far from considering itself as a

war-resisting institution. It makes concordats with the most

militaristic states and it usually maintains its international

position by being all things to all men.

These facts limit the scope of the work of the Church in

preventing war at present but they do not render it unim-

portant. If it cannot prevent war everywhere, it can do much

to keep America and Britain neutral in case of another war>

and to do that would keep the war from being a world war.

It can do much to moderate the policies of those two nations

which, as the world's most powerful empires, have vast influ-

ence for war or peace. If war does come, the international

Church (here the Catholic Church can be especially effec-

tive) will still be one of the few leverages for civilisation in

the world. After the war is over, it will be one of the first

and greatest healers of the wounds of war. These seem small

contributions when we compare them with the evil which

the Church is not yet prepared to prevent^ but even they are

among the few rays of light which at present shine down on

what seems to be a dark future. It is as we contemplate this

situation that we see more clearly than ever the necessity of

building a world-wide Christian Church*

There is an old letter, coming from the second ceotuiy of

the life of the Church, the Ephtk to Diognttus* The un-

known writer says of the Christians of his rime that they
hold the world together, That did not seem true then but

whea we see now how the Church did save the higher values

in civilization during die Dark Ages it seems that the Chris-

tians did hold the world together in those centuries in which
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the Roman Empire was crumbling. In our day those words

do not seem true, but it is not a rash prediction that from the

perspective of a future beyond the present unstable and

threatened civilization it will be seen that in very truth the

Christians have held the world together. At least that is one

of the contributions that is within their power.

4. The World Needs the Church to Moderate the Social

Struggle and to Turn the Scale in favor of Economic

Justice

The Church has an indispensable part in the economic

struggle in America. Conditions differ so much in different

countries that no attempt will be made to discuss the place of

the Church elsewhere. This emphasis upon the place of the

Church in the economic struggle rests upon two assumptions.

The first is that no social order is worth striving for which

is not based upon the consent of a large majority of the

people. The second is that in order to get such a majority

behind any social revolution in America the classes which

are under the influence of the Church must be won to vary-

ing degrees of acceptance of the new order. Each of these

assumptions needs further discussion.

The first assumption means that, if there is not a clear

prospect of winning seventy or eighty percent of the people

to the acceptance of revolution after the event if not before,

the new order will have to be maintained by the method of

war, Perhaps the actual change can be brought about peace-

fully by a smaller majority and much of that majority may
be passive, but the new order will not be stable unless most

of the rest of the population is won by a "fait accompli/'

The bloody part of most revolutions, as George Soule has
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brought out, is not the actual revolutionary crisis but the con-

solidation of its results and the suppression of counter rev-

olution. It is then that the terror begins. The inevitable

result of the method of war in making and maintaining a

revolution is that not only is much blood spilt and hate en-

gendered but that also the highest values in democracy are

lost.

There is no more pernicious error than the common notion

among radicals that democracy is valuable only in so far as it

serves the purposes of revolution. There are elements in the

machinery of parliamentary government which may be con-

sidered as merely means to an end. But with democracy are

bound up things which are as much ends in themselves as

economic justice. The whole conception of government rest-

ing upon consent, the guarantees of civil liberties for minor-

{ties* the provisions for ordered change change which will

continue to be necessary after the revolutionthese are the

heart of democracy* Without them truth is violated hi the

interests of the strongest, law becomes the fiat of changing

tyrants, persons become puppets, and further changes will

always bring the danger of more violence and terror* It is in

order to avoid such results as well as the destruction, Wood-

shed, and hate of civil war that it is so Important to insist

upon the persuasion of a large majority of the people to

revolutionary change,

The second assumption follows that large sections of the

constituency of the Church must i>e won to revolutionary

change in order to get that majority* These people, most of

them in the middle classes, will not usually be revolutionaries*

It would be as mudi as can be expc*cted if most of them are

made understanding enough to be acquiescent after the
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event. If only the moral rationalizations of privilege are

worn away by steady criticism from the Christian perspective,

a real blow will have been struck at the props on which the

present order rests. There will be many who will go much

farther than this, for they will be brought to repentance

under the influence of the Church to such an extent that they

will welcome any change which promises more justice, even

though they may take no initiative themselves. And there

will be others, fewest of all in numbers but influential among
the leaders of the Church, who will be active revolutionaries.

There is a real chance that in these ways the Church can

make just enough of a dent upon the middle classes to make

the difference between the possibility and impossibility of

peaceful revolution.

The Church ha$ been at this task for a very short time, so

short that it is impossible to predict, with assurance, the effect

of its impact. In the past either its ethic has been irrelevant

to the economic order or, if it has had a relevant ethic, it has

been one of control of the status quo rather than one of social

change. When the Church has really envisaged social change

it has been change by act of God alone* Troeksch in his

massive history of the social teachings of the Churches sums

up the situation in his discussion of Christian Socialism. He

says:

Thus Christian Socialism alone has broken through these

theories (theories of the nature of society characteristic of Patristic

and Medieval Christian ethics) and forced men to think out

afresh the social ethic of Christianity and its relation to the actual

changes of the social order. It has laid bare the worm eaten con-

dition of the previous conventional Christian ethic, which at its

best offered something for the ethics of the family or the indi-
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vidual, but which on the other hand, had no message for social

ethics save that of acceptance of all existing institutions and con-

ditions, much to the satisfaction of all in authority.

Even if we make allowance for some exaggeration in that

statement it is near enough to the truth to make us realize the

short history of the attempt of the Church to guide social

change. Now that the crust of the conservatism of the

Church has been broken through there is real ground for

hope and dogmatisms based upon the past record of the

Church are out of place.

These four tasks of the Church indicate its great signifi-

cance for the modern world* In the performance of each

one of these tasks it has a contribution to make which cannot

be made by any other institution. It has roots within the very

classes which must be prevented from becoming the tools of

Fascism or the unyielding opponents of economic change. It

has the leverage which comes from the common acceptance

of the principles of the Christian ethic which further social

insight can turn into the principles of revolution, The first

function of the Church, the helping of people to live the

Christian life is the central and persistent function* That

will outlast all the others* But this is a time in history in

which that function cannot be performed with much if

the Church does not also take seriously the others. If it does

not help to guide the social forces of our time, it will be

refusing to remove many obstacles to abundant life for count-

less individuals; it will be rendered hollow by hypocrisy for

allowing its own people to strain out the gnat of little sins

and swallow the camel of world destroying evils, without

repentance, in which their lives are involved*
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There is always a temptation for those who share the per-

spective of this book to become so impatient with the existing

Churches that, while admitting the importance of the func-

tions of the Church outlined in this chapter, they contemplate

breaking with the existing institutions and establishing a new

religious movement uncompromisingly radical.

There are three reasons why that tempting policy is a mis-

take. The first is that a split with the Church on the basis of

social radicalism is almost certain to involve a loss of great

religious values in the older Churches. A new radical Church

would probably be a one-sided institution which loses the

support of tradition and which forgets the ultimate human

problems which are common to every age and every social

order. The second is that such a new Church would be one

more sea. It would increase the divisions within the Chris-

tian forces. Though its purity of vision might justify such a

break it does not take long for a new sea to get into a rut

which makes its original excuse for existence a matter of

history. The more exclusive it is at the start, the more

pharasaical it will probably become with age. The third rea-

son is that such a sea would lose contact with the very con-

stituency which needs to be leavened by a radical social

vision.

If we are impatient with the Church and still believe in

the need for it, the most fruitful strategy is not to found a

new sect but to create new movements and fellowships within

the life of the Church which will witness to the prophetic

Christian ideal for our time. They should die before they

become vested interests and should not be allowed to become

new seas. They should maintain contact with all the treas-

ures which the Church has preserved from the past centuries
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of Christian faith. They should work within the Church,

using at times its ecclesiastical machinery, seeking to draw

along as far as they will come large sections of its constitu-

ency. The so-called "Oxford Groups" have used this method

with important results and they have shown us all lessons in

strategy. The many social movements within the Church,

especially the Church of England, which have come and

gone, but not without leaving a mark on the whole Church,

show what is possible. The Fellowship of Reconciliation and

the Fellowship of Socialist Christians are now attempting the

same task. In ways of this kind the power of the Church

may be released for the saving of souls and the healing of

nations*
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CHAPTER III

THE CHURCH AND THE WORLD OF SOCIAL

RELATIONSHIPS

IN His contribution to a symposium some years ago, the

Archbishop of York has written, "I am, I hope, a Christian

Englishman; but I am also, I am afraid, an English Chris-

tian." The context reveals that this latter phrase is something
more than a factual description; it is a confession that the

total environment called "England" dilutes the quality of

one's Christian witness. Just how "English" (or "Ameri-

can" or "German," for that matter) our Christianity is, may
be seen in times of war when patriotism plays the tune for

Christianity to dance.

The Archbishop's statement is an echo, expressed with pen-

etrating insight into modern life, of Jesus' words, "Be ye in

the world, but not of it," Modern Christians are conditioned

by the world economic, racial and national in which they

live* For this world is not static in reference to us who live

in it; it is operative and dynamic ia its influence since the day

we were born. Evety Christian lives in the confluence of two

great streams of tradition- one the religious, having its

source in Christ; the other the secular, having its springs in

the material and the cultural. And the latter affects the flow

and purity of the former. Our loyalties become rooted in

our couatjty; our attitudes toward the making of wealth and

35
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its distribution reflect our economic status; our prejudices

indicate our racial classification. At every point, the Christian

has to compete with the claims of family and class and nation

and race. Our Christianity must always be described, because

it is always qualified, by reference to the part of our environ-

ment that embodies the attitudes and loyalties and relation-

ships of various social groups. This paper is concerned with

the extent to which the Church analyzes this world, whose

influence cannot be escaped, and whose effectiveness is in

evidence in the present state of Christianity.

It will help us to set the problem in its true light if we

understand that there is nothing in analysis that is uncon-

genial to the Christian mind. In fact, Christianity has been

active in analysis, probing deeper and deeper into great areas

of experience,

A* The Church has applied analysis to the inner life of

man. Religion, In a large measure, is introspective* and

through its insights the soul has been traced in its needs aad

aspirations, its weaknesses and capacities. To its task of

bringing a cure for the soul* the Church has given relentless

study and thought. It is true to say that the modem science

of introspeaion~psydwlogy~ha$ given nothing new or

original to the analysis of the depths of the I00er life. Reli-

gion is the pioneer, and psychology has but enlarged, con-

firmed and illuminated what the man of religion hus already

dissected in the anatomy of the soul, Hie great doctrines of

the Church-^forgivencss, grace and redemption* testify to

the able reading by the Qhurdh of the life that Hot

within,

B The Church has ever engaged in an analysis of what
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constitutes right individual conduct. The good life, and

how human beings of all ages and conditions are to live in

relation to other individuals has been a subject of robust

thinking. The Church has been earnestly concerned with

moral theology; in instances, it has vied with the Pharisees

in laying a pattern of behavior that reaches down into the

minutiae of conduct.

C. The Church, of recent decades, has brought some of its

best thought to bear upon various religious data. While

geologists were laying bare the successive layers in the sur-

face of the earth, religious scholars were tracing the historical

process within the composition of the Bible. While biology

was penetrating the secrets of life, historians of the Church

were unfolding the intricacies of Biblical times. While

anthropologists were bringing out the relationships within

that complex whole which we call "mankind," the religious

student was engrossed in the study of comparative religions.

The analytical method, which is basic to science, has been a

tool in the hands of the religious life, and religion would be

seriously impoverished if it had been lacking.

D, And mention should, of course, be made of the great

achievements in the field of theology. While religion appre-

hends reality more through the insights of the poet than the

deliberations of the scholar, at the same time the Church has

always been "thoughtful," in that it has challenged the best

minds of every generation to maintain the grounds of faith.

The Church has used the mental apparatus and the intellec-

tual tools of the philosopher and the metaphysician. The

creeds and confessions of the Church are as islands cast up by

the ceaseless activity of the Christian mind upon the great

realities within experience.

Traditionally, then, the Church has applied itself to the
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analysis of the phenomena of experience; its atmosphere is

congenial to the spirit that is both religious and enquiring.

There is one note, however, that must be sounded, and

that is this: Analysis requires what we may term a certain

cultural competence. Analysis does not spring forth full

grown; it is nurtured in a cultural milieu. For one thing, like

all creative effort, analysis requires an apparatus, or stock of

tools. In this case, the tools consist of concepts, schools of

thought, rationalizations of experience. In its theology,

Christianity has made use of concepts gained outside the

specifically
Christian tradition, and yet powerful in their use-

fulness for Christian thought. The concept of the Logos was

an intellectual tool which Christians discovered in another

culture, and which was drafted to serve subsequent Christian

thought. Just as much industrial activity is concerned with

the making of tools by which goods may be fashioned, so

considerable thought must be spent upon the shaping of the

proper apparatus for analysis and other intellectual activity.

So it was that there appeared certain concepts and generaliza*

tioas in our culture before religion could launch out on the

study of comparative religions.

And skill in the use of tools must go along with the ap-

pearance of the tools themselves; and this again is a matter

of cultural development. The Soviets have found chat it is

one thing to place tractors upon farms; it is another matter

to have them properly used. Mental tools, like physical in-

struments, need appropriate skills. A child cannot handle

adequately the theme of God^ because his mind has not lived

long enough with the past experience of the race; if properly

trained* his mind will show increasing facility in the use of

this theme. In similar manner, a whole generation, a whole
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people, can be as a child in respect to worthwhile thought in

any area of experience. The theological activity of Christian

minds is more than the activity of the minds themselves; it is

the product of minds played upon by a culture that has con-

cerned itself with this theme.

And in addition to tools and skill, analysis also calls for

freedom. If great thought is dependent upon the cultural

stream of the past, it is likewise true that all great thought,

of whatever kind, is a release from the past and is creative of

a new and modified channel. If thought is to be more than

the confirmation of our prejudices and the rationalization of

our ignorance, it must be free to criticize and to accuse and

to re-orient. The value which a cultural level grants to free-

dom of the mind is as important to analysis as are the achieve-

ments which that culture has attained in the particular subject

at hand.

ii

We are now ready to examine what the Church must do

if it is to understand the world in which it lives, in order to

transform it to the divine purpose revealed in the life of its

Master,

A. Aaalysis of the world requires a basis of fact; it must

have relevant and accurate data with which to deal For

example, how is one to analyze the merits of a strike (pro-

vided that he does) without knowing certain facts? In the

thunder from the right and from the left, what are the real

issues? What is die merit of labor's claim that its wages are

not rising ia relation to the cost of living, or that certain

practices (such as the
*

"stretch-out," for example) are mili-

tating against advantages supposedly accruing to labor?
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Above the heat and passions of an industrial dispute, there

is a body of factual data that is obtainable by research and

sound reasoning.

Or take the very important question of taxation. In the

present capitalistic system, where business is run for private

profit, taxation is a vital factor in the distribution of wealth.

What are the sources of wealth that may be tapped? What
items of wealth are earned with the least ethical justification?

What kinds of wealth can be taxed with least hardship to

those who have little? What does careful thought reveal

about a tax that levies the same amount upon an article when

bought by a man earning the pay of an unskilled laborer, and

when bought by a man drawing the salary of a high execu-

tive? Every tax bill has what philosophers are calling a

"field/
1

in respect to the distribution of wealth and to justice

between social groups.

The elementary requirement for reaching the truth is

soundness of data; and yet Church opinion has been invari*

ably based upon little, if any, passion for the facts. And in

this the Church shares the plight of the average citizen* It is

a strange commentary on modern democracy that the source

of news is so inadequate in establishing the facts, The aver-

age citizen is asked to make his decisions on premises that

reflect a partisan point of view, and on data that is supplied
to him to support the view of some major economic interest*

Walter Lippmann^ in his sound analysis of how public opin-

ion is formed, has revealed what modifications facts undergo
before they are passed on to the newspaper reader*

In the past, the Church has done most of its chinking on

social issues by rearranging its prejudices, rather than by

putting itself under the stem discipline of faces. There ire
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signs that this situation is being remedied, if only partially.

There are Foundations and Associations which bind them-

selves to ferret out data as relentlessly and impersonally as

physicists
trace down the composition of an atom. Research

into statistics dealing with all phases of economic life is being

pursued, and the picture of our social life that these findings

give is being drawn for the understanding of the masses.

Steps have been taken by the churches themselves to build

their thought about the world not upon any dream picture

sketched by partisan authorities but by the facts that reward

any honest and enquiring mind. The Steel Strike Report is

a signal example of the Church doing its own research. There

are church officials whose responsibilities are such that they

can go from one storm center to another, seeing at first hand

the conditions, studying it from all points of view, and then

reporting back to their constituency their findings.

The Church is also seeking to disseminate the data that

underlies the economic world. There are a few church pub-

lications that make a special point in doing this; the "In-

formation Service" of the Federal Council of Churches is

outstanding in this field. The effort in these papers is two-

fold; (1) To supply facts and information that do not ap-

pear in the press, but which are basic to any sound opinion;

(2) To present impartially the claims of both sides in any

controversy, as they present themselves to the open mind of

a third party. Here the Church has available to it the find-

ings gleaned by secular research bureaus, as well as its own

contacts, Certainly, if there is to be any constructive dealing

with the world around us, we will have to know it as it really

is, and not as it is pictured by haphazard and prejudiced

opmiofl.
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B. Effective analysis calls for what we may term a "socio-

logical sense/' As Aristotle long ago pointed out, Man is a

political animal. Man adopts traditions that were made for

him long before, and he creates traditions that mold the life

of generations to come. He organizes his social life upon
certain generalizations and abstractions, such as the 'law of

supply and demand/' and "national honor,'* He crystallizes

his attitudes into institutions and laws that become, as it

were, impersonal standards of action, which represent the

level of conscience and intelligence to which the community
must conform. For example, although opinion is in revolt

against Child Labor today, the lack of conscience of an earlier

day is solidified in political institutions, which still

force Child Labor upon us until we go through the long

process of constitutional amendment. Society is a fact, as

much as the individuals who compose it are facts. It has its

own reasons for being, its own strategy for surviving, its own

pattern of behavior. Any analysis of the world must have a

sociological sense a feeling for the fact of society, and an

interest ia how men live together.

It is obvious that sociology has only recently risen upon
the horizon of men's thinking, For centuries the arts held

exclusive interest; a, little over a hundred years ago the im*

tural sciences forged ahead; and it is hardly a decade chat the

social sciences have received prominent attention, although

they have been engaging the thought of students much

longer* The world owes Karl Marx a debt of gratitude for

precipitating its thought into a realistic study of what lies

beneath the surface of society.

When one takes one's eyes from the superstructure of our

economic life, which in some respects an
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sight, to examine what lies beneath the street level and down

in its foundations, one comes upon considerable shifting sand

that can only spell disaster. For one thing, according to our

present economic pattern, meeting the needs of people is

incidental to the making of
profits. Or, to put it the other

way round, serving the needs of the public is rendered if and

when it will bring private profit.

Stuart Chase has somewhere put this in graphic form by

suggesting that any contractor will erect a building on the

top of a mountain if a profit is assured, even if the building

has no service value. While in a slum area, where human

need cries out to heaven, that same contractor will not build

homes for families because it does not pay (that is the reason,

of course, why the government is having to enter the housing

situation) . The making of houses for people to live in is not

the reason why houses are built; the end sought is profits.

It would be a superficial reading of the facts to single out

the contractor for denunciation; he is to blame neither more

nor less than we are; it is the structure of society that forces

him to withhold his building skill from society unless there

is profit
for him personally. Fundamentally, society today is

not organized to supply the needs of the many it is organ-

ized to produce profits
for the few.

Another illustration is suggested by the findings of the

Milbank Foundation, which made a survey of the health of

some 1,500 children in one of the poorer sections of New

York City, The survey revealed that 40 per cent of the

children were suffering from malnutrition. This is due

basically to the fact that our food industries are organized to

make money, and not to meet the elementary demands for

food. A merchant will provide a rare delicacy to grace the
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table for a five-dollar meal; but he will not supply milk

and meat to the children of impoverished families. Why?
Because society is organized to provide profits for the meat

packers and the milk distributors, and not food for chil-

dren.

Again, wages, by which the mass of people can secure what

they need, are not a first effort of society today, but come, if

at all, only as a final outcome of a long process* The sequence

is this: rising prices (or, to the same effect, decreasing costs)

hold out the possibility of profit;
this results in economic

activity; this brings about the employment of workers; this

means payment of wages, by which there will be a demand

for goods, the buying of which will bring the profits antici-

pated in the beginning. The present basis for the hope of

recovery lies in that chain, the significance of which for us is

that the securing of profits for the few is the primary con-

sideration, and the payment of wages comes only after a

long series of steps has been taken.

The theory just outlined which is operative in the world

in which the Church of today functions, is illustrated by the

parable of Jesus, which told of Lazarus being fed by the

crumbs falling from the table of Dives, Our economic life is

run on the theory that the higher the table of the few is

heaped with plenty, the more will be the crumbs that make

up the meal of wage earners*

Here again, denunciation of this or that Individual whose

table drips crumbs is beside the point. The real pome is that

our society is organized as though that were the most humane
and intelligent method.

C Analysis on the part of the Church also calls for right

ethical measurements, In every field of thoughtful eadeavor.
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there must be a growing adequacy in the tools used. Astro-

physics calls for enlarged scientific concepts to deal with the

expanded phenomena of science; the Rosetta Stone has made

insufficient earlier criteria in archeological research. Old

measuring rods become outgrown as problems change.

The Church, like other cultural institutions, found itself

catapulted into a dynamic industrial society with ethical

weights and measures that were insufficient for the phenom-
ena of this new order. For the ethic which the Church had

developed, and around which it had cultivated strong emo-

tions, dealt primarily with relationships within the home,

relationships between the sexes and face-to-face relationships

involving simple honesty.

The ethical scale upheld by the Church is revealed in

sermons and Sunday School curricula. People were warned

against dancing, but not against keeping in step with martial

music. To work on Sunday was condemned, but little was

said about the conduct of business on the other six days. Giv-

ing an honest day's work for a day's wage is always sound

ethical teaching, but it needs to be paralleled with the paying

of a living wage for an honest day's work. The Christian

ethic in relation to the problems of imperialism, as noted

in Professor Parker Moon's book, "Imperialism and World

Politics/* or to the problems of industry, as set forth in

"Robber Barons/' by Matthew Josephson, or to the problems

of finance, as indicated in "Finance Speculation," by John T.

Flynn these remained out of the purview of the Christian

conscience, and naturally so, for one cannot analyze with a

measuring rod of inches problems that call for feet and

yards.

There are two factors that account for the slowness of the
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Church in laying strong hands upon the ethical problems

raised by our modern world. It is perhaps more than coin-

cidence that in America the modern missionary movement

and the industrial revolution struck their full stride at about

the same time. The missionary motive has always received

major emphasis from the followers of Jesus, their incentive

stemming from his own passion for men. And no praise can

be too high for the sacrificial spirit
and for the ability with

which those in this movement have met difficult and danger-

ous problems.

But by this missionary emphasis, the eyes of the Church

became fixed upon the paganism abroad and the ethical per-

versions of other lands. Experience reveals that it is hard,

if not impossible, for human nature to maintain itself at high

emotional tension about more than one absorbing theme at a

time; and the great pressure of the missionary motive, as

then construed, undoubtedly drained much ethical adventur-

ing from our own problems,

Perhaps this may be better understood by a glance at the

"home mission" enterprise- This latter phrase was not only

used in connection with elements in our population who arc

not Christians, as the Indian and the Porto Rican; it was

applied as well to work in sparsely settled communities and

ia underprivileged sections of large cities. But these objects

of missionary solicitude were as truly Christian as those from

whom came the wealth to cariy on the work among them,

The assumption seemed to be, however, chat economic de-

pendence placed one upon the spiritual level approximating
the non-Christian abroad; while economic affluence lifted one

above the for "missionary
1 *

activity. This indicates that

missionary seeai on the of many was m to
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applying a more comprehensive ethical measurement to our

changing economic life.

However, the human misery cast up by the angry tides of

industry at the home base demanded action by the conscience.

The dominant method followed was the way of charity.

From those with wealth (no analysis was made of how these

fortunes were accumulated) funds were raised to found hos-

pitals and orphanages, to relieve homes ravaged by poverty,

and to advance similar ameliorative measures. The strong

giving their strength for the weak is, of course, an expression

of the Christian spirit, and there will always be occasions

for its operation; but as a solution of the ethical issues

raised by industrial life, it is inadequate. For it analyzes the

poor as objects of charity rather than as subjects of justice; it

construes brotherhood in terms of giving out of one's ac-

cumulated plenty rather than in sharing economic power at

the source of wealth. Charity takes conscience away from the

real crux of the modern problem; it results in only a slight

distribution of wealth, while it leaves unchanged the essen-

tial relationships of the groups within the economic pattern.

The Church will never bring ethical realism into the world

in which it lives until its sense of sin is commensurate with

the far-readbdng implications of modern industry and na-

tionalism, Halford Luccodc, in his "Contemporary American

Literature and Religion/
1

has told that, at the death of the

Shah of Persia, exception was taken by his government to

the appointment of an American bank as executor for the

Shah's American holdings on the ground that such a bank

was a Christian institution, while the occasion called for one

that was Mohammedan- The bank went to court and won its

plea that it was entitled to be named executor because it was
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not a Christian institution. That this verdict would character-

ize our social order cannot be doubted; and this is a direct

challenge to the moral earnestness of the Church.

The question whether evil is personified by the Devil is

secondary to the question whether evil is not legalized in

many of our laws, stabilized in many of our institu-

tions, and glorified in some of our boasted economic mores.

The Devil will be stripped of his disguise only as the Church

brings into the world a sense of sin adequate to the social

realities of modern life.

D. In any effective analysis, the attitude of the person or

the institution toward his function in a given situation is an

important factor. If a person feels within himself that he

is a responsible agent for the growth of scientific knowledge,
he will exert himself accordingly. If, on the other hand, he

feels no pressure to put himself into this field, his personal
contribution to scientific advance will be accordingly limited*

Correspondingly, the attitude of the Church toward its own
r61e in social change will determine the extent to which it

exerts itself as a responsible agent for such change.
There have been periods when due Church has won its

claim to be supreme in society; in Rome and Geneva it has

sat in the seats of ultimate political power. There are suffi-

cient grounds, however, both ia principle and in practice, to

indicate that the Church should never assume temporal con*

trol of society.

The* other attitude has been to work out a modus Vivendi

between the Church, as the representative of Christ, and the

State, as the representative of Caesar. Generally speaking, the

Church has insisted upon autonomy within its own sphere^
the spiritual, and has not sought to impose its authority in
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the aifairs of the State. This attitude accounts for the lack of

ethical earnestness on social questions.

The reason for this attitude toward its own function lies

partly in the way the Church has conceived its relationship to

culture. Certain characteristics of American church life are

peculiarly illustrative of this.

When America was settled, the Church was the center of

culture in a peculiar way. Thrust into a barren wilderness,

with the struggle for survival so pressing, the settlers looked

to their religious institutions to maintain the ties which

bound them to their spiritual heritage.

This r61e of the Church, as the preserver of culture, con-

tinued as the march westward was undertaken. Every time a

new frontier was settled a struggling community faced the

problem of preserving its essential culture. The Church on

our movable western frontier symbolized the cultural roots

of the people.

From the beginning, too, Americans were faced with a

people whom they thought barbaric in their culture, savage

in their ways, and heathen in their religion. The cleavage

which these settlers felt between their own cultural attain-

ments and the cultural debasement of the Indians gave the

Church a mission to impart the spiritual heritage of the white

man. For converting the Indian also meant taming his
spirit

to the ways of the "superior" white race.

This same situation was repeated with the negro; once

again the Church stood as the custodian of an advanced reli-

gion and culture. The two were not, and could not, be

separated. If the religion was the white man's, so was his

culture; and everything demanded that the negro accept both

in accepting one*
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And then there came the tide of immigrants to our shores.

Not Anglo-Saxon in race, foreign in tradition, the Church

confronted these newcomers as an institution whose own

roots were deep within the native culture. The chapels and

centers established among these many foreign-speaking na-

tionalities were looked upon as strategic centers to assimilate

the immigrants into the cultural stream of their newly

adopted land. Whatever appraisal one may bestow upon the

success of this undertaking, the fact remains that once again

the Church dispensed culture.

Largely through the force of circumstance, then, the

Church has been cast in the part of the carrier, if not the

preserver, of the prevailing culture* And to add that this was

also a welcome task, is not necessarily to impute economic

security as the dominant motive. For cultural stability is a

concern to men, and even more so to a religious institution

whose interest is in spiritual values.

For the culture in any Christian community Is signally a

product of the influence of the Church; the Chuxdht has

created much of what is accepted as of spiritual value, and

stability lies in the maintenance of that cultural pattern. An
institution that Is fulfilling the rdle of cultural guardian is

not going to give itself to criticism of that culture and its

roots. Such analysis as is made will be directed toward

supplying sanctions for the status quo, rather than toward

exposing errors that call for a thorough overhauling, The
true task of the Church should be that of Conscience for che

prevailing culture, bringing ethical insight that neess beyond
Ac attainments of the present* Not until the Church
that the Gospel 1ms more to gam in a culture a

more ethical economic order, will It go out as a

agent to effect basic and far*readhing social
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III

It has been pointed out that analysis is congenial to the

religious temper; and analysis of the world of men and affairs

is always present when religion is represented by its prophetic

spirits. None have with so much daring and precision laid

bare the soul of men in respect to their economic and national

relationships as have the prophets; and while Jesus Christ is

more than a prophet, yet he is one with the prophets in this.

The prophetic spirit sees into the heart of society as over the

shoulders of a God of consuming righteousness and redemp-
tive love. Social life, in all its ethical ramifications, is the

subject of prophetic concern and agony of soul.

For one thing, the prophet takes hold of facts and data as

something that almost burns his hands, so aware is he of

their import. Where is the injustice that characterizes every

society more vividly marked than in the accusing blows that

fell from the lips of Amos? "Where is the hollow strength of

nations more immediately apprehended than by Isaiah and by

Jeremiah? With what unmistakeable definiteness does Jesus

reveal the false conceits that society takes so seriously, and to

its own destruction. With a single parable, such as that of

the Good Samaritan, he definitely deals with phenomena of

contemporary society, and with conditions that still cry to

God for change. Truly the prophets are stoned, and he who

is more than a prophet is crucified, because they come down

from generalizations to specific moral ills that characterize

the everyday life and the accepted practice of the world.

The prophet goes deeper in his analysis than the fact itself;

it becomes significant because it is a symptom of an order of

reality that is more profound than the fact Not as a statis-

tician, nor as a student of sociology, but rather as one tre-
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mendously on fire on behalf of a righteous God does the

prophet approach social analysis. Disparity of wealth is not

a mere economic phenomenon, it is a sign of a moral disease.

The perversion of justice is not a legal concern so much as it

is evidence that the processes of justice are the tools of inter-

ests fulfilling their lust for greed. A
political alliance be-

tween states is more than a diplomatic concern; it is a sign

of spiritual poverty on an international scale. For the

prophet, everything points to the righteousness of God,

The analysis of the prophet probes still deeper into the

ethical structure of life, so that he holds the conviction that

the moral law is in the very substance of life itself. The

universality and the binding nature of physical law, which is

the assumption of modern thought, corresponds to the view

of the moral law held by the prophets. Moral obligation does

not 2ig*zag through life, carefully making its way between

this that it binds, and that which it leaves unbound, Life in

its totality, In respect to all men and to all circumstances*

must conform to the will of the Righteous Godf which is

disobeyed only at a loss too great for life to sustain,

The analysis of the prophet is also concerned with experi-

ence; for the prophetic spirit sees the unity of moral expert
ence. Moral personality is one, and to divide it into

of moral earnestness is to make it less of a personality, The
ethical life is supremely a quality of soul, resulting (torn an

experience of moral reality* It is something which we are,

or are not; not something that we have now, and CM discard

later, To compartmentalize moral experience is to violate its

basic unity. This prophetic insight into the unity of such

experience is expressed in Jesus
1

words, "Ye
God and Mammon/'
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Dr. John A. Mackay, in his book entitled "The Other

Spanish Christ/' relates an incident that poses the ethical

problem of the Church. He declares that whoever has visited

Seville during Holy Week will never forget the scene of woe

which the Cathedral presents throughout the midnight hours

of Easter Friday, with its High Altar shrouded with a huge
dark veil and its immense nave filled with women who groan
and lament the night long. But, he continues, as soon as

pealing bells announce that Christ is risen, the populace rises

from its mourning to attend the first bull fight of the season.

People come within the influence of the Church, molded

by the atmosphere and values and practices of the world of

bull fights and other social phenomena. And they pass from

out the influence of the Church to enter again into the stream

of the formative influence of the world. In analyzing this

world with prophetic insight and in seeking to transform it

with prophetic self-abandon, the Church will create a new

individual who will in turn create a world of social relation-

ships that will be an earnest of the coming of the Kingdom
of God on earth.
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CHAPTER IV

THE CHURCH AND THE MIND OF CHRIST

HUMANITY is uprooted. So Maurice Hindus informs us.

Not alone in Russia have revolutions been fired. The social

structure has been shaken. Blessed institutions are crumbling
like shell-torn cathedrals. Inherited systems, many of them

now unwanted, have had their day. New concepts of good-

ness, truth and beauty are replacing the traditional philos-

ophy of our fathers. Tomorrow's morals will be different

from yesterday's. New occasions are upon us. Will they

teach us the inevitable new duties?

The advent of Jesus in the period of the Caesars shattered

social systems more ancient and benevolent than twentieth-

century capitalism. Forgotten values were restored to signifi-

cance. His religion generated new values men held were

destructive of commonplace virtues. Christ does not confront

a disordered economic process and unsavory politics for the

first time in this year of grace 1935 AJX The religion of

Jesus supported all human values seemingly disregarded in

our time* His mind introduced a new reagent into the

laboratory of human experience. It precipitated new issues

for men to face bravely and compounded new principles of

living that augured hope.

Paul's injunction, **Have this mind in you, which was also

in Christ Jesus/' was aad is audacious counsel. It is the

37
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bench-mark from which the building of the human order

must proceed. Social systems being what they are, as fol-

lowers of Jesus the men and women who make up the

Church cannot nor should they ask to escape the practical

considerations implied in those tremendous words.

Much doggerel about the Church failing to measure up to

the ethical teaching of Jesus leaves me unwarmed and un-

moved. After winnowing the wheat of genuine inspiration

from the chaff of foggy argument, we are thrown back again

and again to the personality of Jesus for a scale of values as

a measure of human advance. The research of the scholars

on this one point is convincing enough, The personality of

Jesus alone is of abiding significance. His teaching is the

normal outreach of what he became* In fact> his teaching is

hardly different from that of any of the great Hebrew

prophets. He did, of course, teach forgiveness with a new

vigor. If Jesus may be said to have learned by doing, then it

is true to say that his ethical teaching resulted from his

fellowship with man through the gamut of human experi-

ence. "He was tempted like we are tempted/* Still he worked

his one talent and developed his latent spiritual capacities in

a manner such as only a high calling can bestow, His life is

the controlling influence it is in society because of his wise

employment of individual energy. Free spiritual initiative

is of the essence of his faith and work. Wfaea a philosophy
of individualism is being read out of court it is important
to recall that Jesus stressed individual enterprise. When Paul

spoke of growing up into the stature of the fulness of the

Christ, he must have had that in mind. A
to train up by oiling out at eveiy opportunity what

opacities he might have. The Beatitudes as set forth in
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Matthew's Gospel are nothing if they are not a catalogue of

the various spiritual necessities of mankind. Undisciplined
and uncontrolled, they lead to frustration of tremendous

social possibilities.

Only a community of spirit-filled people will make Chris-

tianity a living religion. Only religious faith will amend

and dictate moral activities. This is not merely a first-century

thought-pattern unless I have mistaken modern psychology,

especially the psychology of religion. Human nature being
what it is, "the mind of Christ" is the one place we can begin
to labor for a better world. Yet I, for one, refuse to com-

promise this principle by treating Jesus as normative for reli-

gious experience. To make of him a spiritual absolute is to

side-track individual initiative. To discuss Jesus as the only

prism, as it were, through which the vari-colored spiritual

rays of the universe have passed or shall be allowed to pass,

is to short-circuit the primary spiritual powers latent in man.

And these primary powers are urgently needed for inducing

a high potential in our moral performance. We cannot

afford to deny to the common man that priceless experience

that Jesus said is the privilege of the pure in heart. They
must be allowed to see whatever spiritual achievement is in

store, not suppose that faith has been delivered once for all

to the saints of some remote time. In Ralph Waldo Emer-

son's words, "I have no expectation that any man will read

history aright, who thinks that what was done in a remote

age, by men whose names have resounded far, has any deeper

sense than what he is doing today. The world exists for the

education of each man/* This is a Christian judgment and a

Christian method of procedure. Like the old spectacle-maker,

we too must seek to find that which is true whether or not it
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accords with our presuppositions and prejudices about life.

Jesus may have been the religious genius of the first century.

Little doubt is left that he was. But as astronomy could have

made no headway if Galileo ordered it to stop where he took

leave of it, just so would humanity make no gains if we
anchored at any given point in time.

None the less, the leadership of Jesus, to which he is justly

entitled by reason of his own worth, suffers from contempt
and indignity. Christians debate the attributes of the God-

head while humanity remains a crawling mess. A new society

awaits the emergence of a new race, as Paul said. In Christ

there is no Jew or gentile as such. All are sons of the high-

est. It brings one up short to think of such a prospect* To

possess the mind of Christ is to be fired with a redemptive

purpose in living. Paul confessed, not immodestly, "For me
to live is Christ/* Perhaps we cannot understand that unless

we read it in terms of hidden motives and purposes in a

man's credo.
M
Many are called, few chosen/* was Jesus* way

of stating mankind's chief difficulty. Not all in his day were

able to triumph in spiritual affairs* Hindrances of many sores

thwarted man's attempt to be fuil-statured. And woe unto

him who proved a hindrance to his brother. It were better

for him never to have been born.

Not the least of these hindrances to pinnacle spiritual pt*r*

formance is mam's own wish to dwell in and comfort*

It is better to be undisturbed, we are apt to say, chart to suffer

the necessity of change. We let things take their own course.

Rather than treat a disease we run the risk of surviving it. In

the realm of morals this is only the blindest kind of

to the insights of Jesus. We should beware thac we do not

let into out minds what he called "dark light/* We be

amenable to change, turning* conversion,
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A business man of my intimate acquaintance told me only

recently that, looking back over a career of forty-odd years

in the service of a great corporation, he had about reached

the conclusion that business, as we know it in America, is

non-moral. The interesting fact about this statement is that

it is made by a Christian gentleman, a diurch member and a

heavy supporter of missions. In other words, it is the insight

of one who has his money on religion. If he were a poor
man and unsympathetic to Christianity, one might be able to

deny the truth of his statement.

We do face a basic necessity of our age to Christianize

business and all human services. We speak much in these

days of re-employment. Let us ask ourselves whether we are

re-employing men in occupations that serve the Kingdom of

God. Let us also not forget that Paul's preaching in Ephesus
threw some men out of work. The high demands of the reli-

gion of Jesus do not necessarily guarantee everyone employ-
ment on his own terms. Still, many who sit in their Sunday

pew care little for preaching upon economic issues. One of

my best friends is a man who tells me nearly every Sunday
that economics should be kept eternally out of the pulpit. I

still love him and I still preach about any issue that I feel

called to preach about. We respect each other's claim. Most

congregations^ be it said, prefer their minister to stand where

they stand oo such matters. Here we see a definite invitation

to forsake the basic thing that religion is. Religion is a judg-

ment* Let the modem rabbi and minister recall that the con-

gregations in Israel expected their prophets, and Jesus, too,

to stand where they stood. Amos was chased from the city

to the country, Jeremiah was dumped into a cistern and Jesus

was crucified, To use a modem phrase that any newsboy

might understand, they were "taken for a ride/' These things
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happened because they refused, in the isolation of their own

inner integrity of spirit, to live on some one's else level, but

chose to dwell apart from man as though to live for God.

To reconcile this conflict of divine service with the paro-

chial interests of men is no small part of the preachers' task

in modern times. When the private prejudices are invaded,

loyalty often ceases to a man whose qualifications to lead are

brilliant. It is fascinating to note, as one reads into the

biographies of the spiritual leaders of the race, how their

own expectations always exceed those of their immediate

adherents or descendants. Is loneliness the price of great

leadership?

Christianity is a prophetic movement. Conceived as a

continuation of an ancient and unequalled lineage of voices

in the wilderness of man's own muddling, it risks the test of

"fruits/* To affirm that the chief interest of Christianity is

worship is to belie its origins. Worship must be surcharged
with content that seriously offends the conscience. The peace
that passeth all understanding isn't God's unless our souls

are troubled and our consciences torn. Con the churches suc-

ceed in developing a service of worship along lines that will

sear the consciences of the worshippers Sunday after Sunday?
It is a foremost duty of the hour. The Church must refuse

to be a purveyor of comfort unless it is the comfort of

wrestling with an angel Not that the preacher must make a

nuisance of himself that he may prove his allegiance to Jesus.

So long as we speak with our understanding we shall be true

to a wise instinct Even so, some of the first Christians were

overjoyed to be called "fools." The making of the whole

family of God is at stake, We must make humanity God-

like. This the Church conceives its mission to be doing. To
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emphasize anything less is to be truant to Jesus, lacking in

his mind and faithless to ourselves. This is the religious

meaning of the teaching concerning God as Father. Any
other use of the term is apparent childish sentimentality.

While economic conditions in particular may alter our

conduct, they should not be allowed to engulf our spirits and

defraud us of character. The supreme fact, startling as will

appear, is that Jesus overcame everything that threatened his

own peace. Let the sociologist make of it what he can. In-

deed, adverse economic, political and social conditions in his

time only nerved the man to utilize every human capacity to

the utmost to steer away from disaster. Religious faith in-

tensifies our ordinary daily capacities to avoid shipwreck just

as it invigorates all intellectual effort. We cannot explain

how it happens, but it is a fact of experience. 'The fear of

the Lord is the beginning of wisdom/
1

Reverence is the pre-

requisite of learning. The Church can serve the present by

focussing attention upon and creating interest in the develop-

ment, in individuals, of the spirit of
fair-play, justice and

love; and, among groups, of many shades of opinion, urging

co-operation with all men, of whatever race, nationality or

religious faith, in establishing any and all agencies necessary

to fulfill the basic drives and hungers of mankind. The

Church must increasingly find it possible to minister to the

growing acquisitiveness, both individual and collective, that

threatens the veiy existence of society.

Criticism of the Church descends by the ton from the

hopelessly misinformed* Certainly the Church should heed

all honest criticism. The Church should lend every encour-

agement to all honest efforts to set the problems of eco-

nomics, politics and sociology in the light of reason, expert-
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ence and conscience; but, in my judgment, should never

undertake to present or promise any one hard-and-fast solu-

tion to the many issues that are involved in a steady advance

toward the Kingdom of God. We must come to terms with

that precious stuff known as human "personality." We find

it everywhere we may go. A serious student of human affairs,

traveling in Germany, France, England, Italy and Bulgaria

one summer, and in China and Japan the next, said that

human beings are pretty much alike all over the world. We
are only at the threshold of a new era in human understand-

ings. God is with us in our efforts to familiarize ourselves

with the new peoples, who happen paradoxically to be very

ancient peoples, that our commerce and communications are

making neighbors. The world is a small place, after all Re-

gard for personality wherever we meet it is a test of our

allegiance to the mind of Christ. And certainly Paul's idea

of our being "temples of the Holy Spirit** approaches the

findings of our best psychologists, that is to say, those

psychologists who insist, on scientific grounds, that we are

more than scampering mice or yelping dogs.

Again, the Church must be reconciled, not only to God,
but to men of various temperaments and dispositions and

heritages. There are other civilizations than our western

Latin culture- We should forget that the Bible contains, m
has been alleged, the only inspired words of decision ever

uttered by an Almighty God, We would do well co teach

the growth of the Spirit in every religious tradition worthy
of the name as a "source of psychological power to our-

selves,
1 '

to use H. A. Overstrcec's fine phrase, Books like

"Relinking Missions" arc the harbingers of the coming
day of finer understanding and wider sympathy as they also
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herald the time of mutual effort for the building of a world

community that will be blessed. We must as well "re-think

our cities," as Overstreet suggests, in his book, "A Guide to

Civilized Loafing/* Seen for what it really is, the religious

bond makes us kin with the world as it affirms our kinship

with the mind of the Eternal God. This undying religious

message of the Church we must singly and individually illu-

mine with the incandescence of our own personality. We
must bear in our own bodies these "marks" of Christ if our

ministry is to be valid in the present hour. Such a message

in the last analysis is truer to human experience than the

dogma of any political movement. The mind of Christ is the

call of God to men to assist wisely in the worthy enterprise

of fashioning the whole natural world and the whole organi-

zation of human affairs according to specifications wrought

out, as it were, in eternity. We are caught up into the holy

purposes of God. They transcend the limited impulses of

man and partake of something more than transitional tech-

nique. We must refuse to be opportunists to the extent that

we compromise humanity's fundamental longings. We must

evoke the highest possible religious response of which men

are capable. This, as the history of Christianity abundantly

shows, is never without acknowledging and living for

definite ethical obligations. To achieve the courage and the

wisdom of Christ's miad is the most alluring adventure that

the Church, to the very last man and woman, is privileged to

have for its task. It will prove equal to the terrific demands

and the great strains made upon it by doing this well and

other secondary matters when convenience may permit.
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CHAPTER V

NEW CHURCHES FOR OLD

"My name is Mr, B /' he said, as we sat down at the

annual dinner of the local alumni club of our college. He
was much pleased when he discovered that I had graduated
from the theological school, and added; "You have the best

thing to give to the world/' This was an unexpected but

appreciated surprise. Gifted with a winsome personality and

penetrating mind, he had all the earmarks of a first-class lay-

man, I envied the minister for having such a leader in his

church.

"What church are you working in?" I inquired.

"None!" he answered firmly.

I smiled and waited for him to continue.

"I'm looking for a church that will give me a God for

today/' he added, "and so far I have not found it."

Our chance acquaintance did not end there. We have

talked considerably about the deeper needs and issues of life,

both personal and social His father had been a minister on

the frontier line in the middle northwest. His brother, until

recently, had kept the ancestral torch burning in the south-

west, In spite of such a religious background my friend was

hungry for die 'living God" who alone could satisfy his

innermost longings and help him adjust himself to the

rapidly changing world of our times. But up to that time he

69
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had not found the church where the living God could feed

him and use him to accomplish His purpose.

Another instance happened at a suburban country club,

'Tomorrow is Mothers Day/' commented one of the

"boys."

"It is the twentieth anniversary of my mother's death,

too/
1

said another, "and I think the world of her/'

"Why not attend church in the morning and meditate

upon the memories of your mother?" I suggested. '"There

will be plenty of time in the afternoon for a round of golf/*

"If I were near enough I would perhaps come to your

church. I was brought up in the church and know a good
deal about religion. My uncle was a minister. But truly, I

have no use for the church/'

"Why?" I asked.

"The ministers speak in a language which I do not under-

stand/'

These are not isolated cases* Daily one meets men and

women in all walks of life wistful, sometimes consciously,

often unconsciously, but always seeking a God for today

expressed in terms which they can understand, anc! who can

give them spiritual health to enable them to firm in

the shifting sand underneath their feet and the rag-

ing storm overhead.

Recently an honored business man said to me bluntly,

"Peter, it is you ministers who brought us into this and!

it is you ministers who cm take us out of it/
1 He has ntn

been inside of a church for
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"How can this be?" I inquired.

"By permitting us to follow wrong ethics," came his

answer.

No testimony has been introduced from the underprivi-

leged class the exploited workers and the poor. Would it

be considered fantastic to state that they have asked for bread

and have received a stone, have demanded justice but have

been met with violence? In this class struggle the church as

a whole has been on the side of the privileged class. To be

sure it has given succor to the wounded even if it has come

from the crumbs that have fallen from the rich man's table.

Is it a wonder that there is such a growing and aggressive

hostility on the part of the exploited class against the church

and even against religion?

Our purpose is not to condemn the church or deny the

contribution it has made to progress. Like all other institu-

tions or organi2ations its record is a mixture of virtues and

vices, black and white, positive and negative. It has both

nursed and stoned die prophets; it has championed liberty

and persecuted the non-conformist; has preached love and

nursed hatred; has proclaimed peace and engaged in war; has

denounced the world but sold its soul and betrayed its Lord

to the princes of Mammoti. Judged by the standards of the

world its record may be creditable. But judged by the pur-

pose and mission it is organized to accomplish, it is found

wanting* People are organizing against it or deserting it

because it does 0ot grapple w^ t"ie Problems of personal

life and with the social issues of the day. What it preaches,

teaches and does is so irrelevant and extraneous to those

needs and aspirations
of life which religion particularly
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Christianity is expected to meet and realize. The statisti-

cians of the various boards may attempt to acquit the church

before its critics by pointing to its proportionate increase in

membership, ability to carry on even through the present

economic depression and by its holdings and influence. May
not such evidences of strength be the weakness of the church?

The church is the tree of religion, and must be judged by its

fruits, the quality of its membership and ministry, as well as

by the success it achieves in accomplishing its purpose. The

vineyard of the Lord is not producing sweet grapes to heal

and harmonize life both in its personal aspects and social

relationships. As long as it fails to accomplish this it will

still be found wanting even if it enlists in its membership all

the peoples of the world, and commands their wealth.

The chief mistake of the church has been to mistake its

purpose for its program, to regard itself as an end and not as

the means to an end. What is a church for, to keep on being
a church or to be a flexible human organization to do some-

thing, with that something determining the character of its

organization and program as well as the technique of its

ministry? The church as an end in itself has no justification

nor any religious value. To claim divine authorship and

apostolic sanction for any church is to misunderstand both

the mind of Jesus and the experience of the
disciples^ the

original founders of the church. All attempts in the past,
and even now, to claim authority for a particular type of

church and ask people to accept its doctrines and practices
as final on the ground that it was instituted by Jesus and

transmitted through the apostles to the present ecclesiastical

atuhority be it a bishop, pope or official board are futile

and injurious.
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The church is a human laboratory, a congregation of truth

seekers. Therefore the nature of any church should be deter-

mined by the truth it seeks to attain. What is this truth for

the realization of which the church should be organized? To

seek, interpret and apply the mil of God to all human needs

and relationships.

Jesus was reluctant to have his followers wrap themselves

around him in adoration, or follow him as a soldier follows

mechanically his commanding officers. He would not make

himself the ultimate end of life's quest. He would not even

encourage a candidate to call him good. He invited the

people to join him as he led the procession in a common

adventure to seek the will of God and throw their lives unre-

servedly on the side of God for humanity. So could they

become the children of God, grow in His likeness and be the

heirs of His love and grace. The seeking and doing of the

will of God was so central in the consciousness of Jesus that

he denounced as iniquity at least three types of good deeds

done in his name, on the ground that his followers might do

all these things and still fail to do the will of God. "It is not

every one who says to me, Xord, Lord/ who will get into the

realm of heaven, but he who does the will of my father in

heaven. Many will say to me at that day, Xord, Lord, did

we not prophesy in your name, did we not cast out demons

in your name, did we not perform many miracles in your

name?' Then I will declare unto them, 1 never knew you;

depart -from my presence, you workers of iniquity.'
" *

The account of the life and teachings of Jesus in available

sources is much limited. There is no complete statement as to

what exactly is the contents of the will of God for all people
1 Mat. 7:21-23* Moffat's translation.
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in all times. We have no indication that Jesus even wanted

to make such a final and universal statement about the will

of God. He simply revealed the way whereby one might
find what God's will was for the specific situation. He could

depend upon the Spirit to teach, guide and strengthen him.

Still there is enough in the gospel narratives to convince

us the central factor of the will of God. Jesus assumed that

God and man stood on a common ground, and man, bearing

the image of God, was capable and destined to grow fully

in those values which make life worth while and of which

God is the perfection. God is interested in man, far more

than a good father is interested in his children. It is His will

that His children should grow in the fullness of life, to rise

up in the spirit of love and grace, maintain peace and serenity

in the midst of difficulty and frustration, to develop a sym-

pathetic and understanding mind, cherish a courageous heart

and magnanimous purpose, and withal to experience a joyous
and triumphant life. This is the meaning of Jesus' saying in

the gospel of John, "I have come that they may have life, and
have it more abundantly."

On the above assumption it would not be difficult to dis-

cover the implications and technique of realizing the will of

God for humanity.
1. No material object, thought, event or organization that

can contribute to the development of human personality can

be alien to God, and nothing that hinders the growth of per-

sonality can be in harmony with the will of God. Life should

not be divided into two compartments, one "sacred** and the

other "secular'* as the church has arbitrarily done. What-
ever is helpful in the making of persons is good and divine,

and therefore should be sought and disseminated by the
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church, and whatever is injurious or makes it harder to de-

velop persons, no matter how strongly sanctioned by the

church, state and the public, should be denounced as wicked

and destroyed. How much do our present industrial system,

our social and educational relations, the teaching and practices

of the church help make better and happier people? This

should be the criterion to evaluate the present social order

and guide us to establish the new.

2. Available opportunities for the development of person-

ality should not be limited to a group, class, race or country.

Human beings are equal in the sight of God and members

of His household. Attempts to corner the resources of help
for the good of one section of humanity is sin. All resources

of help should be thrown wide open before all the members

of God's household. If there should be any preference in

the order, the weakest and the neediest should come first,

both in the case of individuals and groups.

3. The development of personality depends upon two

conditions: one is the successful and complete integration of

the inner life. This means harmonizing one's impulses,

thoughts, purposes' and emotions, and experiencing that at-

home feeling in the universe through fellowship with God as

the loving source of our spirit and the perfection of our

aspirations. The other is the re-making of the entire social

fabric to nourish, sustain, encourage and preserve human

personality.

As to the technique of the fullest realization of personality

through inner integration, serene mastery of circumstances

and non-matiipulable factors of life, and right social adjust-

ment, Jesus gave us what is apparently a simple but is really

a very subtle formula,
"
Whoever wants to save his life will
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lose it, and whoever loses his life for my sake and the

gospel's will save it." The road to the making of character

and perfection of personality is devotion, prompted by love,

of all that one has, is and can be to the common good, and

to the welfare of the divine family, the social order of unified

and harmonized humanity. It is the inborn right, therefore,

of every individual throughout the world to have all possible

opportunities and help thrown before him that he may grow
as a son of God in the rich and triumphant life, and toward

a completed character and perfect personality. Moreover this

is to be carried out here on earth in the flesh, and not in a

post-mortem realm.

The present social order is destructive to personality, there-

fore wicked. It produces, encourages and justifies selfishness

both in individuals and groups. Its objective is mainly mate-

rial gain. Property rights supersede human welfare, thus

permitting industrial exploitation even through the enlist-

ment of governmental aid. It widens and intensifies the

cleavage between the classes, races and nations. It completely

ignores love and its application to human relationships. To
realize "a harmonized man and harmonized society," in such

a sinful order is impossible. The mission of the church is to

help replace the present wicked order with a new righteous
order. The church as it is constituted is not even conscious

of this task. It has become an integral part and defender of

the present vicious socio-economic order, calling Jesus "Lord,

Lord," but refusing to inquire what God wishes it to do.

The gospel it preaches is not Christian. Its organization is

ecclesiastico-centered and divisive; its theology irrational and

adulterated with mythology; its worship, unreal; Its educa-

tional technique, magical rather than psychological; its ethics
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negative and individualistic; and its objective, otherworldly.

The salt has lost its savor. The light has gone out of its altar,

and lo, the whole world is in darkness.

To be sure there are individuals in and outside the church

who are facing the issue realistically and are endeavoring to

bring themselves in harmony with the will of God. Never-

theless what we have said above is true of the church as a

whole. Our need is not for a substitute for the gospel but

for a new birth for the church that would seek the truth the

will of God in history, in the hearts of its people and in the

social turmoil round about and which would undertake the

adventure, experimentally and courageously, to create a new

social order in which God and His children could have a

favorable chance to work out their common purpose. Such a

transformation in the church would necessitate die remaking
of its entire structure and program. Starting with the shift-

ing of its aim from saving souls after death to the building

of a completely "harmonized man and harmonized society,"

it should reorganize its machineiy, rebuild its edifices, rewrite

its theology, reformulate its worship, revise its educational

technique, redefine its code of ethics, to fulfill its mission

for the realization of God's will on earth as stated above.

The Christian gospel has both a positive and negative side.

On the positive side it is the way to the good life. On the

negative side it is a campaign against sin, against whatever

obstructs the way and hinders the realization of the good
life for all. The church has weakened its position in the

present crisis and has betrayed its Lord by its silence against

or indifference to the sins of our age. Its excuse has been

that it stands for positive and not negative values. This is

sheer stupidity, cowardice or selfishness. A good deal of the
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strength of the church should be directed to unearth clearly

the viciousness of our civilization, recognize its guilt and

remove its sins. Where are the preachers who are sensitive

to the sinfulness of our socio-economic system as well as to

its fruits, and are condemning it as a thing to be hated and

destroyed, as the abolitionists condemned slavery and the

prohibitionists the liquor traffic? The number of people on

the relief roll of the nation is on the increase. Yet we have

enough provisions and material to feed, clothe, shelter and

provide comfort and cultural opportunities for every family

in the United States. Still we underplow corn, kill pigs, limit

the production of farms and factories, and thus increase hu-

man suffering instead of applying the injunction, "Bear one

another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ." But

which church raised its voice condemning this national act as

a sin against God and man? Why are there so many in need?

Not for lack of goods, but because of our calloused con-

science that has allowed the rights of property, controlled by
the few, to have preference over the claims of millions of

needy human beings, citizens of the same country and chil-

dren of the same God.

Even the politicians tell us that politics (science of govern-

ment) is corrupt. But the church goes by and sees nothing,
feels nothing and does nothing. Is not the spirit of national-

ism and patriotism today almost synonymous with approval
of the present state of its unethical and militaristic policies?

What church feels the sting of this sin and is waging war

against nationalism which supports the militarism of the na-

tions and so hinders international peace? Much is said about

good will among the races within the same countiy. Some-

times it is expedient and sometimes a necessity to endorse
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such views. But the very spirit of exclusiveness is a sin

against God, because God's purpose is that we must work

for a social order in which racial or class barriers are elimi-

nated. Where is the preacher who can denounce his parish-

oners as sinners when they move to a more fashionable ave-

nue or exclusive suburb because they do not want to have

as their neighbors, Negroes, Jews or undesirable foreigners?

Is such reasoning or emotional adjustment sinful? On the

contrary it is generally thought of as a mark of success. Many
ministers would rather congratulate their parishoners when

they become rich enough to be exclusive with the hope of

keeping their membership and of securing their financial

support. Of course this too is sin, this time the sin of the

minister and the church. But who is conscious of it to the

point of saying,
MGod be merciful unto me a sinner?'*

Against the desire of the congregations for a comfortable

gospel we need men like John the Baptist, to unearth the

sins of our socio-economic debacle and call us to repentance.

Then we may be ready to listen to the positive aspect of the

gospel and receive the grace of God to follow the new way.

Denunciation of the sins of the present order and attempts

to reconstruct the whole structure and program of the church

must be followed by active participation in the transforma-

tion and rebuilding of the structure of society. The main

task in this field is to change the economic order known as

the capitalistic system, through the instrumentality of the

government- Industry and commerce have been competitive

in method, profit-seeking in motive and self-centered in ob-

jective. These practices have led to the centralization of the

country's wealth in the hands of the few, subjecting the

many to destitution and despair. Under this system it is not
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possible for an individual to rise to his full development, nor

to harmonize his inner life and maintain a normal relation-

ship to society.

To give the right opportunities of self-realization for all is

possible in this age only in a communal social order, in which

all resources of the community are shared by all members of

the community according to the needs of each. To assist in

the creation of a government that will make this revolutionary

transformation of our economic order should be the main

task of the church today. Due to the emergency of the pres-

ent crisis, as well as to the physical, moral and spiritual loss

suffered by all, tomorrow may be too late.

True, man does not live by bread alone but neither can he

live without bread. It is useless to offer God to the people

when they need and want bread. The question is not God or

bread but God and bread. If the body is the temple of God,

how can God dwell in it or work through it when it is dilapi-

dated and ready to fall to pieces? Charity has been a cardinal

virtue in the church. To provide for the needy is to serve

Christ, it has said. If it is ardent to build hospitals for the

sick and soup kitchens for the hungry, should not the church

be more concerned for an order in which human needs could

be eliminated? Isn't it better to prevent unemployment than

nurse the unemployed? How can it dare call radicals enemies

of the country when they are attempting to find a preventive
to human needs? Would not such a venture, experimental as

it may be, be a better way of serving Christ and discovering

God? How can the church preach brotherhood and send mis-

sionaries to Africa while it permits the innocent boys of the

shameful "Scottsboro Case" to rot in jail? We cannot square
our conscience by simply visiting the prisoners. We must
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prevent their getting to the prison. The church regards it a

virtue to support the Red Cross which ministers to the vic-

tims of war. Should not the church be more concerned to

prevent wars and thus save youth and the country from its

diabolical consequences? Why be afraid of a change of sys-

tems and governmental policies when it is the only method to

discover the way to life. Only he who tries and follows the

lead to the end will reach the goal even though the trail be

winding through thick woods. It is the way that the scien-

tists, prophets and the heroes of the faith have followed. It

is also the way of the Cross. Why not have the church follow

it in the huge task of social reconstruction?

Kindness, expressed in benevolent acts when the need

arises, should be perfected by creating an order in which

charity will be displaced by justice and acts of benevolences

by a cooperative order in which the wants of all shall be the

concern of each. It might be more Christian for the church

in the present crisis to cease its acts of charity and direct its

energy to eliminating the present unjust and destructive

economic order and to replacing it by a cooperative order.

Such a daring venture might possibly entail less suffering

than we are already experiencing. But suffering or no suffer-

ing the permanent solution of the present tragedy can be

accomplished only through such drastic change. The present

situation is becoming intolerable. To continue to waver

means to postpone the day of judgment.

We need a new system, a new set of rules, a new order

more than a "new deal/' Even with better cards in hand

the game is hopeless. Religious tradition, the constitution,

the government, and other established institutions are all

means to serve the welfare of the people. They should be
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revised and even abolished if this is necessary to start the new

cooperative society. This is the will of God for this genera-

tion. Will the church dare to do the will of God?

The church should not ostracise radical movements in

America as expressed by the Socialist and Communist groups,

nor should it limit its mission to the accomplishment of their

objectives only. It should lead, transform and supplement

their claims and "beat them to it." To them it should say,

"Come, let us reason and work together that we may find the

way of life, the full life for all." Economic justice and

security must be established and guaranteed for all. While

that is the main goal of the Socialists and Communists it

should be the starting point for the church. The final aim of

the church is to transform humanity into a divine family, a

communism in which the members, in addition to sharing

material things, will share also their spirits,
a growing mutu-

ality of love and fellowship both among men everywhere,

and between man and God. For only then can we have "a

harmonized man and harmonized humanity/' and grow
toward a realization of the highest values for which all

aspire.

It is the genius of the prophets of the Bible to be dissatis-

fied with the present, dream of a better future, and to inspire

the people to live and labor sacrificially for the realization of

the better day. Beginning with Abraham who was discon-

tented with the status quo, and Moses who conducted a

revolution for liberty and self-determination, to the seer of

Patmos who sustained the loyalty of his readers by the pic-

ture of a new heaven and a new earth, religion is an adven-

ture in search for the new, the higher and better. In a rapidly

and perilously changing world the church must either lead
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the procession to the new day or suffer the consequences of

a lost opportunity and gross neglect of its mission.

To change our mind from making life an enterprise in the

seeking of our own personal safety, security, satisfaction and

salvation, to an adventure in the creation of a new world in

which love and cooperation would encircle the globe and

control all the institutions and organizations of society is the

meaning of repentance and the first step in Christian disciple-

ship. He who makes this crucial decision and takes the step

is born anew. Recognizing the spiritual kinship of humanity

he gives himself to the task of making the family spirit rule

all the children of God. He has become a new creature in

Christ, a citizen of God's kingdom.
"Who are my mother and my brothers?" Jesus replied,

when he was informed that his mother and brothers had

come to take him, because they thought he was out of his

mind. "And glancing round him in a circle he added, There

are my mother and my brothers! Whosoever does the will

of God, that is my brother and sister and mother/
"
To have

faith in the gospel means primarily to believe that all people

everywhere will some day do the will of God and thus live

as a new family, the family of God, devoting all that they

have and are to the realization of God's will on earth. This

is the new evangelism the church is called upon to under-

take.
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CHAPTER VI

RELIGION AND THE GOD-STATE

And I saw a woman sit upon a scarlet colored beast, full of

names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns . . .

and upon her forehead was a name written "Mystery, Babylon,
the Great, the mother of Harlots and abominations of the earth."

And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and

with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus. . . . Rev. 17:4-6.

IN these stinging words the writer of the last book in the

Christian Bible lashes out against the Roman empire. That

under the symbol of Babylon he means that mighty empire,

practically all scholars now agree. Nor need one be a scholar

to know that fact, for the writer John does not leave the

reader in any doubt about it. As he develops his burning

philippic against the Roman system, calling it a harlot, a

beast, a dragon, he takes pains to give such open hints as

these;

And the woman which thou sawest is that great city which

reigneth over the kings of the earth. . . . The seven heads are

seven mountains on which the woman sitteth,

"See," he says, "I mean Rome which sits on her seven

hills/'

And in these words he describes the emperor:

87
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Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the

number of the beast for it is the number of a man ;
and his num-

ber is six hundred three score and six.

And this, as we now know, was an open invitation to the

reader to write the Hebrew letter equivalents to these num-

bers. When this is done we read plainly Caesar Nero. There

can be no doubt about it. The Roman empire hated the

early Christians and the early Christians hated Rome. In

persecution after persecution the Roman authorities and the

people tried to stamp out these dissenters. They threw them

to die lions; they soaked them in oil and burned them as

torches; they tried every way that a people skilled in cruelty

and refined in torture could devise to exterminate the

disciples of the Jewish carpenter.

And why did they do this? All the religions of the earth

had flowed into Rome and she was tolerant of them. The

gods and goddesses of Greece, the mysteries of Egypt, the

dualistic faith of Persia, they were all there and the Roman

authorities looked on with kindly eye. But with the Chris-

tians it was different. Even such a good emperor as Marcus

Aurelius persecuted them. Why was this? It was not because

of any rites or ceremonies which the Christians practiced

although scandalous stories were circulated about these. Nor
was it because of anything the Christians believed about the

Godhead or a future life all this could be matched in other

faiths. Nor was it because of their manner of life, for even

their bitterest foes admitted that the Christians were kind

and generous even to their enemies* It was none of these

things. Rome turned with an insane fury upon the Chris-

tians for one thing. The disciples of Christos would not bow
down to the emperor or his image. They would not take part
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in the universal emperor worship. The Christians had to flee

to the catacombs because they would not admit that Rome
was above all and beyond all. The Christians were driven

from the haunts of men and called the enemies of all man-

kind because they would not give complete supremacy to the

state. In the faith of the Christian, Christ was above Rome
and this Rome would not tolerate. The Christian believed

that his first allegiance must be to Christ. Rome said it must

be to Rome. On this issue the Christians and the Roman

empire drew the line of battle. Resistance to the claim of the

empire that the Christians should worship the state was the

first great conflict in which the blood of the Christian

martyrs was shed. It was on this issue that the Christian

community fought Rome and it was on this issue that the

Christians perished by the thousands and tens of thousands.

The Christians were true to their Jewish tradition and the

first commandment of that tradition, "Thou shalt have no

other Gods before me." Nor did it alter the case that this

God was not one of wood or stone but an imperial govern-

ment which could clothe itself with divinity.

All know the story. The Christians defied the might of

Rome, its laws, its armies, its courts, its public opinion. Every

weapon was used to break these humble followers of a

Galilean peasant. But eventually the Christians won, for in

325 A,D. the Emperor Constantine gave full and complete

recognition to the Christian faith and made it that of the

empire itself. Many of us are now convinced that this poli-

tical victory was of no real value to the spirit
of true religion

but it is not this which is our concern now. I would only

point out that this conflict with the state and the deification

of it was the first great battle waged by the Christian faith.
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Today, by a curious turn of the wheel of time this old con-

flict is again arising. Once more the idea of the God-State is

emerging and men are again being asked to yield not only

their property and their lives but their very sense of justice

and right to the nation. Once more the state is endeavoring
to stamp out any loyalty which looks beyond itself. We see

this phenomenon in Germany where the Hitler government
would make the Church a servile handmaiden of the Nazi

state. We see it too in the Soviet government of Russia

which would outlaw religion altogether. We see it in Italy

where Mussolini, although an atheist at heart, would use the

Catholic Church as a national unifying force and stamp out

all religious dissent from it. We see it in Japan where like

ancient Rome, the emperor becomes a symbol of the state

and one hundred per cent loyalty to him is demanded. We
see it very definitely in our own United States where the

doctrine is arising that no one can be a citizen unless he is

willing to fight in any war which congress may declare, no

matter what private religious scruples he may have against it.

Just how far we have already gone along the path of deify-

ing the state is shown by the religious ritual which all coun-

tries are building up about it. There is a national anthem, a

hymn of praise, which must be sung with the greatest respect
and fervor. And we must rise when it is sung or played.
Then there is the flag which must be displayed in a pre-
scribed way and no other. Rules and regulations are laid

down as to how it is to be washed and how destroyed when
it has become worn and threadbare. Moreover the salute to

it is definitely prescribed and made a part of the curriculum

of our schools. There can be no disputing the fact that public

opinion is to a large extent backing up all this. Nationalism
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is becoming in very truth "Man's Other Religion." And, we

may add, that other religion is to millions more real and

potent than any of the historic faiths.

Perhaps I can bring this home to you by asking you to

think for a moment of what would happen if one were to

take a Bible or a cross and tear or break it in pieces or trample

upon it before an audience of average Americans. The audi-

ence would not like it but no one would be in bodily danger
if he were guilty of such an act. But think for a moment

of what would happen if one were to take the American flag

and deliberately trample on it or rend it in twain. A man
would be lucky if he escaped without being maimed and

certainly he would be hauled into the courts and sent to

prison. Some may recall how Bouck White burned the flags

of all the nations back in 1916 or thereabouts in token of

international unity and the six months sentence he drew for

it. Now I am not for one moment advocating that either

the Bible, the cross, the flag or any other religious or national

symbol should be treated with anything but respect, but I am

pointing out that the whole drift in our world today is

toward the deification of the state much in the same way as

the Roman empire deified it. This re-emergence of the God-

State is creating a tension in the religious life of man whether

he be Christian or Jew, Moslem or Buddhist.

Now the first question which naturally arises is why this

increased reverence for the state? Why should we in this

third and fourth decade of the twentieth century behold a

rebirth of the cult of the mystical absolute state? To this

question several answers are possible. There is the answer

of Spengler, the German philosopher, who years before the

rise of any of the European dictatorships was predicting
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with assurance the coming of the Qesars. A few brief quota-

tions will make his meaning clear.

This is the end of democracy. ... As the English kingship
became in the nineteenth century, so parliaments will become in

the twentieth, a solemn and empty pageantry. . . . Men are tired

to disgust of money economy. They hope for salvation from

somewhere or other, for some real thing of honor and chivalry,

of inward nobility, of unselfishness and duty. And now dawns
the time when the form filled powers of the blood . . . awaken

in the depths. . . . Cassarism grows on the soil of democracy,
but its roots thread deeply into the underground of blood

tradition.

There now sets in the final battle between democracy and

Gesarism, between the leading forces of dictatorial money eco-

nomics and the purely political will-to-order of the Csesars.

Indeed the final words of Spengler's epoch-making "Decline

of the West" deal with this very theme. For us, he says:

whom a destiny has placed in this culture and at this moment of

its development the moment when money is celebrating its last

victories, and the Cassarism that is to succeed approaches with

quiet, firm step our direction, willed and obligatory at once, is

set for us within narrow limits, and on any other terms life is not

worth living. We have not the freedom to reach to this or to

that, but the freedom to do the necessary or to do nothing. And
a task that historic necessity has set will be accomplished with
the individual or against him.

Now when we recall that Spengler had conceived his

philosophy before the war and had it fully worked out before

the war closed, we cannot but be impressed with the uncanny
accuracy of his prediction, Dictatorships have appeared;
more may be on the way. And these

dictatorships are taking
the natural and inevitable course of mobilizing everything
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that will add to this centrali2ation of autocratic power. It is

for this purpose that Mussolini and Hitler would strive to

make the state the supreme object of loyalty and devotion.

In so far as Spengler is right and there is a drift to Qssarism

we must expect that the state will be clothed with the attri-

butes of deity.

There is a second answer which may be made to our query
as to why there has come this increased reverence for the

state. That answer is found in the colossal failure of the

world war to achieve a peaceful world. All over the world,

and notably in our own land, men fought to be done with

war. It was a war to end war. The world looked forward

to a day when the nations should not arm against each other

but rather should cooperate for a better and happier human-

ity. But that vision was not realized and instead of more

internationalism there came a fiercer nationalism. If there

was to be no effective league of nations to look after the

interests of all, then each nation felt it must look after itself.

Thus the race in armaments was renewed and the armies and

navies became greater than before the war. Moreover the

battle was transferred to the economic front and every pos-

sible obstacle was put in the way of trade. Tariff walls were

built higher and higher and England, which never had be-

lieved in the protective policy, embraced it. The obvious

result of all this has been to make the French more conscious

of France, the Italians of Italy, the Japanese of Japan and

Americans of America. Nationalism was accentuated. The

state loomed ever larger in the thought of men and reverence

for it increased.

Also a third answer may be made to our question. A third

force is making the state assume more importance in men's
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thought. That force is found in the hearts of youth. Young
men and women have become impatient and disgusted with

the attitude of their elders toward the great social evils.

Moreover they are "fed up" (to use an expressive term of

the war) with the humdrum of a scientific culture and all

the standardization which has grown out of it. They are in

rebellion against it. In most of the churches too they have

found little that really touched life. They have longed for

something to which they could give themselves with all the

abandon which is the right and the joy of youth. The social

class conflicts to which economic radicals invited them some-

how did not strike fire; they did not seem idealistic enough

or big enough. But the fascist program of a unified state

above the clasp battle made an appeal hard to resist. The

youth in many lands came to feel that here was a great truth

for which they could crusade. So all over the world they

gave and are giving their uttermost loyalty to the state. With

complete devotion they have lost themselves in it. All this

has helped to give the state the place of God in their lives

and in the lives of those who are about them.

The rise of Caesarism, the failure of the world war to

achieve a more neighborly and unified world, the appeal of

extreme nationalism to youth all these help to explain the

growing reverence for the state of these last two decades.

This development has made nationalism, to millions, a more

potent religion than the historic faiths. But there is still

another force working in the same direction* That force is

found in the decline which has taken place in religious cer-

tainty. As the state has grown stronger die faith of the

people has grown weaker. The development of the historical

method and the critical appraisal of religious documents have
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made it difficult to appeal to religious authority with the

confidence of the men of the past The writers of the sacred

writings we now know to have been men of life passions

with ourselves. Moreover the whole scientific approach, of

which this historical method is a part, has made it anything

but easy to believe we are in a friendly or a caring universe.

When our astronomers can tell us that on a map of the

known universe made the size of a city block, a period would

be 50,000 times too large to represent even the outermost

limits of our whole solar system to say nothing of our

puny little earth it is hard to believe that the power in and

through this universe cares for us who are but little specks

on this earth. And if to this damaging testimony of the

astronomers we add that of the biologists who so stress our

biological oneness with all life, new meaning and poignancy
is given to the cry, "What is man that thou art mindful of

him or the son of man that thou visitest him?"

The simple fact is that religious faith has been eaten away

by what some one has well called the "acids of modernity/'

Yet it still remains the fact that man wants something outside

of himself to which he may give himself without reserve and

he still wants something outside of himself upon which he

can rely, from which he can derive help and strength in his

hour of need. While they never analyze it, there are multi-

tudes who for this reason are drawn to the worship and the

deification of the state. They find in it an emotional substi-

tute for Christianity or whatever their old faith may have

been.

Moreover, as we examine this phase of our subject, we must

note another fact. Just as the inner religious life of man

has been confused and weakened by scientific development,
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so the outer religious forms have been weakened by the

growth of the secular state. Since the French Revolution this

development has been marked. Increasingly the Church has

been disestablished. Other countries followed the action of

France, and today the same thing has happened in Mexico, in

Spain, in Chile and in various other parts of the world. Nor
is this trend confined to the so-called Christian countries.

Mohammedan countries have shown the same tendency. In

Turkey we no longer have the close tie-up between the

mosque and the government which formerly was a matter of

course. Perhaps we can sum up these trends in the statement

that in the inner religious life the citadel is being attacked

by mechanistic science and in the outer it is being assailed by
the withdrawal of official support formerly given as a matter

of course to organized religion by the secular government.
It is quite possible that other causes besides those just

sketched are at work, but of this fact there can be no doubt:

the historic faiths are declining in their power over the minds

and hearts of men, while the secular governments are cloth-

ing themselves with the attributes of deity and are demand-

ing of their citizens a loyalty which formerly was given to

God alone,

And why can't religion resign itself to this development?

Why can't it accept the state as its god and fall down and

worship it? Why can't it be content to play a subordinate

r6le? The answer lies in the very nature of religion, whether
that religion be Christianity or Judaism or any other faith.

Religion is the consciousness of having direct and personal
relations with the universal power which controls the course

of nature and of human life. True religion always implies a

cosmic reference, It is the assertion that there are absolute
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and eternal values, values which demand the utter devotion

of man. Historically it has never tolerated and as long as

it remains itself can never tolerate any usurpation of this

supreme place in the heart of man. True religion demands

always that man's first loyalty be to God and the eternal and

absolute values which that term implies. The basic attitude

of religion was well expressed by the apostle Peter when he

and others were hauled before the council. The account

found in the Book of Acts is most expressive:

Then Peter and the other apostles answered and said, "We

ought to obey God rather than men."

Religion must oppose the deification of the state because this

God-State, mighty and powerful and worthy as it may be

considered, itself is after all but a part, a very little part of

the whole reality for which man always longs. Allegiance to

a geographical locality is a poor substitute for allegiance to

the Almighty God of beauty, truth and justice.

Moreover it must never be forgotten that Judaism and

Christianity and other ethical religions have continuously

insisted upon reverence for personality. But the God-State

does not hesitate to sacrifice human personality in the inter-

est of itself. It assumes to tell its citizens what they must do

and what they must think. For the individual it cares little

or next to nothing. If it needs his life in war it takes it

ruthlessly and with no compunction. How different all this

from true religion which makes personality and reverence for

it its basic principle. Moreover the very genius of true reli-

gion is its universality. It looks upon all men as the children

of one Father. It opposes the narrow nationalistic view of

the state. It teaches that men are equal in the sight of God
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and it looks forward to the realization of a world, mark

you a whole world, not just one land, based on brother-

hood.

It is then because religion implies a cosmic reference and

asserts absolute values that it cannot permit itself to be sub-

ordinated to the God-State which even at its best is but sec-

tional and partial. And it must refuse to bow down to the

Caesars of today as it refused in the days of the Roman

empire. It is considerations such as these which were in

the hearts of the early Christians as they refused to worship
the emperor or his image, and it is considerations such as

these that are in the minds of the German Christians today

as they battle to prevent their churches from becoming

merely adjuncts of the Nazi state.

If what we have been saying thus far be true, if we are

witnessing the rebirth of the old idea of the God-State and

the worship of it, if true ethical religion in contrast to this

nationalistic faith can never bow down and worship a God
which in many respects is a modern Moloch, then it would

seem as if a conflict lies ahead. This is indeed the case. Oa

every hand there are signs of it. Just as before the Civil War
the Dred-Scott decision so aroused religious folk that they

said boldly that they recognized no obligation on their part
to help slave owners extend their slaveholdings, so in these

days there are religious men and women who are saying that

there are limits beyond which they do not recognize the right

of the government to command them. There is the issue of

education and the effort now being made to make compulsory

military training a part of it no matter what religious

scruples there may be against it. Other issues will occur to

you.
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But the line of battle in the years ahead will be found in

two fields, the economic and the international. On the eco-

nomic side there is a strong and rapidly growing .body of

religious opinion which says that the present economic system

is ethically wrong, that it is unjust and ought not to continue.

Now it is easy to envision an attempt on the part of the great

money kings of this land and other lands to maintain the

status quo with all the legal machinery of the God-State of

which we have been speaking. Just as the super-patriots

have attempted to intimidate the ministers of Evanston,

Illinois, so have the Patriotic Order of Sons of America at-

tacked well-known clergy of Philadelphia because they have

shown interest in the Sacco-Vanzetti case, in civil liberties,

disarmament, increased navy building, and various other

economic and political matters. To oppose the present indus-

trial set-up tends to become treasonable and laws are passed

and will be passed which aim to solidify and fortify the

interests of the possessing classes. Not a few religious folk

will oppose such legislation as unjust, and in order to be true

to their conscience, which is the voice of that religion of

which we have been speaking, they may refuse to obey it.

Thus a conflict of the first magnitude will develop between

ethical religion and the religion of the God-State. Partic-

ularly may we look for such a development in the field of

free speech and press and in the field of education.

However, the most imminent line of battle is on the ques-

tion of participation in war. It is now generally known that

there is an ever-growing body of opinion among the leaders

and the rank and file in our churches and synagogues which

definitely repudiates war as such, no matter for what alleged

purpose it may be waged. A questionnaire prepared by the
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magazine, The World Tomorrow, revealed a tremendous

drift toward the position
that all war is contrary to true reli-

gion and that a follower of Jesus and the Hebrew prophets

could not consistently take part in it. It has become evident

that departments within our government already feel the

force of this opinion and fear it. This is evidenced by the

fact that more and more willingness to take part in war

without any questioning of its justice or injustice is being

made the test of citizenship. Madame Rosika S'diwimmer

was refused citizenship and this refusal was upheld by the

supreme court because she would not promise to bear arms

for this country although the question in her case was purely

academic. Professor Douglas C. Macintosh of Yale was also

refused citizenship even though he was not an absolute paci-

fist and expressed himself as being quite willing to fight in

any just war. The mere fact that he reserved the right which

any religious man must reserve to decide in his own heart and

conscience as to the justice of the particular war was held by

the court to disqualify him for the sacred duties of American

citizenship. And this in contrast to the fact that the man

who killed Mayor Cermak of Chicago and nearly assassinated

our President was admitted to citizenship at about the same

time that Professor Macintosh, professor of ethics, was

denied it. And in St. Paul, Minnesota, the Rev, T. F. Rut-

ledge Beale, minister of the People's Church, was denied

citizenship although he was willing to support aad defend

the Constitution. Mr, Beale maintained that the Kellogg

Pact, solemnly signed by this government and now a part of

the law of the land, outlawed war, thus making it eminently

right and proper for its citizens to do the same, Mr. Beale

contended that it was the duty of the individual to repudiate
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war even as the nation had repudiated it. But his petition

was denied.

There can be little doubt that there is increasing tension

here between the religious man, who feels that the most

sacred obligation laid upon him is that of being true to his

conscience, and the God-State, which tends increasingly to

admit no such thing as the right of private conscience.

To show that struggle and tension in all its stark reality

let me describe a scene which took place in the Military

Tribunal of Paris. I quote from the War Register, the inter-

national magazine of the War Resisters movement.

Standing before the colonel and other military authorities in

charge of the proceedings is a young Protestant theological stu-

dent. His name is Jacques Martin and he has carefully consid-

ered the stand he has adopted against all war.

"Well," said the judge, "you have refused to submit to the

law of our country?"

"Yes, that is right," said the young man. "I obey a higher
law. I cannot disobey what I conceive to be the will of God."

"A very beautiful theory/' said the Judge, "but a Utopian ideal,

incompatible with moral and civil law."

"But," continued Jacques, "I can make no other choice." In

persuasive tones the question is put:
"But what about the right to defend one's self?"

"I would only defend myself in so far as it does not mean

taking the lives of others."

"Unfortunately everyone does not think as you do," admitted

the Colonel. "Why," he further asked, "did you not leave France,

since you despise her laws?"

"If I despised the laws of France, I should certainly have left

the country. But I respect them and that is why I have come to

place myself at your disposal. I know the consequences but I

would testify in my own country to the better, higher way,"
Then one of those defending the prisoner spoke up. "There
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are two religions, Colonel, your own which is barbarous, and

which, alas, is still that of the state. And there is the religion of

the prisoner, which is that of the gospel. You will only succeed

in making martyrs and your struggle will be in vain. Remember

that Rome tried to do the same thing and was defeated/
1

Then a witness spoke up, "I have the impression of being in

the midst of just men but of those present, I feel that the one

who is most just is the accused."

This did not win much approval from the court and Jacques
Martin was sentenced to one year's imprisonment.

And it must not be forgotten that after that year has expired

he may be called up again and resentenced on and on until he

is broken in health or until he is above the military age of

fifty-four. Such are the head-oa collisions which are taking

place as the God-State seeks to compel the worshippers of the

God of all mankind to fall before it.

In thus calling attention to the cleavage which is growing
in our modern world between the worship of the universal

God and the worship of the God-State I am not oblivious

of the fact that some will say that no civil state can exist

unless it is to have full and complete authority. Thus these

folk would say to me: "Mr. Preacher, what you are preach-

ing is nothing but anarchy." I want to deny that charge most

emphatically. The really religious man will obey the state

except in the most extreme cases. He will not frivolously or

merely to satisfy his own desires or appetites defy its laws or

decrees. He will not lightly stand out against it. He will so

stand out only when it is a matter of fundamental conscience

when he knows that he must obey God rather than man.

Moreover it is to be noted as a matter of historical record that

the Quakers and the Mennonites and other seas opposed to

certain phases of the claim of the state have cooperated with
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it in all but the more exceptional cases. They have followed

the rule of Christ to render unto Caesar the things that are

Caesar's and unto God the things that are God's. But in that

realm of conscience they have believed God to be supreme
rather than Caesar. Moreover I would point out that such

outstanding churchmen as Dr. Fosdick, Bishop McConnell

and dozens of others who would stand out resolutely against

any war they thought unjust cannot be considered anarchistic

in any rational use of that word. Indeed these men believe

that in being true to their God they are iu the highest sense

being true to their country. Only this they will not do they

will not give to their country the worship that belongs only

to God. In the words of the Westminster Confession of

Faith:

God alone is Lord of the conscience and has left it free from

the doctrines and commandments of men.

By a strange turn of the historical process, the mood and

manner of ancient Rome is again upon us. Once more men

seek to attain a full and complete national unity. Once more

they are learning to hate the suggestion that there can be any-

thing greater than the state. Once more we have a national-

ism which would deny justice and the essential oneness of

mankind. Once more we have a spirit which would compel

the individual to do what he believes to be wrong. Once

more the devil is saying to the worshippers of the cosmic

God, "All this will I give thee if thou wilt fall down and

worship me." But the religious man can never cease to seek

for justice and brotherhood and peace no matter how much

a God-State would strive to compel him otherwise. God

grant that we religious folk may not have to make the choice,
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but if we do, may we have the courage and the stamina to

speak as did those youth described in the Book of Daniel

when they were asked to violate their religion and their con-

science by worshipping the image of gold set up by the king
as a test of loyalty. Listen again to their reply:

"O Nebuchadnezzar, we are not careful to answer thee in this

matter. If it be so our God whom we serve is able to deliver us

from the burning fiery furnace and he will deliver us out of thine

hand, O king. But if not, be it known unto thee, O king, that

we will not serve thy God nor worship the golden image which

thou hast set up."

There speaks the voice of true religion, a voice that Rome
could not still and a voice which will be heard when our

modern Caesars are laid in the dust and even the God-State

is but a memory. The Church must heed that voice!
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CHAPTER VII

CAN THE CHURCHES ACHIEVE UNION?

ARDENT advocates of Churcb union describe with enthusi-

asm the recent achievements in the movement towards Chris-

tian unity. They point with pride to the United Church of

Canada, to the union of the Established Church and the

United Free Church in Scotland, to significant unions in

India and in China, to the Cogregational-Christian combina-

tion, and to adopted resolutions of conferences and assem-

blies of the Methodist and Presbyterian churches. All of

which is not to be decried, but none of which touches the

essential problems that confront churches which seem to be

hopelessly separated by great chasms of Faith and Order. A
study of the chief mergers reveals that success has attended

earnest efforts only where there existed a common faith and

practice, and only where religious idiosyncrasies originated

and perpetuated schisms. Unfortunately for Protestantism,

little or no progress has been made affecting real differences,

since Calvin's attempts to reconcile Luther and Zwingli
ended in failure. Even tentative approaches to Rome by

English high churchmen have been met by fiat refusals to

negotiate on any terms save those laid down by the Pontiff.

Indeed it is a notorious fact that the Roman Catholic hier-

archy cherishes as the only outlook for reunion the penitent

return of the Protestant secessionists. The Protestant Epis-

copal Church maintains a similar attitude towards all other

107
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denominations. It is to be expected that a coalition of forces

will continue among the unorthodox evangelical seas as they

face the moral demands of the age and the more potent

factor of economics. But in the meantime, a graver menace

confronts the Church in the growing disposition to relegate

the religious instinct to the limbo of the infantile period of

the race. Not however, through a frontal attack, but by

quietly ignoring and practically discarding all so-called super-

natural influence, while in its place are being substituted the

handmaid of Psychiatry and the more utilitarian aegis of

Science. A great host today seeks and receives the aid and

benefits of science in many instances where formerly they
would have turned to the higher and less misleading min-

istries of the Church.

Thus the dissenter and the protagonist of Church union

stand upon common ground, in that both must ultimately
face an ever-increasing foe the unbeliever in any and all

religions. And when the final issue is joined it will not be

in the arena where diversified seas contend, but in a uni-

versal anti-religious cohesion of forces that will utterly ignore
the reality of the Supernatural. Therefore the Church of the

living God must be prepared and should now gird itself with

greater armor for the coming trial It is this foreseen contest

of forces that more than anything else prompts the writer to

affirm what seems to him to be the only thorough-going

platform upon which all believers in the Divine may unite,

Other reasons, of course, suggest themselves such as
(
I
)
the

ineffeaiveness of the Christian ideal in influencing a complex
world to accept standards of living exemplified in the first

century of the Christian era; (2) inadequate conceptions of

religion arising from partial and self-willed views of the
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Divine, resulting in petty jealousies, ill-will, and dangerous

prejudices; (3) lack of power and real convictions on the

part of the church-going population, so that the neutral and

the religious antagonist is unimpressed; (4) the ridiculous

spectacle of churchmen advocating cooperation, harmony and

human brotherhood when they themselves do not make

practical demonstrations in the household of faith; (5) in-

consequential matters on the periphery of Christianity which

myopically are magnified, through unfamiliarity with basic

and central principles of the good religious life. The last,

and not by any means the least, consideration that I wish to

present is the schismatic missionary effort of churches that

has become the subject of sardonic laughter by the unprej-

udiced observer.

Other, and perhaps more potent reasons for a union of

Christian forces might be enumerated, but the oncoming

Armageddon for the contention of a world in which it shall

be determined whether God or Mammon shall hold sway

over the conscious will of man, looms as the primary desider-

atum in any presentation.

Ecclesiastical historians have recorded that Protestantism

arose as a protest against too much authority in religion and

in an untoward expression of what the New Testament re-

vealed as Christian virtues. Now a declaration of religion

based upon individual judgments is bound to be divisive.

The children of Protestant churches that from the beginning

formulated creeds and organizations that expressed individ-

ual preferences may become impatient over consequential

weaknesses, but they must of necessity study the causes of

disunion before a rapprochement can be made.

Before the sixteenth century divergence, there were others
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of probably greater significance, having their origin in the

first and second centuries. The New Testament records the

early struggles between Jewish Christians, led by James, the

brother of Qjir Lord, and the ardent defenders of the liberties

of Gentile converts, championed by St. Paul. In the second

century the Christian faith was nearly wrecked by internal

dissensions whose party leaders could not agree. Indeed as

early as 96 A.D., Clement, a leader in the Church at Rome,

writes to the Church in Corinth that
MWe should be obedient

unto God rather than follow those who in arrogance set

themselves up as leaders through abominable jealousy." And

the Master Himself had to meet the early opposition of His

own followers to one who was not a member of the group

but who, nevertheless, performed good works in the name of

Christ, with the great pronundarnento, "He that is not

against us is for us/'

Again the history of Christianity during the first five cen-

turies is one of controversies and dissensions that finally re-

sulted in Rome and Constantinople dominating other

Churches independent of each other perpetuating the

Roman Catholic and Greek Catholic schism. Earlier, about

A.D. 195, the Roman Church excommunicated the Asian

churches because they could not agree on the day oa which

Easter should be observed.

It is not remarkable, therefore, that divergences of Faith

and Order traceable to the inception of Christianity should

characterize religion today. It would be strange, religion

being what it is, if the contrary were true. Uniqueness is an

essential characteristic of a vital religious faith* Any ap-

proach to church union must take this into consideration. If

today the trend is in the direction of unification cvw if
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imposed from without through economic necessities, slow

progress will be made until the debris due to individualistic

expressions of religion, sentiment, prejudices, and illusions

is cleared away. For in the Church Universal there can only

be maintained as a common basis of support one essential

article of faith: belief in God. But within there must be lati-

tude for individual convictions and beliefs which groups

may discover to be helpful, and forms of worship, rites and

practices, that strengthen and inspire, will need to be toler-

ated. Perhaps in its initial stages a supreme head or an

episcopal hierarchy will be necessary, but ultimately this con-

cession will be regarded as a matter of economy in adminis-

tration, since the Protestant affirmation of the soul's unhin-

dered access to God will be accepted by enlightened minds

everywhere as the heart and genius of religious faith.

Nevertheless, greater progress than ecclesiastical overheads

suspect is being made in this direction among the lay mem-

bers in many communities. Many members of the evangel-

ical churches base their preference on convenience and "good

preaching" regardless of the denomination. Children are

sent to the nearest Sunday school which largely determines

the support and adherence of their parents. Others attend

their own denominational church for sentimental reasons.

When I was a student-pastor in a small community where

seven churches existed each church was maintained largely

because of the associations and sentiments connected with

them by the inhabitants. The clergy alone were guilty of

seeking to emphasize doctrinal differences as a basis of sup-

port.

There exists, however, a generation my own that dis-

avowed the old orthodoxies, and many left the Church
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altogether. These, and their children, now constitute the

hope of the Church. They are without labels and are ready
for cultivation in a Church that seeks to interpret the mys-

tery of life, and that will give them new meanings and

values for aimless living. The present perfunctory service

of worship can never do it! It belongs to yesterday. And the

old order fadeth. Sectarianism will not win them. It offers a

stone, while they cry for bread.

Among certain ecclesiastics one of the chief barriers to the

unification of all Christian Churches is the ancient conception
of Apostolic Succession. According to the earliest available

data as recorded in the Acts of the Apostles, the gift of the

Holy Spirit was received through the laying on of hands, first

by the Apostles, and later by their successors. This act of

consecration bestowed on the candidate the grace and power
which enabled him to teach and to proclaim the Gospel.
Thus his ministry was authenticated, and what is considered

of even greater importance, he was properly commissioned

to administer the sacraments.

The Roman Catholic and Protestant Episcopal Churches

arrogate to themselves the sole right to this ancient preroga-

tive, inasmuch as each claims to be the direct heir of the

apostolic Churches. So far, however, as it is at all possible to

trace in a historic manner the successors of these ancient sees,

no one would care to deny the Roman Catholic Church's

right to make the first claim. But if it be admitted that such

a privilege is the only guarantee of a true Church, then this

Rock on which Christ's Church was built has already been

split beyond restoration. For Rome cannot erase the schism

of Avignon, when the succession met with its fatal blow in a

dual papacy. In a world, where, as history records, strife and
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disaster disrupted empires, there can be no arrogation of

spiritual rights on the theory of direct succession.

The real intention of the apostolic act was not to insure

the perpetuation of a dominant Church, but to transmit the

divine power of fulfilling the mission of the Master, Jesus

Christ. Wherever His Word is obeyed, and His work car-

ried on, there is the only Apostolic Church, and the final

court of appeal is the written record of His teaching con-

tained in the New Testament. Whosoever will take up His

Cross and follow after Him is a disciple and a successor in

the ministry of the Great Cause.

To talk then of "Apostolic Succession" and the "true

Church" is to speak in conundrums, so far as the generation

we have in mind is concerned. The faith of their fathers is

lost and can never be re-won. It is doubtful that it would

serve them if it could be re-captured.

Let it not be thought that it is our intention to disparage

in any degree the great work which the servants of Christ in

every age have accomplished. Nor do we mean to imply that

the Churches which they founded are altogether lacking in

the things of the Spirit. We salute them, their work, and the

memorials they raised in ancient and beloved institutions.

But it is with the same emotions and feelings that one re-

gards the splendor of ancient Athens, or the glory of an old

cathedral. They are to be venerated and cherished as high-

water marks which it is incumbent upon our generation to

surpass if we can.

The call today is to face our age with the same heroic spirit

and daring by which they conquered. To them God was -a

pillar of cloud by day and a fire by night, as they travelled

the wilderness, blazing trails for those who would come after
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them. Their work and their ideals are for us to build upon.
Our mistake is one of standing still, and not venturing forth

to apply with equal zeal and valor the spiritual forces at

our command. We have been content to rest upon the laurels

won. The world suffers because the fires of faith have been

allowed to die down. We must kindle them anew, and

striking again our tents, march on. Hunger and cold and the

harder experience of misunderstanding and animosity may
be encountered, but we shall seek the hill-top where the

everlasting glory dawns.

Frankly, I am skeptical about the possibility of uniting

the old-line denominational Churches: Evangelicals, Epis-

copalians, and Roman Catholics. Sentiment and emotions

are too dominant; and dogmas, creeds, peculiar practices

and petty jealousies cannot be reconciled. The way must

come through a new conception of the function of the

Church. As Lincoln said of a country, so we may say a

Church should be; "By the people, for die people, and of

the people/' But for this, adequate leadership is essential-

leaders who emphasize above everything else the spirit of

Christ, and who will exemplify in their lives the type of

service which He and His disciples rendered to their age, A
Church that functions solely in the interest of people, and

not to maintain itself as an institution will rapidly cease to

think of itself in terms of a denominational tag. Its primary
concern will be to direct baffled souls, and to bring peace aad

healing to a wounded world. In this noble work its ministers

and priests must exemplify as never before a way of life that

will impress the world as being Divinely directed. When
this occurs the adherence of this new way of life will need

to face some of the old problems relative to Faith and Order*
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But as in the beginning days of Christianity the peculiar

purpose of the movement will determine its moulds. I wish

to outline what seems to me will be determining factors in

such an attempt to restore the House of God.

A primary consideration will be the theistic conception.

God is not worshipped today in any real sense, because He is

inadequately conceived. The old glamour that surrounded

the Deity of sectarianism is gone. Modern minds do not

sing the old hymns because their theology is out-moded. The

songs of Zion no longer express the new embryonic thoughts

of God. One cannot sing about what one does not feel.

Isaac Watts, William Cowper, Ray Palmer, Robert Robinson,

Phoebe Gary, Charles and John Wesley and F. W. Faber

wrote hymns expressing the faith and theology of their day,

and they were sung by people with that faith. But for a

modern congregation to sing some of these hymns is nothing

short of blasphemy. To sing words which do not coincide

with one's experience is to be profane and sacrilegious. And
to inflict such hymns on youth as we do in our Sunday
schools and young peoples' societies is pitiful. Consequently

it is doubtful that the new Church will be a singing Church.

That will have to come later. Will it be a praying Church?

Can one really pray unless there is something greatly felt that

makes prayer essential? The new leaders will need to com-

mune with God. The evidence of their power from such

communion will in due time inspire the desire for real prayer

among their followers, even as Christ's disciples were led to

seek from Him the true way of prayer.

Let no one suppose that such a movement, within the

Church, which is now due, will be in any sense the true and

only way. It is an anachronism to think in such terms of any-
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thing relating to earthly experience. And like all other ex-

pressions of the human soul there will follow later organiza-

tions and the sure doom of stratification, but its mission will

then be accomplished. Unification will have been established.

The pathetic aspect of present-day auditorium religion prac-

ticed by all churches is that it does not recognize itself as a

thing of the past. It does not know it is through. It persists

all unaware that the world that matters has passed by.

The primary concern of the new Church will be social

and not theological. Its roots will be embedded not in time-

worn creeds but in living issues. The world will be regarded

as a vast laboratory in which experimentation ought to be

the chief concern. One of the encumbrances of our present

society is its underlying philosophy that there are institutions

and orders that willy-nilly must be perpetuated* The new

order will advance on the assumption that only the useful has

value: a bridge that is no longer capable of carrying the

traffic that must cross is torn down. But we do not apply the

same wisdom to our social or religious institutions.

One of the great things about Jesus was the uncompromis-

ing manner in which He dealt with the ecclesiastical hier-

archy of His day. It was quite obvious to Him that God was

God, and Mammon was Mammon, Therefore new wine-

skins for the new truth. Calvary was inevitable. He would
have wasted His time had He endeavored to unite the old

sects. He knew that time, as time has, would take care of

Pharisee, Sadducee and Herodian alike,

Any new alliance of religious forces must deal in a like

manner with old-time institutions of religion. Even our

theological seminaries will have to undergo the same re-

newal They now exist as recruiting stations of
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They were founded by ecclesiastical groups that still have to

be mollified if their students are to be accepted as ministers.

Furthermore, the financial sources from which support is

solicited and from which foundations have been secured,

cannot be ignored. Moral, if not economic obligations com-

mit their leaders to points of view which are wholly incon-

sistent with the demands of a brave new world.

It is becoming a commonplace to say that the sectarian

Church of today is helpless, if not inconsistent, in the face

of the topsy-turvy world in which we live. But it needs to

be pointed out that the Federal Council of Churches, the

offspring of sectarianism, is likewise impotent. It is too de-

pendent upon the whims of its denominational sponsors to

be of any real consequence. Its status is pretty much that of

the Y. M. C A., in comparison with the churches. It may

only do the things that common consent allows, whereas

what is important and crucial is to do things that will never

receive the vote of old-time groups.

Churches that preach platitudinously about peace, the

evils of a competitive and acquisitive society, that inveigh

against concentrated wealth, political chicanery, and racial

discriminations, while they themselves partake of and prac-

tice all the evils and sins they denounce, are in great need of

rehabilitation. Can the blind lead the blind? Can a corrupt

tree bring forth good fruit?

Church officials in every communion are apparently much

more anxious about financial deprivations than they are

concerned about what is happening to people's souls. And

plenty is happening! Concern for investments and the main-

tenance of positions are in themselves so exhaustive and

depleting that unbiased thought and clear vision become im~
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possible. So priests who become bishops, pastors who be-

come superintendents or secretaries are as good as lost to

churches that require of their shepherds and saviours the

disinterestedness of the Son of Man who had not where to

lay His head. Indeed the greatest hindrance to church union

today is not altogether ecclesiastical differences so much as

vested interests. A man is elevated to a place of eminence

and at once he regards himself as a guardian of the status

quo. He becomes skeptical of new ideas, afraid of changes,

and a coward in deciding issues. So, as in the days of the

Master, the hosts of Satan wear fine raiment and live in

great houses, while in the highways and hedges, the lame,

the halt and the blind are betrayed by those whom they trust

and are uncared for by those whom they support.

Jesus was concerned with the Kingdom of God. If the

conception means anything today it is to be discovered in the

realm of spiritual values. Consequently a society organized

primarily to exploit raw materials, and specifically engaged
in the amassing of wealth, operates without regard to

spiritual values. And the Church has been satisfied to traffic

on the left-over time of the bedeviled masses, while it con-

tinually countenances by its silence the prostitution of those

whom it seeks to spiritually fortify. It consents to be a

hospital for those whom an inimical social order wounds. It

is an ambulance at the foot of the cliff to succor the belated

traveller who falls because no one builds a fence strong

enough to avoid the disasters.

The rejuvenated Church will not be a hospital with aa

ambulance, but a socio-religious order with a program. Its

creed will read something like this: God is a
spirit of per-

sonal goodness permeating the universe. He may never be
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seen but always experienced. Jesus was supremely, but never-

theless a limited, incarnation of that Spirit. Everything is

sacred. Selfishness is the greatest sin. Cooperation is the

greatest virtue. Service that enables individuals to rise to

higher levels of appreciation and spiritual enjoyment is the

greatest good. Life is continuous beyond death. The world

is a kindergarten in which the Divine may become known.

Noble character is its greatest fruit. Conformity of beliefs is

unnatural. The bond of unity is belief in God and the desire

to further common interests. He only has the right to rule

and govern who exemplifies the highest virtues in coopera-

tive effort and altruistic service. The strongest and perhaps

wisest credo of such a new Christian alliance will not be in

any formulation of platforms or doctrines, as such, but in the

new social structures that it will engineer. Such a Church

will enlist the trained intellect, the skilled technician, the

pure scientist, the professionally trained, and each one, ac-

cording to his talents and abilities, will be encouraged to find

his place of service dedicated to the common good.

The mistake of the passing ecclesiastical order has been in

its exclusion of areas of life that are the chief concerns of

men. The assumption has been that the ethical and spiritual

teachings of the Church would be carried over into the affairs

of the everyday world. To realize that this does not occur,

it is only necessary to observe the unchristian ethic that ob-

tains in nearly every concern in which man is occupied. Men

do not labor as under the eye of God, sub specie aeternitatis.

Neither do religious considerations enter into the purposes

and plans of multitudes. The Oxford Group's principle of

"daily guidance
1 '

is nearer to what ought to be. If the Group
renders no other service than calling the attention of its fol-
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lowers to this specially neglected privilege, its contribution

to religion will be inestimable. For surely God's kingdom
is established where the Divine will is in all things mani-

fested. To seek Divine direction in one's life at all times is

to have an insight and a power commensurate with one's

tasks.

It appears then that much of the final purposes and good
intentions of Christians who seek to practice their religion are

nullified by the indifferent who are dominated by selfish and

ulterior motives. Consequently we live in a semi-pagan
world. Perhaps this is being too generous. If so, and I am
inclined to think it is, it follows that the ethical standards of

the followers of Christ are not high enough, and their influ-

ence is not great enough., to offset the deeds actuated by irre-

ligious motives, schemes, and ambitions. This, in itself,

should bring one to a full realization that there is something

radically wrong. The weakness is to be discovered in the

manner and method in which religion is dispensed from

week to week in all Churches. Either the dynamic of faith

that should actuate its membership is too weak, or it is not

functioning properly.

In this connection it may be of interest to note that the

average church attendant does not indicate any serious mis-

givings with the established religious routine, or if it is at

all questioned there is no indication of responsibility for

something better. If, therefore, a new order is to arise, it

will be necessary to re-educate Church people so that they

may not impede progress through misunderstanding. Men
and woman with inspired vision will need to function as

prophets and teachers of the new order in expounding
through pen and voice its basic principles, and probably what
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is of more immediate importance, to point out the inadequacy
of the old regime. This is of especial importance where solu-

tions to intolerable conditions are wanting in areas of life

where despair grows with age, as men and women face

maturity and old age with a feeling of not having lived well,

and without making any worthwhile contributions to the

common welfare. It is of paramount importance that in any

approach to this task of re-educating the adherents of

churches, it be .pointed out that a political order which has

dismally failed in its many attempts to establish peace and

prosperity for all, permeated by the good life, is no longer

worthy of the confidence and trust ordinarily imposed in it.

Hence only a new order with its leadership consecrated to the

interests of all must be indicated as the primary essential in

the rehabilitation not only of the Church but of the world.

If one asks for a life-giving program capable of bearing

this load, the answer is that some such technological structure

as has been announced by the Committee on Technocracy is

nearer to meeting the requisites of a complex world than the

old two-horse combination of political parties and laissez-

faire industrial monopolies. This, of course, will sound the

death knell of unrestricted individualism, and the rights of

private ownership which is now maintained wholly in the

interests of the wealthy few. Subtract the evils occasioned

by unregenerate nature, and all of the great deleterious forces

that prey upon the rights and privileges of men and women,

can be traced to the uncontrolled rights of private monop-

olies, and the desire for profit and power occasioned by the

present competitive system.

The new Church will need to be as emphatic in zealously

pointing out the sin of a society that has to provide pittances
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for old age and insurance against unemployment as it is in

proclaiming against the sins of murder, theft, adultery, and

other forms of corrupting influences. In a just order of

society, there will be no more need for old age pensions and

unemployment insurance than there is now a necessity for

such safeguards in behalf of multi-millionaires. These pro-

visions are again the old ambulances in the valleys of neces-

sity, established to carry off the victims who fall over our

inadequate walls built to fence the dangerous cliffs of an

unjust and unnecessary profit system. A statesmanship that

combines the collectivism of the Soviets with the technical

ability of American industrial engineers, based on the ethics

of the Sermon on the Mount, is capable of converting mate-

rials and energy into a subsistence level that will tower above

the peaks of capitalistic prosperity as Mount Everest towers

above the Himalayas.

In the new dispensation which is opening before the

world, nationalism, one of the chief causes of friction, must

be relegated to the out-grown and more primitive socio-poli-

tical organizations of tribalism and feudalism, There is no
reason or justice in any group of people maintaining suze-

rainty over vast tracts of land, when other groups are herded

in areas which do not afford adequate subsistence. To be

afraid that such races as the Orientals and Latins will domi-

nate is to cry "wolf." Such fears are alone justified in a na-

tionalistic regime that can only be permanently maintained

by military force, Large military expenditures are pare and

parcel of this primitive arrangement of which war is an

inevitable concomitant. In other words any new church alli-

ance that seeks to initiate international accord, must work
towards the removal of all national boundaries, so that even*
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tually the peoples of the earth will know but one vast domain

as their Fatherland in which all races shall have equal rights

and privileges. Only then will it be possible for the peoples
of the earth to bow down and worship one God the Father

Almighty, supremely revealed in His Son, our Lord and

Saviour, Jesus Christ. The Ten Commandments and the

ethic of the Sermon on the Mount may be taken as the basic

law by which man shall govern and be led. This is one way
in which the Church Universal can be established, and the

Kingdom of God made a reality.

The complete separation of the Church from the State,

although it may be justified from a purely historical stand-

point, can never be ethically justified. The practical outcome

has been that the State ends by being wholly dominated by

secular interests; a gargantuan monster without a religious

spirit,
whose creed is solely one of national expediency. Such

a political anomaly could never have happened had there

been a United Church. But to please all, the State had to

remain neutral. Now the union of the State and Church can-

not be achieved, if it proves at all desirable, so long as the

prejudices of men are rooted and embedded in ecclesiastical

pastures, from which will require an international moral

earthquake to shake them loose. At present group ethics and

group loyalties are morally incapable of such a righteous

achievement. It has been tried ever since Nicaea with advo-

cates whose names are venerated by every Church historian,

but without any notable consequence save the "justification"

of the status quo. Believers in divisive arrangements will go

on fighting each other over the spoils of their own systems,

but those whose power is Light, Truth, Justice, Equality and

Fraternity, will march on to possess the earth.
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The opportunities that would be created by a new inter-

national alignment for the neglected development of man's

latent talents and abilities are beyond any adequate portrayal.

Suffice to say that it would be a renaissance such as the world

has never known. The spectre of fear and want would not

hang over mankind to cloud the imagination and to condi-

tion all work. The type of education which is now adminis-

tered would give place to new schools that would operate as

essential units of the larger world order. Each school would

be a model unit of the actual world wherein the problems,

interests, and desires of the race would be studied and experi-

mented upon so that the student would naturally step from

the place of concentration to the field of operation.

A radical change such as is herein implied can only be

brought about by a complete change in an educational system

that has been derived from a social order built upon a com-

petitive-profit foundation. Unless radical changes occur in

the minds of school boards who largely govern what is

taught, one may not look for leadership in this direction.

There are, however, many dissatisfied superintendents of

schools, principals, and teachers who would be willing to

follow wise direction. Even so, many of them are hamstrung

by economic necessities, and these with other unenlightened

pedagogues may constitute a formidable barrier against any

contemplated changes. They too will fear the socialization of

private property and the regimentation of the nations of the

world, a fear engendered by a politico-social arrangement
that has provided jobs and bread for those who are reason-

ably prepared to become parasites at the capitalistic feasts

that rugged individuals provide for their own pleasure. Most
of these pedagogues have unwittingly contributed to the kind
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of training which hapless youths receive to fit them for the

docile role of unquestioning obedience to things as they are.

A wisely directed propaganda prepared for their consump-
tion may save them but this is extremely doubtful. Neverthe-

less the Church must capture the schools as one of its first

citadels, for a new educational system that will gear in with

a reconstructed order must be marked by the religious spirit.

This, of course, will be in direct contrast to what now obtains,

inasmuch as our present educational system has relegated

religious instruction to the Churches, none of which have

been at all able to cope with the task. Nor does a sectarian

set-up permit it, owing to the great lack of time and funds.

Indeed the pathetic state of denominational Sunday schools

is in itself a severe indictment of schismatic religion.

Contrary to the opinions of those who are afraid of a

world where there is room and plenty for all, the leisure

problem will disappear. First, because leisure is a mold that

grows only in an unorganized state and is the result of a lade

of proper training and enlightenment. And secondly, a

world organized to develop spiritual values, that sees all

things from the spiritual viewpoint will promote those de-

sires and capacities that through expression receive the great-

est satisfaction. To properly understand this possibility one

needs to distinguish between "rest" and "leisure." "Leisure"

is the time spent without the thrill of having something to do

that challenges innate capacities, while "rest" is the time

required to restore depleted energy.

Living and working in a world in which the need for basic

necessities of life is no longer a nightmare, there will be

ample opportunities for rest, inasmuch as the absence of

hurry and rush so characteristic of present-day activities will
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characterize all occupations. Indeed the only problem will be

the lack of time in which to see and to do all that a new age

of interests will provide. The freedom to study, travel,

work, and play, that now belongs to the few, will be enjoyed

by the many.
While some may prate of the liberty which now obtains

under the present capitalistic system, an increasing number

grow skeptical concerning its actuality. An economic system

that fails to provide ample subsistence for multitudes of

deserving people and that requires those who are gainfully

employed to goose-step in its line of march, is more and more

creating conditions of enslavement. In such a world only

those who have abundant means of support are at liberty.

Even so, it must never be forgotten that ultimately there is

only one kind of liberty that must be obtained at all cost, the

liberty that a person enjoys who is freed from the tyranny of

sin. An order such as we may now visualize is designed to

insure against the temptations to evil that arise in a highly

competitive system which breeds avarice, engenders lust, en-

courages dissipation and intemperance, thus making the

good life impossible for any one. In it unsatisfied needs

clamor for satisfaction while the disappointing quest for

things with which to satisfy them leads multitudes into all

sorts and conditions of sin that accumulate with the rapidity

of national and private debts. Souls are always for sale in a

market where material, mental, and spiritual values are main-

tained at a high premium. Once these values are made

available to all "without money and without price/
1

the old

temptations will disappear. To be sure the New Order will

bring others in its wake, but they will have the redeeming
virtue of being of a higher type. The fact that mankind
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continues to battle against ancient sins that enslave is in

itself a sufficient indictment against an unregenerate organ-

ized order of society that ever produces unregenerate souls.

A higher plane of living must be realized in the world of

secular forces before these old evils can be conquered. Mend-

ing old dykes is a futile task when less effort and cost will

build new ones.

To argue, therefore, that liberty will not be enjoyed under

a religious system of collectivism is to overlook the debilitat-

ing effects upon human lives everywhere as a result of the

more drastic form of regimentation which a
capitalistic order

has imposed upon the world. In it only a comparative few

are free the 1 per cent who own in America 59 per cent

of the wealth. C. Lester Smith, who "makes" or inherits a

fortune can go to Florida or Europe when he so desires, and

indulge his atavistic and predatory instincts in collecting

antiques, but such privileges can never be enjoyed by Tom

Jones, born in poverty and lacking in the type of character,

talents and abilities that would make him become a member

of the "rugged individualistic party/* a party that alone in-

sures the wealth, position, and authority peculiar to this

group. Where the competitive-profit system permits one

C. Lester Smith to rise to the top, millions of Tom Joneses

must remain at the bottom. Such is the tragedy of the old

order. It can only make a like provision for humanity the

world over. Better to experiment a thousand years than to

remain indifferent to such a world.

The praiseworthy efforts of the wealthy who build hos-

pitals and endow institutions, are being seriously questioned,

inasmuch as provision is only made for those who are muti-

lated by the process in which wealth is secured. What is of
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still greater condemnation, charity and philanthropy are made

necessary by the unfair practices of those who deprive

workers and their children of the rewards of industry. Owing
to this type of vicious practice the latter become the objects of

benevolences, and to a large extent, the patients of hospitals

and asylums. They likewise must patronize or attend, upon
the donors' terms, the libraries, museums, and colleges,

which they were deprived of planning and building in the

interests of themselves and their children. The new world

may be so ordered that hospitals, asylums, and all charitable

provisions will be gradually eliminated. (Today these are all

steadily increasing.) The casualties of our present order will

be cared for in such a way that they will not wish to transmit

their maladies and weaknesses to oncoming generations.

Thus the unfit will be eliminated. Man will be encouraged

to use the same wisdom and intelligence in breeding a supe-

rior race that has been successful in producing superior

breeds of cattle and varieties of improved agricultural

products. The experience gained in these fields of experi-

mentation is waiting to be applied in the production of a

superior race.

This sketchy outline of a program for the Church's regen-

eration may constitute a challenge to those who are ready and

willing to follow the gleam and to buckle on the armor of

faith.

- A brief summary of the position taken may not be amiss:

My contention is that church union as it is now proceeding
will inevitably hit the snag of hopelessly entrenched doc-

trinal and age-old encrusted beliefs that will make further

progress impossible. Therefore, instead of spending futile

efforts in this direction, the better way is to re-think the
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raison d'etre for a Church at all. I have indicated that this

is supremely the mission of seeking to fulfil the work begun

by Christ and His Apostles, which was to obtain abundant

life for all. Consequently, a Church that envisions such a

program must concern itself with all that directly affects the

welfare of mankind. Its main emphasis will therefore be

social and not theological. An adequate program of action

will include the building of a new social structure that will

make adequate spiritual and material provision for all men

everywhere. To accomplish this, all social institutions,

whether religious, political,
or educational, will have to

undergo drastic changes. Rights and privileges, now enjoyed

only by a comparative few, will be extended by the new

methods of social engineering to all. Such an actional pro-

gram will necessarily cut across all boundaries and barriers

in its initiation of a lasting unity based upon a totalitarian

view of life.
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CHAPTER VIII

A RADICAL CHURCH AND ITS YOUTH

ALL things are relative. That is why I find myself among
the Younger Churchmen. Not that I am young any more,

but that I am younger. So too, does it happen that I am

writing a chapter on "A Radical Church and Its Youth" in

this present symposium, for I would certainly be classed as a

rank conservative by the Left Wingers, whereas my capital-

istic friends look upon me as a trifle half-baked. Probably

they are both right. For whether one is a radical or a con-

servative depends upon the company he keeps.

I suspect the editor of this volume asked me to con-

tribute, not because I rate as a radical, but because in work-

ing among young people I have insisted upon a realistic note

being struck. And that is radicalism with a vengeance to a

large section of the Christian Church. So far, however, I

have not lost my job. And that, I take it, is an inescapable

problem of a prophetic ministry, to lead as fast as one can

without destroying one's leadership.

The topic assigned to me was phrased differently from the

title I have used. It was "Youth A Radical Church as it

Ought to Be." That is a large order. And I simply do not

qualify; but what I shall write will be interpreted, I hope,

as an honest attempt, however inadequate, to arrive at a

solution of a very real problem.
A church, as I see it, can be radical in two senses. It can

133
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be radical as the Community Church, made famous by John

Haynes Holmes, is radical. There is a place for such a

church in the religious life of the nation. Its role will neces-

sarily be prophetic and its greatest influence needs must be

of die future rather than immediate. The fact is that the

prophet today is no more popular than he has ever been.

Tomorrow, however, he will be acclaimed, and the loudest

voices, ironically enough, will be those of the conservatives.

In the meantime the prophet will gather about himself a

comparatively small group of disciples, while the big body
of people, who are traditionalists, will seek pews that are

more conducive to their peace of mind.

It is not about a radical church in this sense with which I

am at present concerned. I personally have profound respect

for John Haynes Holmes, yet the fact is that Mr. Holmes

would not last beyond the first sermon in a vast majority of

Christian churches. What then shall we of the Christian

ministry who have come to sense the revolutionary character

of the gospel of Jesus do about it? My answer to that ques-
tion is that a church can be radical in a second sense, which

I have chosen to call realistically radical. It will be replied
that such is exactly what the Community Church is, realisti-

cally radical. It looks upon a world that is filled with deceit,

bigotry, injustice and intolerance and it calls things by their

right names. That's realism! Granted. But that is only half

of the picture. Realism must recognize not only its problem
but also the materials available for its solution. The extrem-

ists will object that that is pussy-footing, not radicalism.

Which suggests the question: When is a radical? Was Jesus
a radical when he proclaimed the seven woes but not when
he told the story of the Good Samaritan? Was Jems a radical
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when he cleansed the temple but not when he reasoned with

the Scribes and the Pharisees? Was Jesus a radical when he

went to the cross but not when he prayed in the garden of

Gethsemane?

We usually use the term "radical" to imply divergence

from the traditional in marked degree. The conservatives use

the term loosely to serve their particular purposes. The New
Deal to old-line Republicans is radical. Let there be a strike

and immediately the Chamber of Commerce attempts to at-

tribute its inception to radicals. While the vigilantes, as hap-

pened recently in the San Francisco episode, organize and

make the inevitable violence of a strike look like child's play.

My point is that radicalism is not just a matter of action; it is

first of all a matter and a manner of thought. Action will

vary according to experience. Violence is not its character-

istic, or else Jesus was no radical. Violence on the part of

radicals is all too often a matter of desperation. It is an

answer to violence by police and militia and company-paid

deputies and those self-constituted authorities, the vigilantes.

The real menace to our institutions is not the radical but the

reactionary who uses the state to defeat the ends of social

justice. Massachusetts by its judicial murder of S'acco and

Vanzetti, and California with its crime against Mooney and

Billings, have not only intensified radicalism, they have

spread it. As a symptom violence is an evidence of loss of

faith by the people in the justice of their courts and in the

integrity of their political officials. It is reactionaries, not

radicals, who breed disillusionment.

It may be that realistic radicalism, as I use the term, will

end in violence, but it never begins there. It recognizes the

plain fact that the big body of people are conservatives. And
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the further fact that without conservatism, no reform, how-

ever valuable, could be made permanent. Radicals are not

made of prosperity but of adversity. The nation has suffered

since 1929 but it still has its memories, and so it wishfully

hopes for a return of "good times/* The losses inflicted by

the depression have been tremendous, but they have, in gen-

eral, been widely distributed and philosophically accepted.

The millions of unemployed with their dependents have

known distress to a degree that back in the twenties would

have been unbelievable but that would have been vastly

worse had not the system administered relief.

As is the average father and mother, so is the average

young person conservative. Youth has been inconvenienced

by the depression, but its life (I mean, of course, the youth
of our churches) has gone on fairly much the same. For the

high school student the question of college may have been in

doubt; for the college student tuition may have come hard

and jobs may have been lacking upon graduation. Still, foot-

ball continues to attract its multitudes, and social life, in gen-

eral, moves on, if at reduced costs, not at reduced rates.

Such is the situation that the usual minister faces. Let us

suppose that he is a recent seminary graduate. The probabil-

ities are that the New Minister Committee picked him

because his voice was pleasant and his personality attractive,

while his wife had looks and charm. The church wanted a

young man who would "pep" things up and put punch into

the various organizations. Beyond that Dr. Coffin or some
other seminary president had strongly recommended him.

But of just what was in the mind of that young man the

chances are good that neither the committee, nor the church

that extended its unanimous call, was aware. This young
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man has been exposed, let us say, to Harry Ward and to

Relnhold Neibuhr. He might have recovered from the one

but hardly from both. His has been no entering upon his

task in blind and blissful ignorance. He knows his world,

or, at least, he knows enough about it to know that injustice

and cruelty and greed and exploitation of the weak and graft

and rackets tramp through it, sometimes frankly and at

other times, sadly enough, in the garb of respectability. And

worse, he knows that all too often Christianity is more of a

label than a reality. Shall he, therefore, begin his ministry

with an indictment of the social order and re-echo it until his

people are moved to action? Certainly not, unless he was as

courageously outspoken in his trial sermon. The first thing

he will do is to win the confidence and respect of his people.

They have personal needs to be met. He will meet them.

They are caught in the system, and more, they are parts of it.

There inevitably comes a time for bold denunciations, and a

self-respecting man needs must speak, but that time is not

every Sunday at eleven o'clock. That is no radical church, it

will be said. And if the sermon topics are concerned with

religion rather than with revolution that will prove it. And

yet, just as the safety of a ship involves the man on the

bridge as well as the crew, so too the radicalism of a church

is to be measured by the man in the pulpit not less than by

the cutaways in the pews. And if that man be radical as Jesus

was radical, he will be saddened by calloused sin and yet

gladdened by the capacity for kindness, to both of which he

is a daily witness. And he will proclaim the love of God not

less than the death of sin.

I am saying, you see, that a church which is realistically

radical takes its complexion from its minister and teacher.
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As pastor he must minister unto his people's individual

needs. As teacher he must lead his people into ways of

truth and into a sense of unrealized needs. The people of the

church are conservative because their backgrounds and ex-

periences make them so. They will become liberal or radical

only as their experiences change. Therefore, the realistically

radical church will be a church of new experiences; while the

pulpit will be an interpreter of life as it is and as, under God,
it might be. There will be a minimum of denunciation and

a maximum of life revealed in its true colors, some very

beautiful, some very ugly. The ugly will be impressive and

challenging because the man who speaks is sure of his facts

and, what is fully as important, is sure of his religion. This

is no radical church in the sense of being as the Community
Church is radical; but it is radical in the sense of becom-

ing. Life is its laboratory and its field of aaivity. It

will act where it knows; it will seek to know where it is

ignorant.

Fundamental in this realistically radical church will be the

principle of tolerance. It goes without saying that there

should be intolerance of wrong. The difficulty is that wrong
and right not infrequently get their clothes mixed. You will

recall that the deacon in David Harum would not transact

business on Sunday but had no scruples over cheating a

widow out of her home. The church that I am attempting
to describe will seek to transcend its moral and spiritual

blindness. It will turn the light on its prejudices and bring
out into the open its conditioning. There will be committees

that will be engaged in exploring for truth and right in areas

of controversy and conflict. There will be serious attempts to

clear away class, racial, and national suspicions and misunder-
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standings. And along with its passion for social justice will

go a missionary-mindedness, for the abundant life is not

something one possesses by getting, but by sharing. The

individual does not live who knows it all or whose life can-

not be enriched by insights received from those toward

whom, all too often, the attitude of Christianity has been

patronizing.

The realistically radical church, then, will provide as many

enriching experiences as is humanly possible. There will be

a minimum of indoctrination, a maximum of illumination

through projects centering in problems of race, industry,

slums, unemployment, rackets on the one hand and in recrea-

tion, art, beauty, the theater, music, worship on the other.

The young people of the church will share in these experi-

ences. In many cases they will be the pioneering group. A
common criticism (and significant) is this, "All the good
times are planned for the young people/' And yet those

veiy good times, over the lack of which the complaint is

made, have been in many cases ventures in understanding

(such as a Harlem Reconciliation Trip) which adults could

organize and participate in as easily as does youth. This sort

of technique is being extensively followed among our

churches in contrast to the old prayer meeting Christian

Endeavor. I do not mean to deprecate worship as an influ-

ence and a force in the lives of young people. We have too

little significant worship. God is a name, not an experience.

I do mean to say that worship to be vital must arise out of

a sense of need. That need may be to express gratitude, or

to exult over beauty, or to build a more just world. Youth is

receptive and pliable. What may not be done for the future

in terms of life-experiences provided for youth? After all,
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diet is just as important in terms of mind and spirit as it is

in terms of the physical -body.

A few illustrations of what has actually been done follow.

In a recent summer conference a Jewish rabbi was invited to

be a member of the faculty. The experience was mutually

revealing to both the young people and their guest. The

rabbi will hereafter think more kindly of Christians, while

the young people gained an insight that no amount of preach-

ing could ever have produced.

Another conference was exposed to Tucker Smith with his

revolutionary Marxism and listened, incidentally, to the most

exalted appeal for the foreign missionary enterprise that it

has been my privilege to hear. At this conference, too, there

happened to be a young Communist from the mountains of

the South. Having come expecting to shock the Northern

bourgeoisie he was somewhat shocked, himself, as he wit-

nessed three hundred young people listening with keen inter-

est to a scathing indictment of the capitalistic system by the

President of Brookwood college, I am not suggesting Com-

munists be added to the faculties of our summer conferences,

and yet this experience proved that the Christian church

needs to know the forces which make for Communism. Our

young people had no knowledge of the sort of suffering ex-

perienced by this young man. Life to them had been easy

and sweet; to him it had been cruel and bitter. And it was

altogether wholesome for these two extremes to meet. George
Coe pointed out long ago that we learn primarily not by

precept but by practice. Only as experience is added to ex-

perience is youth to be initiated into the ways of vital reli-

gion. Youth is not going to be Christian through mere

exposure to the Bible; it must be exposed, as well, to life.
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Along this same line a valuable series of projects has been

carried out in the New York City area with week-end con-

ferences. An entire week-end was given to the discussion of

a single social proBlem. On one occasion colored young

people and leaders were brought in, to be entertained in fine

homes of white people and to think through with white

people their inter-racial problems. The fact of their presence

was valuable, but the conviction and ability with which they

spoke was invaluable. What strange ideas we get about

people concerning whom we know little or nothing. How

illuminating is acquaintanceship.

This has proven true to those groups who have gone on

"Reconciliation Trips" to one or another of the pulse centers

of New York City. "I never knew before
"

"I never sus-

pected
"

are some of the frequent remarks. There are

aspects about such trips that are undoubtedly superficial, yet

to the young person who has all of the ways of civilization

to learn and (sad but true) no few of its biases to unlearn,

if life is not to be warped, a trip to Chinatown, or to Harlem,

or to the German section and the like, if properly directed,

means seeing how other people live and feel and what they

do and think.

A different method but a similar type of project was car-

ried out recently by a Presbyterian group who invited a Ger-

man student to America to be a guest in their homes for a

period of weeks. It gave an opportunity for a German young
man to see American home life and to catch something of the

spirit of our people, and an opportunity for American young

people to talk with a native youth fresh from turbulent Ger-

many. Those concerned will always feel differently toward

each other because of this experience.
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Illustration can be added to illustration of how young

people can and are being given pictures of true life that chal-

lenge interest and loyalties. And certainly a church that seri-

ously functions along these lines is a radical church, for it

will ever be looking for new truth and ever striving to create

a revolution against limitations. And this church will be

realistically radical because it will frankly recognize the na-

ture of the materials with which it is dealing and will strive

to transform those materials into the Kingdom of God as

effectively and as quickly as human influence can operate in

a human world.
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CHAPTER IX

THE CHURCH AND PROLETARIAN MOVEMENTS

THE most casual student of economic and religious

thought and movements in the last hundred years cannot fail

to be impressed by the similarity between the Christian ethic

and the working-class idealism as proclaimed in Socialism

and other proletarian systems. This relation has not always

been a conscious one, and we note here a decided difference,

generally speaking, between German (or Scientific Marxian)

Socialism, and the movement in Great Britain, Whereas the

"Scientific" Socialism of Germany has rather consistently

exercised religion and religious ethics as "an opiate of the

people/' "a tool of the propertied classes/' etc, the Socialism

of Great Britain, France and the United States, if not avow-

edly religious in character, has no quarrel with the church

and has drawn much of its best leadership from Christian

sources.

I. GREAT BRITAIN

There can be no question that the presence of religious-

ethical elements in the program of Socialism has increased

its popularity and practice in Great Britain. Edward Bern-

stein in relating his experiences in England during the early

days of Socialist propaganda in that country declares: "It

145
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repeatedly happened to me, and no doubt to others also, that

laborers or artisans, who had heard a socialist speech for the

first time, came to me at the close of a meeting, and explained

to me that everything I had said was in the Bible, and that

they could show me the passages, text by text."

A prime reason for this dose rapport between the Socialist

movement and Christianity in Britain has been the essentially

democratic and popular character of Scottish Presbyterianism

and English non-conformity. Keir Hardie grew up in the

heart of Scottish piety; like Amos of old, he was neither a

prophet nor a prophet's son, but a working miner, the first

Labor M.P. and the guiding genius in the founding of the

I. L. P. Hardie had no use for the cant and cowardice that

were apparent in much of the church life, but he loved the

Gospel. "The world to-day is sick and weary at heart/' he

wrote. "Even our clergy are, for the most part, dumb dogs
who dare not bark. So it was in the days of Christ. They
who proclaimed a God-given gospel to the world were the

poor and the comparatively unlettered. We need to-day a

return to the principles of the Gospel which, by proclaiming
all men sons of God and brethren one with another, makes it

impossible for one, Shylock-like, to insist on his rights at the

expense of another/'

Hardie's earnest Christian spirit and his high moral ideal-

ism helped to keep British Socialism from ever being tainted

with the sour anti-religious bias so common in the movement
in Germany and Italy. "Socialism is a great moral move-

ment," he declared. "I am a Socialist because Socialism

means Fraternity founded on Justice, and the fact that, in

order to secure this, certain economic changes are necessary
is a mere incident in our great human crusade. My protest is
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against economics being considered the whole of Socialism,

or even die vital part of it."

J. Ramsay MacDonald, Hardie's younger compatriot, was

always a loyal member of the Kirk and had equally strong

convictions on the basic relation of Socialism to Christianity.

In striking contrast to some German radicals who envisaged

the ultimate "Klassenkampf
*

as taking place between Chris-

tianity and Socialism, in his .book, "The Socialist Move-

ment/' published shortly before the World War, MacDonald

saw the great Armageddon of the future as the conflict

between Christianity and capitalism:

The competitive system cannot be reconciled with Christianity.

It is a struggle for the survival of those whose only virtue is

that they are the most adaptable; religion can never abandon the

desire to supplant such a struggle by a method of selection which

will secure the survival of graces and virtues. It must frequently
result in glaring instances of the triumph of the unjust and of

the otherwise unworthy; religion must always regard such results

as indications that the conditions which produce them are alien to

it. ... Above all, religion must resent the attempts made by
commercialism to measure virtues by their economic advantages
and to appreciate or depreciate saints in accordance with

whether they are or are not useful in counting houses. ... As

early Christianity had to challenge and change the life of Rome,
so later Christianity must one day challenge and change the life

of modern capitalist society.

In England the Christian character of political Socialism

has been as strongly marked as in Scotland. Whether coming
from the ranks of the Labor movement, or from the clergy,

including that of the supposedly aristocratic Church of Eng-

land, Christian Socialists have maintained the identification

of the Gospel with the movement to free the toiling masses
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from the bonds of economic slavery. Labor has produced
such Christian leaders as Arthur Henderson, a Methodist

lay-preacher, Fenner Brockway, a Christian pacifist, and

George Lansbury, prominent in the Christian Socialist move-

ment. The Anglican Church has produced a long succession

of Socialist leadership. To simply list the names of some of

these is a revelation of the social conscience in this "free"

state-church: F. D. Maurice, Charles Kingsley, John Mal-

colm Ludlow, Henry Scott Holland, Bishops Westcott, Gore,

and Barnes, and Archbishop Temple.
Maurice's two-fold program, the Christianising of Social-

ism and the socialising of Christianity, bids fair to achieve a

greater success in Great Britain than in any other country.

While the churches are by no means wholly converted to the

cooperative commonwealth, and Labor is certainly not ani-

mated by religious idealism alone, the real leaders in both

camps stand upon a common ground, and as every present

indication would show, the trend is once more slowly but

surely leftward.

II. FRANCE

In France the relation between the Catholic Church and

the proletarian movements, both economic and political, is

an excellent illustration of the old adage: "Necessity makes

strange bed-fellows." The Third Republic has always been

notoriously bourgeois and anti-clerical. From the very begin-

ning of the proletarian agitation there has been a close rap-

port between clerical and working-class groups. Even in the

violent '48 in the last century, the social-political movements

were headed, for the most part, by loyal Catholics; litterateurs

like Lamartine and Lamennais, politicians like Buchez, and
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even practical saints like Ozanam, united in denouncing the

bourgeois character of kingdom, empire, and republic in the

outwardly changing but essentially identical state.

The Paris Commune of 1871 proved a severe jolt to

Catholic Socialism which had made considerable headway in

the Second Empire under the leadership of Le Play, and the

result was a somewhat more opportunist policy which issued

in the foundation of the Action Liberale by the Comte de

Mun. While the criticism of the movement that it inculcated

a voluntary and benevolent program rather than a self-con-

scious working-class movement was widely made, it cannot

be denied that the pressure of the Catholic trade unions and

the support of the Action's deputies in the Chamber often

resulted in the passing of Socialist legislation which the

radical blocs could not have achieved without his assist-

ance.

During and since the War period the Church appears to

have regained some of its lost popularity with the working-

class, and such preachers as Pere Sanson sound an authentic

note of Christian social action before vast audiences.

French Protestantism has always been preponderantly

bourgeois in the composition of its membership, but recent

years have witnessed a growing interest and activity along

social lines. Edouard Herriot, the perennial mayor of Lyons
and the holder of many a cabinet post, is an elder in the

Eglise Reformee and one of the most prominent of the

moderate Socialists. An excellent monthly, Le Christian-

tsme Sociale is published at St. Etienne and members of its

editorial staff count such names as the Monods and the

Gounelles. A typical article is one appearing in the issue

of February, 1931, entitled "UAction Sociale de 1'figlise,"
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from the pen of Theodore H. Gounelle. I quote some of its

ringing paragraphs:

The limits of the Kingdom of God do not stop before the

Empire of the Caesars and the leaven must make the whole dough
rise.

The Church, indeed, must not only protest against the actual

social regime, she must proclaim and prepare a better Society.

If the Church is to be disinterested in social problems, the

world will be disinterested in the Church.

The Socialist daily, L'CEuvre, has also a strong Protestant

following, and there is at least one pasteur who has been an

active member of the Chamber of Deputies.

In short we may say that while there has been a marked

defection of the population from the church, this is neither a

new nor a working-class phenomenon, it is as old as the

French Revolution, and is more marked among the middle-

classes than the proletariat. Working-class movements with

the usual exception of the Communists have not been anti-

religious. The republican bloc has shown the strongest anti-

clerical tendencies, and even proletarian groups outside the

church such as the guild or work-shop movement of the last

century, headed by Louis Blanc, have been permeated with a

spirit reminiscent of primitive or medieval Christianity.

III. GERMANY

If the identification of the Christian ethic and proletarian
idealism by the plain man has contributed to the strength of

the socialistic movements in Britain and France, the same

may be said of Germany. In central and eastern Europe,

however, the alliance of the church with the official bureau-

cracy rendered the church as an institution and religion as a
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dogma, odious to the laboring classes that espoused Socialism

or other forms of proletarian revolt as a protest against the

existing order of which the church was part and parcel. The

lip-service paid to religion by the leaders of the Nazi revolu-

tion has not provided the basis for a return to the church on

the part of the estranged German worker, and the extreme

Nazis with their German Christian program, or their senti-

mental return to the old German mythology, have alienated

the bourgeois church people, Protestant and Catholic alike.

But for those who have waxed enthusiastic over the active

resistance of the Evangelical Church, and such groups as the

Pastors* Emergency League, it should be recalled that this

was simply a defense of the church against the encroachment

of the state upon its own private domain and was in no sense

a protest against the political or economic fascism of Hitler

and his cohorts. In fact, the point is made by one of the

latest writers on Nazi Germany "Ernst Henri" in "Hitler

over Europe" that the resistance of the clerical forces was

in effect the protest of the disillusioned lower middle classes

who had not experienced the relief expected from the Nazi

program.

Dr. Paul Piechowski and Fraiilein Gertrud Hermes, in their

careful case studies of scores of German workingmen, have

made an excellent case to prove that while the average Ger-

man proletarian has repudiated the church he has incorpo-

rated much of her ethic and even of her eschatology in his

new philosophy.

Piechowski, in his "Proletarische Glaufoe," speaking out

of his long experience with working-class groups, and his

own tireless efforts on behalf of social amelioration, points

out the significant fact that for many workers, Socialism (or
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Communism) has the value of a religion. I select several

answers to a questionnaire widely circulated by him among
Berlin workingmen. The following opinions are taken from

the replies of a typical Socialist workingman, unionized, mar-

ried, and forty-two years of age:

Socialism is a Religion.

Jesus was a proletarian teacher, but later generations have made
a god out of him.

Catholic piety is humbug and Protestantism is not much better.

The "Jugendweine" [taking place on Palm Sunday] is a sub-

stitute of real value for the old, meaningless confirmation.

Prayer is a form of self-deception.
The Old Testament has portions of real value, but the Bible

is no better than other books, etc., etc.

Piechowski's conclusion is that a great conflict is impend-

ing not merely between the two forces of Christianity and

Socialism, but within each group, in the first between the

Christian Socialists and the conservatives, and in the second,

between the religious Socialists and the materialists. The

only salvation for society will be a "Gemeinschaft" between

all men of social vision and goodwill for their common
ideals.

That Socialism has actually become the religion of large
numbers of the German proletariat is the claim of Piechow-

ski and in this contention he is supported by that acute ob-

server, Professor Tillich, in his book, "Religiose Verwirk-

lichung." After surveying the religious-ethical character of

the movement, he declares: "Thus Socialism may be con-

sidered as a religious phenomenon: it may be looked upon
as the manifestation of the human situation in our own
time."
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Gertrud Hermes in her acute analysis of popular Marxist

ideology, makes the interesting observation that quite uncon-

sciously the irreligious proletariat has reproduced many of

the phases through which traditional Christian thought has

passed. Beginning with a buoyant optimism in the ability of

man to realize his ideals, and with a kind of "animal faith"

in the essential order and harmony of all life, provided only

certain conditions are met, the thinking proletarian often

arrives at an impasse producing disillusion akin to that ex-

perienced by religionists who seek a release in a powerful

eschatology, and so the irreligious Marxist also embraces a
ff

Katastrophen-theorie," which envisages an economic Arma-

geddon as the inevitable outcome of the present irremediable

conditions. Only from the ashes of the past and present can

a new civilization arise. This final denouement is usually

depicted as a great "Klassenkampf," which again, as Tillich

has pointed out, borrows its imagery and even its idealism

from the Christian view of the final victory of the Kingdom
of God.

The relations between the churches and non-religious poli-

tical and labor groups in Germany have been far from cor-

dial. Protestant "Socialism" has left an ugly bequest in an

inflated nationalism and a sinister anti-Semitism, which in

part was a reflection of popular feeling and partially due to

the early influence of its leader, Pastor A. Stocker. There is

no doubt that there is a very real relation existing between

the old "Christian Social Party" of 1895, and the Nazi pro-

gram. The Catholic Church in Germany found in Bishop

von Ketteler a sincere and able protagonist of the religious

guild socialism so popular in the social program of that

church, but von Kettler's emphasis on industrial reconstruc-
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tion was soon swallowed up in. the political Catholicism of

the Centrist Party. It cannot be denied, however, that church

leaders and the Centrist Party often collaborated with leftist

groups in order to enact socially useful legislation.

The Third Reich received the support of many patriotic

and socially minded churchmen, Protestant and Catholic,

who felt that the widely publicized Nazi program with its

safeguards for the German home and the German church

against the threat of Communism, together with its con-

trolled economy in the interest of "Das Deutsches Volk"

would bring new life to the church. The extravagances of

the Nazis, however, have alienated the support originally

gained in this quarter, and at present writing (July, 1934),
it would appear that the Church, Catholic and Protestant,

was one of the leading centers of opposition to the totali-

tarian program of the Nazis.

What the lasting effect of the Nazi regime, which is cer-

tainly riding for a fall, will have upon the social program of

the German Church is hard to say. The official liquidation

of the radical parties has only intensified the opposition of a

large section of the German proletariat to the church. The

radicals, as in Austria, have their own martyrs, and may well

develop an ideology out of their struggles having many of

the characteristics of a religious faith. Socialist ideology, as

Heinz Marr has so ably indicated, is in a period of transition

between an older materialism and an as yet unrealized ideal-

ism, a period that "knows no longer a materialistic one, and

has not yet a faith." In Socialism, rather than in the church,

the Social Gospel may be rediscovered. All great German

religious movements have been the joint product of a "Zeit-

geist" and the natural piety of the German masses. One
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need not be a Hegelian to hope that out of the thesis of indi-

vidual liberty, the corner-stone of the German Protestant

tradition, and its antithesis in the social control of the Marx-

ist ideology, may arise a new synthesis that will do justice to

both great heritages.

IV. RUSSIA

In Russia, popular religion (cf. the writings of Tolstoi,

Dostoievsky, etc.)
has always contained many social virtues

that were deeply rooted in the village life, and when later

radical movements and eventually Sovietism disabused the

minds of the moujzks of the gross superstition and earlier

servility that had characterised popular religion, they all un-

consciously retained the social ideal of mutual aid that had

been preached by many a humble "parish priest. Some of

these clergymen played a prominent part in the Dumas at

the beginning of the present century. In the First Duma

(April, 1906) three priests were active members. In the

more conservative Constitutional-Democratic Party, Father

N. Ogniev proved to be one of the most forceful speakers.

S. N. Tseretelli who quitted the priesthood for a political

career in the Socialist group, was several times arrested for

his political activities. In the Second Duma, there were also

several active clerical delegates, notably Father G. Petrov, a

prominent publicist who was forced to quit the church be-

cause of his radical views, and the courageous Father K. A.

Kolokolnikov, a member of the radical Social Revolutionist

Party who suffered persecution for his bold stand.

If no other name were mentioned from the ranks of the

clergy, that of Father G. Gapon, should -be sufficient to dis-

miss the charge that all the clergy were to be found on the
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side of the oppressive bureaucracy. It was Father Gapon who

as head of the Union of Russian Workingmen led a peaceful

demonstration before the palace of the Czar which turned

into the unjustifiable slaughter of these unarmed citizens

the massacre of "Bloody Sunday" (1905). Gapon who had

not flinched under the fire of the soldiers, but had sought

to give aid to his stricken followers, publically condemned

the Czar in language reminiscent of Hebrew prophecy:

With naive belief in thee as father of thy people, I was going

peacefully to thee with the children of these very people. Thou
must have known, thou didst know this. The innocent blood

of workers, their wives and children, has forever between thee, O
soul-destroyer, and the Russian people. Moral connection between

thee and them may never be any more. The mighty river during
its overflowing, thou art already unable to stem by any half

measures, even by a Popular Assembly. Bombs and dynamite,
the terror by individuals and by masses, against thy breed and

against the robbers of a rightless people all this must be and

shall be. A sea of blood unexampled will shed. Because of

thee, because of thy whole family, Russia may perish. Once for

all, understand this and remember, better soon with all thy family
abdicate the throne of Russia and give thyself up to the Russian

people for trial. Pity thy children and the Russian lands, O thou

oiferer of peace for other countries and blood drunkard for thine

own!

Otherwise let all blood which has to be shed fall upon thee,

Hangman, and thy kindred!

GEORGE GAPON.

Postscriptum Know that this letter is the justifying document
of the coming revolutionary terroristic occurrences in Russia.

G. G.

Gapon escaped to England where he wrote "The Story of

My Life"; returning to Russia, he disappeared under the
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most mysterious circumstances. On April 11, 1905, a body
was found and identified as that of Gapon by his lawyer.
It was later reported that Gapon had entered into secret nego-
tiations with government officials and had been murdered by
his former associates, but this statement has been regarded

by many as "inspired" by his opponents.

The "First Revolution" of 1905-06 was followed by a

period of reaction. The Qiurch, completely dominated by
the reactionary Holy Synod, forced most of its radical clergy

to doff the cloth, and proved a willing ally of the state. The

result was that when the radical forces again asserted them-

selves they found much less support in church circles than

twenty years before. The new tide of unrest which found its

peak in the great Leningrad strike of 1914 was only checked

by the World War, and most of the Socialist leaders, includ-

ing the venerable Plekhanov, united behind the government
in what they considered a righteous war, only the exiled

Lenin, Trotzky, and a few others called upon the masses to

obstruct the prosecution of the war in an effort to cause the

collapse of the state.

The Revolution of 1917 was headed, at first, by the

moderate radical groups: the first cabinet in which Kerensky
was the dominant figure, included a portfolio for the Pro-

curator of the Holy Synod a post held in this and the suc-

ceded cabinet by V. N. Lvov, a Constitutional-Democrat

The coup of October, which placed the Bolshevik (major-

ity group of the Social-Democrats) in power, initiated a

definite anti-religious policy on the part of the government.

At first definite gestures of friendship were made toward

various Protestant groups, especially the Baptists, in an effort

to weaken the Orthodox Church, but soon all religious move-
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ments came under the restrictive measures and the force of

the atheist propaganda of the increasingly powerful Soviet

government. The present outlook for the churches in Russia

is certainly far from encouraging. With a rising generation

consistently and constantly indoctrinated in Atheism and the

program of the churches rigorously restricted to worship and

other spiritual functions, it is doubtful if organized religion

will be able to play an important part in the state. It is

possible, however, that Communism will develop an ideology

that is actually religious. Such an acute observer as Harold

Laski has recently written "Communism is as genuine a reli-

gion as any in the experience of man/' to which Professor

Reinhold Niebuhr rejoins that in so far as Communism is

religion, it is "a bad religion." Certainly it is difficult to

conceive of any system as religious that repudiates the exist-

ence of Deity, however altruistic and enthusiastic it may
be. The future of religion in the Soviet Union is an enigma.

V. THE UNITED STATES

The prolonged continuance of a "laissez-faire" economy
in the United States was rendered possible by the prevalence
of free land and fluid capital in a nation that was under-

developed and not even populated in many desirable areas.

The nineteenth centuiy for die United States, despite varying
shifts in politics and industry, was characterized by one great
constant factor, the Western expansion. This era was marked

in the preaching and work of the churches by a correspond-

ing emphasis on the individual. The "revival" was a char-

acteristic phenomenon, and whether conducted by a Finney
who thundered the wrath of a righteous JehovaJh, or by a

Moody who proclaimed the redeeming love of the Christlike
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God, its great purpose was the salvation of individual souls.

Only in the battle against the liquor traffic did the Protestant

churches show anything like a united front on a social issue,

and here the Catholics did not join them. Slavery, war, eco-

nomic pressure which was on the increase with the growing
industrialization of the East and Middle West, found

prophetic voices in the churches raised in protest, but denom-

inations, preachers, and people showed, on the whole, much

greater interest and activity in personal religion than in the

social ethics of the gospel.

At the turn of the century, owing largely to the efforts, of

men like Josiah Strong, Washington Gladden, Francis Green-

wood Peabody and Walter Rauschenbusch, the church took a

new Interest in social work. Settlements, neighborhood cen-

ters, institutional churches, all in the name of "applied Chris-

tianity" sprang up in our larger cities. There was some

preaching upon the "social question," but the main emphasis
was upon social work rather than upon social change.

Despite considerable support from the churches in the

pre-war period, the organized peace movement collapsed

completely under the war propaganda attendant upon Amer-

ica's entrance into the great conflict. A recent book by Dr.

Ray Abrams is a candid, factual indictment of the utter

failure of churchmen to oppose a war that was essentially

capitalistic.

The period of artificial prosperity following the post-war

adjustment (1922-1929) lulled the church at large into an

amiable acceptance of the economic status quo. Several of

the seminaries, however, such as Boston, Auburn, Yale,

Pacific, Chicago, McCormack, Rochester, and notably, Union

(New York), maintained a critical attitude toward the
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social order, realising the basic weaknesses, moral and eco-

nomic, that underlay the outwardly imposing structure.

The Wall Street crash of November, 1929, and the con-

tinually increasing unemployment and suffering throughout

the country, greatly increased the rising tide of criticism of

the whole economic fabric. In fact it might well be said that

large sections of the church apparently realised and attacked

the evils of modern capitalistic society with greater zeal and

acumen than did the organized labor movement. The grim
realism of a writer like Reinhold Niebuhr, the perspicuity

and activity of a lecturer like Harry Ward, the influence of

such authorities as Bishop McConnell, Sherwood Eddy and

Kirby Page, have inspired hundreds of ministers to join in

the struggle for economic justice with those engaged on both

the economic and political fields. The very strength of this

significant trend is, however, its main weakness. It is basi-

cally a movement for and not of the working-class, and of

the ministry rather than of the laity. This is all the more

regrettable as the American churches, Protestant and Cath-

olic, can claim a much stronger following from the working-
class than their sister churches on the European continent.

The fact remains that it is the colleges and not the mills,

mines and farms that have supplied the active leadership and

even most of the following for Christian social action in the

United States. The widespread dissatisfaction among the

working-class and "white-collar" church members in this

country needs both intelligent direction and an emotional

orientation in a great popular crusade. If such leadership
is not forthcoming, a type of fascism reminiscent of die

"Know Nothing" and Ku Klux Klan movements may cap-
ture the rank and file of American Christians (especially
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Protestants), with a specious bally-hoo playing up prejudice
and patriotism.

Those actively engaged in the creation of an intelligent,

ethically conditioned social conscience and a militant work-

ing-class program in the church have -been carrying on their

work along various lines.

There are now in all the larger denominations, commis-

sions on social welfare which are served by socially awakened

churchmen, and through these groups an increasingly in-

formed social consciousness seeps down into the more or

less inert masses of the denominations. The Methodists have

been particularly active in this field, and issue a most inform-

ing little semi-monthly publication, "The Social Service

Bulletin." The Congregationalist-Christians in their last

General Council (Oberlin, June, 1934), adopted a carefully

worded resolution pledging the denomination to work for

the abolition of the profit system. The Episcopalians have

produced many active leaders in this field and are represented

by the Church League for Industrial Democracy. We have

not space to describe further denominational activity, official

and unofficial in the field of social welfare.

There are also the freer and more radical non-denomina-

tional organizations and publications. The Fellowship of

Socialist Christians is a well-disciplined group of Christian

radicals, the well-known Fellowship of Reconciliation is

active now upon the field of economic as well as of inter-

national strife. The Ministers Union, modelled along the

lines of trade union organization, is committed not merely to

the security of its own profession, but to the welfare of the

whole working-class. There are many other local groups too

numerous to mention. As regards publications, The World
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Tomorrow, edited by a corps of Christian socialists, was one

of the most influential radical journals in the country. The

most informative little bulletin, "Economic Justice," pub-
lished by the National Religion and Labor Foundation, gives

timely reports and comment on the economic struggle.

On the Interdenominational front, invaluable service has

been rendered through the activity of the Federal Council

of Churches. The Department of Research has issued an

illuminating Information Service, and most reliable studies,

and the annual Labor Sunday Message of the Department of

the Church and Social Service has received wide publicity.

Here and there, churchmen, especially the ministers, have

taken an active part in the economic struggle, but many of

these radicals, like Norman Thomas, A.
J. Muste, and De-

vere Allen, have found it expedient or necessary to quit the

ranks of the organized church in order to enjoy freedom of

action. Some like the Rev. Herman Hahn of Buffalo

(Evangelical), Dr. Frank Kingdon of New Jersey (Meth-

odist) and the Rev. L. Bradford Young of Brooklyn (Epis-

copalian), have maintained a regular church connection and

have, at the same time taken an active part in the economic

struggle on the political and industrial fronts.

Symposia, conferences and questionnaires have revealed a

remarkable growth in interest on the part of the Protestant

clergy in social and economic reconstruction. The poll taken

by Kirby Page with the collaboration of The World Tomor-

row, the results of which were published in May, 1934,

showed a remarkable leftward trend of thought.

The Roman Catholic Church has been loath to enter gen-
eral movements for social action, but in its own conferences

have shown a keen insight into these problems. Discounting
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the spectacular utterances and aaivity of popular figures like

Fathers Cox and Coughlin, great credit is due to the research

and keen criticism made by such real students of economics

and sociology as Fathers Ryan, Ross, Haas and Gillies, The

Catholic Church has, however, been hampered in presenting

its social program, by its traditional distrust of socialism,

whereas the Protestant bodies have, in the main, adopted
socialist or neo-socialist positions.

The basic weakness of the whole American church ap-

proach has been its failure to enlist the consecrated and

intelligent support of the laity in a great crusade for social

reconstruction. In marked contrast to other lands, the in-

formed clergy are, as a whole, far ahead of the laity in their

appraisal of and program for the new society. Unless this

gulf is bridged, socially minded ministers are going to find

themselves serving unresponsive congregations, and on the

side of the laity the old story of European radicalism will be

repeated the socially minded members forsaking the church

for radical movements where they may find scope for the

furtherance of ideals that were originally discovered in their

religious study and experience.

The church, her leaders and her people, are facing a

tremendous challenge here in America, she can no longer

"go halting between two opinions," but must choose to serve

the Baal of the money-bags and eventually be repudiated by

a growingly self-conscious working-class, or else choose the

stony way to a new Calvary of self-identification with the

struggles of the exploited, and so laying down her life for

the brethren, rise again to lead a new and classless society

with her eternal moral and spiritual resources.
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CHAPTER X

IS THE CHURCH PACIFIST?

FOR many long centuries war has been an accepted part of

civilization, but never has war been so much of a threat to

so many people as it is today. On the one hand we are still

suffering from the World War. The suffering of its thirty

millions of victims still stirs us, grief for their loss is not

yet erased by time, and the economic consequences of its

waste and destruction of material resources are even now

filling the world with want. On the other hand we see the

nations frantically arming for a new conflict. Europe is a

powder box, filled with the flint and steel of fear and hate.

England recognizes the significance of the new air weapons

by declaring that the Rhine has become her frontier. Japan
nourishes the inseparable triplets of increased armament, in-

creased debts, and increased necessity for international rape

and robbery. China is not only threatened from without but

is torn by internal warring factions of divers sorts. And the

United States, which might arouse the people of the world

to demand from their government a new sanity, shows no

sign of possessing, in this field, leadership with vision above

the crowd.

In the background lurks the ever threatening war between

classes, although strangely enough the Communist threat is

today one of the major factors working for the prevention of

premeditated war in Europe and Japan. Capitalist leaders
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are well aware that another major conflict will weaken their

hold on the reins of power an opportunity which will not

be lost by the disciples of the Soviet, who are alert though
driven under cover. The warfare which the Communists

could bring, even though it were another war to end war,

would be far more deadly in its consequences of destruction

and hatred and bitter desire for retaliation than the older

type of conflict between nations. Even for those Christians

who see the present economic system as contrary to the

principles of Jesus, the possibility of a class war constitutes a

threat to Christian idealism which cannot be viewed with

even a mild degree of approval.

In the consideration of possible class war it is well to

recall that the Bolshevik revolution in 1917 offers no legi-

timate basis for comparison. That quick and effective up-
heaval was almost wholly without violence. It was the

product of a speeded-up process of education which involved

four years of war, nearly two million dead, streets and hos-

pitals filled with torn and broken bodies, and the twelve or

fourteen million men in uniform repeatedly betrayed at the

rear by their German-sympathizing officers. Both German

and Bolshevik propaganda had been showered upon the Rus-

sian front, which under these circumstances was peculiarly

receptive. True, the methods of class war persisted for ten

years thereafter have not wholly ceased but there was

nothing comparable to the conflict situation which would

develop in America were New York to be seized by the

Communists and Chicago by die Fascists, with deadly strife

for power, not only between the two sections, but dividing

every block in both cities. Our Civil War and its aftermath

oi bitter resentment and hatred would be mild in comparison.
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No man can accept class war and call himself a
pacifist,

nor can he support defensive war and lay claim to that name.

The churchman who says that he can imagine a war which

he would have to support is usually thinking of defensive

war fought against invaders on our own soil. Such a man is

almost certain to end up by supporting any major conflict, for

every war in history has been for both sides a defensive war,

appearances notwithstanding, for always the best and safest

defense is an offense. This country is still filled with people

who believe that the Germans were prevented only by our

entry into the war from seizing our entire country and mak-

ing this a subject people. When the war propaganda machine

gets going with its censorship of truth and its host of false-

hoods, our qualified pacifist is bound to feel that this again

is a war that must merit his cooperation and blessing. The

fact is that we must think much more deeply than we have

into the Christian basis for pacifism.

There are two approaches to pacifism. The mind may

reject war as futile, or the emotions may lead us to an intui-

tion which prohibits us as individuals from killing. In the

early days of the church, the latter basis seems, up to the time

of Constantine, to have made the Christian Church unquali-

fiedly pacifist. Today the intellectual approach is far more

common and promises to be more important, unless there is

an extensive revival of an emotional, religious nature which

will strike through to the type of experience engendered by

Jesus. Probably much of tie anti-war progress since the

World War has been of the intellectual variety. True, this

rational indictment of war has been accompanied by some

fine spiritual appreciations. But it has in the main been a

movement of leaders, of twentieth-century church leaders,
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who are guided by their heads rather than by their hearts.

This interpretation is borne out by the fact that few Southern

Methodists and Baptists responded to the World Tomorrow

poll, while a much larger percentage of those addressed in

the more liberal and less emotional Northeast not only

responded, but voted pacifist.

It is probable that the leaders are well to the left of the

average church congregation in their stand on war. Judge
Ulman of the Baltimore Superior Court ruled that twenty-six

denominations have by their rational action put themselves

on a par with the Quakers in their attitude toward war.

National assemblies, general conferences and synods draw

together the leaders of their respective denominations and

pass resolutions or even enact legislation which make war

a matter for the personal conscience. They even list it as a

sin. This has made twenty million church members theo-

retically pacifist. At the same time, with tens of thousands of

boys from those denominations compelled to take R. O. T. C,
the group who refuse to train to kill their fellow men is

numbered in the dozens. The bulk of the twenty million do

not yet know that they are against war.

This analytical leadership against war has led to a strange

contradiction noted by Kirby Page. State or national gather-

ings of churchmen solemnly pronounce war a sin, often the

greatest sin of our age, and then proceed to absolve the indi-

vidual, if he feels that his conscience leads him to help his

country commit that sin. That which is a sin emotionally

is not thus lightly left to the individual. This sin is mind-

made and is flexible. It does not hit deep into the
spirit, even

of those who have promoted the action against war.

The line of reasoning which leads to the repudiation of
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war is easily obvious to the informed and thoughtful church-

man. The World War gained no end for which it was

fought did not save democracy or protect helpless women
and children, nor end the crime of war. It did not even

collect the moneys due our bankers, whose adroit pressure
had much to do with our joining the Allies. Moreover there

was no victor. The tragic loss of life and property left aU

grappling with gigantic problems, calling desperately and in

vain for those best brains now turned into Flanders dust.

Death for a great cause is not unreasonable in the Christian

tradition, but thirty million deaths all for naught are bound

to call to mind the sacredness of human life. The church

cannot lend itself again to such tragedy.

Reason can also discover the conflict of war with reli-

gion through the breakdown of morals occasioned by the con-

flict. When murder is legalized, hatred must replace love,

and brutality must be cultivated as a virtue. Cases may be

cited of men who rose above such levels, but those who

know war know that if all had done so, fighting would have

soon automatically stopped. The higher values of life simply

had to be shed like civilian clothes, and the result left little

room for the Christian virtues of love and mercy, of honesty

and chastity. The impartial intellect has no difficulty in see-

ing that such reversion to barbarism destroys in a day that

which may have taken the church years to build.

The intellectual Christian also attacks war for its damage
to the goodwill and spiritual understanding built up by years

of ardent missionary work. True, the missionaries had

sometimes been over-zealous in presenting not only Jesus as

the Prince of Peace but the Christian Church and Western

civilization as his peace-promoting agents. The tragedy of
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disillusionment was none the less real. Much true spiritual

value had been engendered, however, for the missionary

work of religion strikes a pure note. The gasp of astonish-

ment, if not horror, which went up from so-called heathen

lands aided a similar reaction at home. This horror certainly

marks some gain from the days of the crusades. It also was

partly due to missions that the excuse had to be offered by

Christian apologists that Christianity had not failed it had

never been tried. The World War was a terrible blow,

nevertheless, to the spread of an understanding of the
signifi-

cance of Jesus. The un-Christlike action of supposedly Chris-

tian countries set back immeasurably the process of sharing

with other lands that message of Jesus to which we had been

exposed, but which we had not taken. It is now obvious that

the spread of the gospel demands the effort to prevent the

identification of the church with another such prostitution

of humanity.

When it comes to the emotional rejection of war through

spiritual development, the number which is involved is much

smaller, but not less significant. In this there is bound to be

a much higher percentage who will see it through to the end

than in any other group. In fact, the definition of true

spiritual development might well involve the attainment of

an inner norm, by which conduct is evaluated, instead of by
the pressure of public opinion.

Why did so many men in the ministry who seemed to see

spiritual truth give themselves so wholly to the last war?

The question cannot be answered without a digression to

analyze the real nature of spiritual life. This point is of great

importance, for whether Christianity will be pacifist against
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the rising tide of Communism and its emphasis on the class

war depends largely upon the content which life has at a

spiritual level. Does the spiritual life contain a means to

an end as well as an end? Many a Christian is in revolt only

against imperialistic war until he knows the answer. His

mind alone will not make him a pacifist when class war is

concerned unless his mind can see more power in spiritual

religion than it has seen up to date. As a matter of fact, that

power is there, and there is good reason for thinking that

it may soon be more generally discovered. And it will be

seen that a Communist with all his zeal and devotion to a

class is not religious at all in the full sense of that word. In

fact he may be less religious than is a trained seal, or a dog
in the movies.

Life is truly religious when it begins to use all of its

latent possibilities. Today man is able at his best to feel both

a sense of solidarity with the human race, and a sense of con-

scious relationship to that which is greater than himself and

outside of himself to the creator spirit, to God. To claim

that a Communist is religious when he identifies himself

with his class but senses no unity with the great unseen, is

like calling Dillinger religious for his loyalty to his imme-

diate group of fellow murderers. It is true that that impulse

extended becomes religious, but so does the digestive process

that is, we could not be religious without it.

Some will say that this definition of religion excludes such

bodies as the Buddhists. So it does, and a great majority of

Christians as well. We have not recognized the true nature

of religion, and the result is that few have claimed the high

privilege which awaits them. Truly a trained seal is more
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religious than most church members. The seal is extracting

from his equipment the very maximum of achievement. Al

Capone or Lenin or we ourselves have not done that unless

we have learned, possibly through a course of training as

arduous as that of the seal, to actually communicate with

the mind and heart that is back of the universe.

Is it such a wild idea to talk thus of man enlarging his

powers so that he can hear as well as talk with God? A brief

review of the development of life on earth ought to convince

us that it is not unreasonable to expect such a thing. Life at

every step of its ascent from its beginning has become pos-

sessed of larger powers. The amoeba is versatile compared
with the one-celled vegetation of the seas. The newt in its

life cycle has a freedom in water and on land that makes the

amoeba seem helpless. We get a similar feeling when we
contrast the newt with the dog, the latter has a universe so

much larger. The four-year-old boy gives us the same feel-

ing in regard to the dog. The boy's father contrasts vividly

in powers compared with the boy, and Einstein might again

dwarf the father.

As life has become more complex in its forms through a

series of great growth mutations, it has progressively become

able to use more of the universe around it. The mathematical

figure may help us to get the picture. Any vegetation, as a

weed or a tree, uses a point in space. The simpler animal

life, as an earthworm, uses two dimensions of space, the

boy three, the man dimly senses a fourth, which has become

fairly real to Einstein.

The striking thing in this survey of life is that always
new powers are released at each new level of Mfe A worm
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has motion and sensation by which to interpret the world

around him more fully than can the weed. The dog feels

and moves still more freely, having a far larger degree of

consciousness, and can perform feats impossible for the earth-

worm. And man with his self-consciousness, longer memory
and enlarged power to relate concepts and develop ideas, be-

comes a veritable god to the dog. If our imaginations can

then grasp the possibility of another step up to a level above

man, may we not reasonably expect that we will gain fuller

powers that will let us occupy that larger universe glimpsed

by an Einstein and explored in part by Moses and Isaiah and

Jesus, by Joan of Arc and Fox and Wesley?
In short, it becomes predictable in a world where like

begets like, that eventually the likeness of the great Creator

Spirit should emerge in the product of the life stream. Like

forms of consciousness at the higher levels can communicate.

Today such a likeness has come to pass and now at least a

degree of conscious, two-way communication has become pos-

sible for all who will meet the laws of the growth of the

spirit. Although only a few have demonstrated it, this

ability is as real and as indescribable as is the power of

vision.

People who have thought that far, and have begun to

explore the nature of those higher laws of growth, find that

war kills that divine awareness of God's presence. It kills

this ability to feel as he feels and the consequent identity of

purpose with his will. It kills too the sense of oneness with

all higher life with our fellow men. For such people war

becomes impossible. No man in his senses will cut off his

own hand, and no man whose senses have become aware of
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the oneness of life at its highest levels will destroy the most

vital part of himself by sticking a bayonet into the body of a

fellow man, or by blowing him to bits with shells.

Those who know anything about life on these higher

levels know that such life is at once the most valuable product

of the ages, and the most desperate need of modern society.

The social system must be changed, indeed, but as the Soviet

itself is beginning to realize, that does not end the social

problem. Progress is impossible without that social cement

which is to individuals as mortar is to bricks, and which for

the great bulk of mankind comes through real religion and is

a self-revealing experience of the accessibility of God. It is

not to be wondered at that the high authorities of the

Soviet have begun to talk about a "spiritual incentive."

Out of the higher experiences of life comes the privilege

of living at a new tempo with a resulting enlargement of

power, so that it becomes possible to reach out into the lives

of others and to aid in drawing the higher type of life out

of them as the sun pulls the color and fragrance out of a

rosebush. This is significant creative power. This is sharing
in the creative process at its peak, becoming the parent of

spiritual children. It is life's highest function and the hope
of the human race.

Here is where the spiritually motivated pacifist comes in.

He knows that to pump lead into his fellow men will destroy
not only other lives of countless worth, but will as well ruin

within himself the dearly bought power to be still and re-

ceive the impact of God's spirit upon his own. Then and

then only does he become able to truly love his fellow men.

Dimly he senses that there is creative power in this new rela-
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tionship that can do more than all the Communist armies

that united labor could produce. Here is the window through
which he sees the faith that could move mountains or

create new capacity for selfless vision and wise action among
the leaders of the world.

This is true Christian pacifism. Some glimpse of these

higher privileges of life is what made the early church so

solidly against war. Today there is many a saintly mother

who is such a war resister and who would give all she is and

has to let her children share her knowledge. But the present

generation of church members is handicapped by much

newly gained physical privilege, and finds too difficult the

task of making room for a more subtle and hard-to-gain

power. Our imaginations, instead of being released by

science, have been made too dull to recognize the possibility

of such an enlargement of life. The human race stands at

the threshold of a new inheritance and does not claim it.

Out of the disillusionment of the present economic break-

down, however, has come a new sensitiveness to the in-

tangible values of life. The swing of young people to

pacifism is of course partly that they have thought through

the World War and its failures; it is also due to the intuitive

sense of high possibilities within themselves which they feel

the war method will destroy. They are ripe for true spiritual

development, and if a movement were to be started which

would be truly religious and not in conflict with their minds,

it would sweep the youth of the country into an anti-war

mood that would make a resort to arm$ a practical impossi-

bility.

Some will say that the youth of the church are already
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pacifist. Certainly all over the country youth groups are

recording majority votes that they would under no circum-

stances respond to their government's call to another conflict

like the World War. Those who know human nature are

not taking these results too seriously. If the hysteria of an-

other '98 or '17 should come, the number of youth pacifists

who would survive the social presure to war would be small

This is no reflection on the sincerity of their present attitude.

It simply means that the price is greater than they know, and

they are not generally equipped to pay the cost.

It is in preventing the deliberate manipulation of our

press, radio and pulpits toward the development of such an

hysteria that the pacifist
sentiment of the church may be most

useful. In this connection, one of the most promising possi-

bilities lies in a movement which was initiated last winter. A
group of twenty ministers assembled on Armistice Eve to

discuss the single question, "What would I do if war were

declared tomorrow?" Two hours of discussion brought out

the fact that all felt that they would have to oppose the war.

All, with one or two possible exceptions, were resolved to

oppose it even if faced with the certainty of arrest as the

result of their stand.

Need was felt for some kind of movement to link like-

minded ministers throughout the country. Sentiment was

strong against another costly organizational project, so that

it seemed like an inspiration when one of the group sug-

gested the group-chain idea. Each member was to contact

six or eight other individuals in the larger centers who in

turn would each reach a like number of friends in their

vicinity. These in turn would reach out, and so on. In this
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way it was felt that many of the progressive leaders of the

congregations of the country could in a crisis be readied by
letter or wire without overhead expense, each carrying the

cost of contacting his own group. Two chief purposes exist

for the emergency; one to counteract propaganda leading
toward a declaration of war, and the other to offer, through-
out the country, centers where pacifists may gather for

mutual support and council upon die declaration of war.

Even this movement, sound as is its educational and psycho-

logical basis, will at the crisis depend for its real power upon
the number it enrolls who are having a continuing experience

of God rather than ideas about God. In the fatal year of

1917 some powerful preachers of peace were swept into sup-

port of the war to end wars. They believed heartily in what

they preached about peace and good will and God, yet they

swung to an enthusiastic support of war. We must conclude

that they had failed to capture in life that which would have

made it impossible for them to so act. Otherwise they could

not have so grossly violated the
spirit

of love love for all

humanity which would have become a part of their natures.

If another conflict cannot be prevented, we must look for

very similar results from our present pacifist leaders. A few

will, like a few Socialists, see it through on an intellectual

plane. The majority will sink or swim in terms of the depth

of their own spiritual experience.

The Church of today is far more pacifist-minded than it

was ten years ago. But the Church as it stands today is able

only to delay a declaration of war. It is not able in itself to

prevent another war. It lacks the spiritual depth. Only

another great spiritual revival can release force adequate to
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stay war. The potential to end war is, however, latent among
the great masses of church members. They have a theoretical

belief in the peace ideal of Isaiah and Jesus, the latent faith

that God is real and that the still small voice can be heard.

So much does the world need and want it that another great

prophet may arise from our Church filled with the larger

life of God and a boundless love for humanity. If he comes,

it may be hoped that he will break off the nationalistic

shackles from statesmen and citizens alike, and lead us into

a warless world.
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CHAPTER XI

THE CHURCHES AND WORLD PEACE

1. THE CHURCH RENOUNCES WAR

THERE is no question that the churches are up in arms

about peace. They are awake as never before to the absolute

impossibility of harmonizing the way of Mars with the way
of Christ. During the past ten years they have grown increas-

ingly bold and vocal in their denunciations of war prepara-

tions and in support of agencies and legislation that would

seem to tend toward peace. Conferences, general assemblies,

councils of the different denominations vie with one another

in drawing up resounding resolutions expressing their con-

tempt for warfare and urging their members and the govern-

ment to abstain from the tragic road of international conflict.

If one were to judge solely by the exalted resolutions that

have been passed, almost the entire twenty million members

of Protestant churches in this country would seem to be lined

up as fighters for peace. War is called, in no equivocal terms,

a sacrilege to God and man.

Although resolutions are easily passed, and all who have

attended ecclesiastical gatherings know how often the resolu-

tions express the views of a bare majority after hasty debate,

still the avalanche of condemnation that the war system has

received at the hands of church people in recent years, points

the direction in which hundreds of thousands, perhaps mil-
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lions of Christians have been moving. For a resolution ex-

presses an ideal toward which we are striving, the embodi-

ment of our finest Christian feeling. Not all who vote for

the resolutions will defend by their personal work and

reputation the convictions they expressed so easily at the

time. But the church and its many agencies have now gone
on record before the world as believing that Christ and war

are mutually exclusive, and that loyalty to one means antag-

onism to the other.

This at first may not seem such a forward step as it truly

is, for no one who can read the gospels of the Bible could

have any doubt but that Christ would have his followers

divorce themselves entirely from the force, bloodshed and

hatred that all men know war to be. Yet in past centuries

the churches, while holding as their master the Prince of

Peace, never stressed the peace program of Christ; indeed

minimized his teachings when it came to applying love in

the sphere of international relations. The Church of Christ

has sold its influence and its power in every war to the forces

of brutality and inhumanity, and has committed the further

sacrilege of invoking God's blessing upon the evil work of

human slaughter. The Church has always found ways of

explaining or defending its action, cloaking with high words

and noble sentiments the bloody business of warfare. It

sought to emphasize the spiritual side of each conflict, and

thereby minimize its guilt in sanctioning the
anti-spiritual,

the evil side. Thus the devil and Christ have been made by
the Church to walk arm in arm down the trenches, the devil's

work somehow blessed by the presence of possible moral

values. Of course the attempt has been made to find moral

values in every conflict in which our country has engaged, the
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Mexican War, the Spanish-American or the World War.

But the Christian Church has been sidetracked from the main

line of devotion to Christ's teaching of love, and has spent

itself in sideline activities while the peoples of the earth

were dying in the head-on collision of evil.

If the Church has awakened, then, to the nature of war

and is determined never again to be caught red-handed in

evil or used by the forces of brute power, as it has so often

in the past, there is cause for great rejoicing. For no modem
war can successfully be waged without moral support. With-

draw the moral glory and reason for the war, and few citizens

will be rash enough to venture on simply an armed manhunt.

If the issue is defense of women and children and the father-

land from a fiendish enemy, instead of defense of trade

routes and raw materials from a sharp competitor, then the

masses of people will rush to stop the fiend by fair means or

foul. But if the Churches of Christ condemn all recourse to

war, show all war as immoral, brand it a sin, and excom-

municate from membership all persons engaging in war,

then the main support will be taken from those who ma-

neuver a nation into conflict. No nation could go against the

aroused moral sense of its people.

The General Conference Commission on World Peace of

the Methodist Episcopal Church has recently taken almost

that bold a stand. Representing not the four million mem-

bers, of course, of this forward-looking denomination, but

speaking as an authorized voice of Methodism, the Commis-

sion states: "We believe that war is sin because it involves

(a) the slaughter of human beings; (b) violation of per-

sonality; (c) vast destruction of property; . . . (f )
it puts

in place of moral law the doctrine of military necessity;
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(g) it distorts the religion of Jesus into the religion of a

war god/' And then it draws the consequence of this indict-

ment of war. "It follows that no Christian should engage in

any war for any purpose or give to it his sanction or ap-

proval/
1

The Commission goes on to point out the causes of

war and the way to peace as it conceives it.

The Presbyterian Church in its 1934 General Assembly,

the highest judicial and legislative 'body of that denomination

of two million members, went on record in equally drastic

form. Although not calling war a sin, the Assembly "in the

name of Christ and country declares anew its break with the

entire war system/' It proclaimed its belief that "Christians

owe an allegiance to the Kingdom of God that is superior to

loyalty to their country, and that in any matter in which

the laws of their country conflict with the commands of God,

they must assert their duty and right to obey God rather than

men/' "Christians cannot give their support to war as a

method of carrying on international conflict/' The Board of

Education was directed to make available blank pledges with

the following statement, "I will not cross the borders of any
nation except in friendship, nor will I support my country in

such action/' These signed pledges are to be sent to the

President and the Congress. Thus one denomination that has

never been too radical in its social interpretation of the

gospel is placed in the front ranks of the churches attacking
war.

The attitude of thousands of religious leaders can nowhere

be more clearly seen than in a questionnaire made public in

1934 by Mr. Kirby Page. Of 20,000 ministers answering

questions on war and the economic order, 14,000, or 67 per
cent of those answering, believed that the churches of Amer-
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ica should now go on record as refusing to sanction or sup-

port any future war. Thirteen thousand of these ministers

declared themselves personally ready to declare their purpose
not to sanction any future war or participate as an armed

combatant. Now, thirteen thousand pacifist ministers, deadly
in earnest about war as an unchristian institution, constitute

a tremendous moral power. They are willing for their names

to be published and are prepared to take the results that are

bound to come. All denominations are represented, and al-

though only a minority of the ministers of the nation, cer-

tainly must be counted on in the future to wield a mighty
influence for peace. Sentiment is exceedingly strong in the

seminaries of the country, and each succeeding year should

see a larger percentage of ministers taking this uncompro-

mising position.

One of the most hopeful signs on the peace horizon is

the attitude of the churches toward conscientious objectors.

The issue has been joined in more than one college or uni-

versity where compulsory military training was objected to

on grounds of conscience. This struggle has been going on

ever since the World War, but recently many denominations

have come out with sweeping statements backing the rights

of their students to refuse military drill. The Northern

Baptist Convention, 1934, called on "pastors and people to

defend in the pulpit, (before school authorities and before

the courts, when necessary, all Baptist students who for con-

science's sake refuse to submit to military training in high

schools, colleges and universities." The Congregational and

Christian Churches in the same year affirmed their conviction

in the right of conscience in such circumstances and pledged

their young people support "in their endeavor to live by the
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dictates of the religions and ethical conscience.
1 '

The New

England Congregationalism are being challenged to make

good their pledge of support in the case of a student of

Massachusetts Institute of Tedinology, and other denomina-

tions will watch with a good deal of interest their procedure.

Likewise the Methodists have repeatedly declared their op-

position to compulsory military training and are backing the

court action of two California students dismissed for their

refusal on conscientious grounds. The Presbyterians in more

vigorous language "announce our support of all conscien-

tious objectors to war, and we hereby demand in their behalf

from all educational institutions requiring military training

that each objector be excused from classes in military instruc-

tion without loss in academic standing or official censure of

any kind." They have yet to back their sentiments by court

action.

2, THE PROBLEM OF CHURCH AND STATE

There is room then for cheer when we see how awakened

many of our churches are to the evil of war. Not all the

denominations nor all the pastors have renounced it. Indeed

the majority of ministers can safely be said to be opposed to

taking a stand against war much stronger than that of decry-

ing it as an evil that all Christians should seek to avert. The

discouraging element, however, is not in the attitude one

may profess toward peace but the inadequate and almost

total absence of a planned program of peace education in the

churches. They leave it alone except in very general and

platitudinous terms. "Love your enemies" and "The Brother-

hood of Man" are the phrases which we too often hope will

bring children and adults into attitudes of mind opposed to
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war. And of course no such result has been produced; men
extol Jesus but arm to the teeth, and assume there is no other

way out of the situation when so many bad nations are still

at large.

The reason for the difficulties which Christians have with

the question of war and peace is due to the conflicting

theories one may hold as to the relation between the state

and the church. Obviously two loyalties are involved, loyalty

to the land, people and possessions among which one has

lived, and loyalty to the ideals of one's religion that come

to claim more as the attempt is made to lead a spiritually

motivated life. Now, no man will deny the strong claims of

patriotism to one's country, and no one normally would deny
that all men should seek the highest good of the whole race.

The betterment of mankind is an ideal all men strive for,

but the selfishness we all possess is increased when the

smaller good conflicts with the larger. No pastor who strug-

gles over the narrow attitudes people take toward foreign

missions is unaware of the difficulties involved when the

good of the unknown foreigner impinges on the good of

those in America. Dr. Albert Beaven has well pointed out

that the conflict between state, or nationalism, and religion is

the conflict of a lesser or parochial loyalty with a universal

loyalty. Ohristianity teaches a universal loyalty; nationalism

teaches local loyalty. To the Christian all men are the same

in the sight of God; to the nationalist his countrymen, their

life, trade, culture is the paramount good. The rise of na-

tionalism not only in Europe but in our own country is the

demand that the rights of a small group take precedence over

the welfare of the larger. Loyalty to one s nation, to which

one is bound by so many ties, is a more apparent and com-
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pelling duty to most men than obligation to guard the rights*

of men whose land we have never seen and whose language

we cannot speak.

Just what is the state, that its demands are held higher

than the call of religion? Does a man owe to a political

entity, set up for mutual protection of life, property and cul-

ture, more than he owes to his conscience, which speaks to

him of God? Most men will say, as the Supreme Court of

our land has said, that a man must surrender the right of

private judgment, even on moral issues, when the state needs

defense, though that defense may involve slaying his fellow-

man.

On the other hand the universal call of religion makes one

an internationalist, not watering down one's love to country,

but strengthening one's respect for the human race. All men

are -brothers in Christ, and it is a sin to kill any brother in

hatred. The moral sense says that to kill is wrong; the state

says killing is right. That is the tension the Christian faces.

"Shall I stifle my conscience and obey the commands of men,

or is there not something inherently inviolable in the moral

obligation I feel to love all men?" War breaks down the

solidarity and unity of the human race, which to the Christian

is the highest good.

The vital question at issue is whether the state is above

morality. The government in itself has no authority except
that which its citizens give it, no virtue or fountain head of

power other than that freely granted by its people. Every
man as a moral being has not only a right but a duty to judge
the actions of the nation on ethical grounds. The growth of

any civilization depends upon respect for the inner integrity
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of a man's soul, the conscience he develops and the freedom

he has to progress as a spiritual entity. The state has the

right to demand his services and his goods, but it has not the

right to force the sacrifice of his conscience. Luther and

Calvin, 'both strong advocates of loyalty to the temporal

authorities, nevertheless left the clear provision that rights of

the individual conscience were inviolable. "God alone is

Lord of the conscience'
*

is the Westminster Confession's

brave cry, and no prince or president has the right to usurp

the freedom of the soul to follow the guidance of God. In

any land where the state is glorified as the possessor of all

power and the judge of its own morality, the rights of con-

science are denied. But that only challenges the Christian

further to assert the claims of a higher loyalty than patriot-

ism, a higher duty than obedience to the political state, a

duty to humanity itself. The Church finds much solace in the

words of Chief Justice Hughes, "When one's belief collides

with the power of the State, the latter is supreme within its

sphere and submission or punishment follows. But, in the

forum of conscience, duty to a moral power higher than the

State has always been maintained."

In time of war, however, there never is presented to Chris-

tians a clear-cut choice between loyalty to God and loyalty

to state. For the many events leading up to the declaration

of war are so colored with propaganda, and so much false-

hood is given out, that the moral sense is apt to be convinced

that the claims of one's country are the claims of God. Every

nation places itself in as favorable a moral light as possible,

publishes "White Books" of selected diplomatic notes show-

ing how virtuous it has been and how vicious is the enemy,
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and finally in a blaze of moral indignation war is declared

as a religious duty. It was so in the World War and in

every war of the past century.

3. CHURCHES INEFFECTIVE IN PEACE EDUCATION

Now, if the Christian is to remain loyal to the universal

ideal rather than the particular,
he must decide long before

war looms on the horizon that as a method of settling dis-

putes it is the antithesis of all that he holds highest. He must

see that, war destroys both the products and the soul of civil-

ization, that it blots out not only life but morality. He may

agree to this, yet not be able to say that he will never use evil

to accomplish the ends of his nation. Most of us still con-

fuse national defense with personal defense, picturing the

enemy nation as a mad dog running loose on the street, or as

a burglar breaking into a home at night. But the case of

two nations fighting over boundaries or trade routes is not

the case of personal defense. One can repulse the attack of

the burglar or the dog and still maintain good-will, still re-

frain from hatred, but one cannot torpedo, poison, bomb and

bayonet one's fellowman in anything other than ill-will or

hate. War is organized murder, premeditated, annihilating

every sense of sacredness for personality that society and

religion try to inculcate. Not only that, but there are many
other channels for settling international disputes, and war is

the failure through selfishness to arrive at a sane, judicial

solution.

Building up an attitude of complete resistance to the

morality of war is a long and slow process. Only through

educating the public conscience to brand war as a personal
and social sin will the Church ever develop enough moral
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strength to stop wars. It is not an impossible task. A good

many churches are grasping the Paris Peace Pact as a safe

beginning along the lines of peace education. But what a

commentary it is upon the Church that it must wait until

practically every political state in the civilized world has

signed a pact renouncing war before it dares press forward

the fight for peace in the name of Christ

For the churches have waited and are still hesitant about

making peace a part of the doctrine they teach. They cling

to ancient creeds and easier social issues, such as liquor and

Sabbath observance, but dare not make peace the subject of

nation-wide denominational effort. Below the surface of the

resolutions and the pacifism of a good many dergy, is the

tragic ignorance and hostility of the members of our Prot-

estant churches to the issues of international good-will. Peace

is considered a political subject fraught with danger. Churches

are hesitant to deal with a social issue that is certain to be

resented by a good share of many congregations. It is a

subject upon which people disagree, and rather than have

any argument or dissension in the house of God, they let

Satan in the form of war remain. There have been all too

many disputes within the churches, but there are some issues

which no church, following the Prince of Peace, can afford

to sidestep, and peace is one of them.

The effort of the local churches and the national boards

of the denominations has centered almost wholly on mis-

sions. Study, money, talent and energy have been thrown

into the evangelizing effort. Home and foreign missions,

with their educational programs, have been the main chan-

nels through which the church has expressed its humanitarian

interest. Speakers, dinners, motion pictures and a thousand
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other activities have been used to keep us mission-conscious.

And the tremendous outpouring of devotion and money has

shown that the church is tremendously interested in spread-

ing the Word.

But it has occurred to few churches or church members

in the past that it was incongruous to exert every effort to

save the soul and the body of a man through missions, and

then murder his brothers by the thousands. We have pleaded

that every human personality was worth saving, that there

was no cost of life or money too dear to bring a pagan to

know Christ. Medical missionaries have told of the joy of

healing hundreds in the name of Jesus, while the churches

in war have given their spiritual blessing and material re-

sources to the business of maiming, blinding, and gassing the

people of other lands. What cruel blindness has made us so

insensitive, so callous to human life in time of war? What

hypocrisy is there in the human heart that will send a stock-

ing of toys as a token of friendship, and a battleship of death

as an expression of hate?

Some of the denominations have laid increasing emphasis

upon peace education through the many channels by which

they influence their members. Most in earnest about peace
are the Methodists and Congregationalists, and they have

been striking many a good blow at Mars. Through their

publications and social service departments a constant stream

of education for international good will is going forth, and

the result, or perhaps the cause, may be seen in the Kirby

Page questionnaire already referred to. Seventy-eight per
cent of the five thousand five hundred Methodist ministers,

and 66 per cent of the seventeen hundred Congregationalist
ministers who replied to the question, said the diurch should
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now state its refusal to sanction or support war. This was

higher than Baptists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians or Lu-

therans. Only 38 per cent of the latter replied affirmatively.

Again, more Methodist and Congregational ministers were

willing to pledge themselves personally against any participa-

tion in war, 72 per cent of the former and 63 per cent of the

latter, than in the other denominations. The Episcopal and

Lutheran clergy occupied the bottom positions, less than 33

per cent of the sixteen hundred Lutherans being ready to

personally renounce war.

A study of the denominational literature and peace efforts

shows the Methodist church to be especially alive to the

opportunity of educating their members along the lines of

international understanding. One of their church school

publications that is circulated among 370,000 high school

age pupils every week, during the last three years has an-

nually averaged from fourteen to twenty-five articles, poems,
lesson materials and the like on world friendship, peace and

race relations. The cumulative effect of such peace efforts,

over a period of years and augmented by the class room,

Epworth League and pulpit, is truly enormous. Would that

all churches were as far along the road of banning war from

their Christian discipleship as are the Methodists! Yet such

work must be carried on year after year, and by all the

churches, in order to turn the nation's conscience toward

peace.

On the other hand, the Episcopal and Lutheran churches

have done very little serious work to place peace among the

ideals of the Church. Many ministers of these two denom-

inations are chaplains, which possibly has some effect upon
their attitude. The Lutheran Church in 1933 published a
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pamphlet "Facts and Forces in the Social Order/* which is

being extensively used by their young people as the basis of

their study on how "to live the Christian religion in all rela-

tionships/
1 Room is found to discuss gambling, racketeer-

ing, profanity and suicide, but not one page or one word

is given to a discussion of peace! Nothing is said about

world friendship or international relations, an oversight that

can only be considered the intention of the Lutherans to stay

away from a possibly controversial subject.

The Episcopal Church has a Department of Christian

Social Service, but aside from distributing reprints of ad-

dresses made at its triennial General Conventions, it appar-

ently does little for peace. The Lambeth Conference in 1930,

however, placed on record its conviction "That the Christian

Church in every nation should refuse to countenance any war

in regard to which the government of its own country has

not declared its willingness to submit the matter to arbitra-

tion or conciliation." This leaves an opening for the church

to support wars that result from broken arbitration confer-

ences, or wars which may result after one's own country has

agreed to arbitrate only along certain prescribed lines. It is

not a pledge that the churches withdraw support from the

war system as such.

The Northern Baptists publish no study material on peace

themselves, but are distributing much good material put out

by the National Council for the Prevention of War, This is

a lame effort for peace, however, for many groups will look

with suspicion on materials not bearing the stamp of one's

own denomination. Here is a great church practically help-
less before the gigantic problem of educating its members
for peace. Missionary and world friendship courses of course
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are good, but they are too indirect to adequately prepare the

conscience for the Christian stand against war. Multitudes

of missionary-minded folks have little or no sympathy for

peace efforts.

4. WHAT CAN THE CHURCHES Do?

What can the Church of Christ do about war? First of all

it can bring up the body of its membership to an understand-

ing of the fine resolutions which most national conventions

have passed. They have blazed the trail. This means educa-

tion through every channel at our disposal. Church schools,

young people's societies, pulpits, summer conferences, re-

treats, publications and lesson material, all must be used to

overcome the age-old fears and thoughts that make for con-

ceited nationalism, racial superiority, and reliance upon

might. There can be no enduring peace without justice, and

the churches can point out in manifold ways such as in adult

education classes and forums, injustices in the economic and

political order which must be adjusted if strife is to be

avoided.

Second, the Church can withdraw its moral support from

war, making known its present determination that all its

material and spiritual resources will be opposed to the settle-

ment of any international dispute by force of arms. It must

brand war a sin. Take away the moral reason for the call to

arms and few wars can be waged. Some will join any call to

battle, but a modern conflict demands the wholesale drafting

of manpower, and this will be hard indeed for a govern-

ment to carry through if the stigma of moral evil is attached

to its acts.

Third, the Church should educate its youth to see that the
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way of war is utterly opposed to Christ, and that for them

to follow Him must mean their sole reliance upon His

weapons. His arms were love and good will, His method

forgiveness, His power, sacrifice. The appeal of Christ to

youth is exceedingly strong, and the Church can do nothing

more fruitful for the coming of His Kingdom in the hearts

of men, than to say to youth, "If you would follow Jesus you
must take the hard, unpopular, and crucifying road of love

for all men. The Church hasn't been able to follow Him yet,

it has betrayed Him in every war, but it insists that a true

Christian will never hate or kill his fellow man/' The

Friends have been the truest Christians in this regard. They
have held inflexibly to the following statement, which the

rest of the Church might well take as the ideal: "In all the

essential relations of men we believe that moral and spiritual

as well as physical disarmament is the way to the more

abundant life, whether between the soul and God, or in the

home, the school, the factory, the prison. It is equally true as

between nations. Only when they are prepared to come

together for the solution of their common problems in a

spirit of love and mutual helpfulness can they hope for suc-

cess, and win that peace which is now withheld because they
are armed."
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CHAPTER XII

THE SPIRITUAL IMPETUS TOWARD SOCIAL

PROGRESS

A SHORT while ago we were all startled to read that 1,200

miners in Hungary had entombed themselves in the coal

mine in which they worked. They refused to come up unless

their demands for higher wages, and better conditions of liv-

ing for their families, were granted. These men would not

listen to the entreaties of employers or police, declaring that

mass suicide was the only alternative to their demands. This

is how an aged miner, a man who had been digging coal for

fifty-eight years, described the experience:

The pangs of hunger maddened us to such an extent that we
ate leather belts, and gnawed at shoes. We couldn't even have

the mercy of sleep because the corridors of the pits were so nar-

row we were forced to stand up. There was nothing but damp
blackness for five days.

There are many circumstances which have to be taken into

account and explained in this episode, but after we have

given full significance to the horrors of the working condi-

tions and the underground days, we are confronted by a

remarkable venture of the spirit of man in his relation to the

environment of his daily life. We have known of times

when the desperation caused by economic or social ills has led

men to fight, to tear down and, sometimes, to run amuck and

201
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pull down the pillars of life over thek own heads and of

many innocent people as well. But here was the first great

attempt of any considerable number of people in the West-

ern world to lift the conditions of life for others by a sacri-

fice of themselves.

Now no matter what may be our judgment of such action,

this remains true, that the willingness to use a method like

that involves the use of spiritual conceptions of life. That

does not mean that the idea was conceived in a church, or

that prayer meetings were held during those five days they

were entombed. It does mean that such a plan could not

have been conceived, and carried out, unless the attention of

those men had been lifted from themselves and placed upon

others; unless they had been thinking of a more ideal time

when, through their loss, others might have a more satisfy-

ing and hopeful future. No matter what may be the auspices

tinder which such an attitude takes place, its source is a

spiritual conception of human life. Has any human attempt

been any more thrilling, or stirring than this one in Hun-

gary? Twelve hundred men left their homes one morning,
and the light of day, and walked into a mine, vowing to

remain there forever if need be. Foolish desperation in the

face of economic facts, say some. But the result does not

seem to be that, for at the end of five days the company did

find it possible to raise the wages of these men from $2.50

to $3.50 a week, and promised a bonus at Christmas. Per-

haps spiritual power can even open our eyes to deeper

insights into what we call economic facts.

The great light which an episode like this sheds upon our

present problem is not just that of technique, though that is

most suggestive, but is of even more importance. It is the
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portrayal of the belief that it is spiritual perception and

spiritual power which is both the source of social progress
and the meaning of such progress. This is where religion

enters into the problem of our disordered social life. It is

not a competitor of the social sciences, and should not

attempt, by itself, to construct social and economic blue-

prints. But we are discovering anew today that, though reli-

gion is not prepared to sit down at a drafting .board and

draw the specifications of a new economic order, it does,

and must, function in an even more fundamental manner.

New specifications of economic planning were made at the

close of that entombment. Operators who said that wages
could not be raised, suddenly discovered reserves by which a

new wage scale could be made. But that was accomplished

through the power of a spiritual impetus which was given

a chance at reality in life. Such spiritual consciousness not

only produces the imperative for social adjustment, it also

interprets the use of social advance.

That is just the point at which most emphasis needs to be

laid today. The air is full of demands for higher wages, bet-

ter working conditions, and more security. But there are two

questions which have a very great deal to do with these de-

mands to which very little attention is being given. One is

how shall we find the power which will persuade us toward

social progress, and the other is by what scale shall we

measure and interpret social progress when we achieve it.

The social scientists do not attempt to touch upon these ques-

tions. It has been left to religion to answer them, and so,

surely, there can be no criticism if religious people do that

which no one else cares to do.

It is well now for us to listen to what one student of
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religion has said, "You may/* he writes, "give every man a

comfortable living; assurance against unemployment, sick-

ness and old age; three acres and a cottage; you may have a

warless world; you may have free intercourse among the

nations; the Russians may realize all their five-year plans

yet the Kingdom of God may not be upon earth; the world

may be better off, but not better. It may still be sensual,

greedy, self-indulgent, proud. Into such a world Jesus would

still have to come to preach the Gospel of God. He would

again preach repentance, a change of mind, and faith as the

conditions of entering into the Kingdom of God/' When
Dr. Richards has told us this he has touched the heart of

the problem concerning social progress, that its basic inter-

pretation, both of securing and of using it, is essentially

religious. Many of us remember how Alexander Irvine, the

eccentric Irish preacher, answered a man who interrupted him

at a street meeting by asking, "Why doesn't your Jesus give

us bread?" Turning to him, Irvine said, "If the one glimpse
of Jesus that you could have was of him coming down the

street with a loaf of bread on his arm, or of him upon a

cross, which would you take?" That does not mean that

religion has no concern as to whether man has bread or not.

It does mean that it is concerned with the perpetual source

of a spiritual energy which will keep on creating ways of

life which will feed more of us, and then of teaching us how
to make use of the security of that bread. These concerns are

essentially spiritual; nothing else can tell us how to achieve

this power, and then how to interpret its use,

If we are going to do this we shall have to begin to love

God in a different way than most people are in the habit

of doing. Most of us now love God for our sakes, that is,
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to secure something from Him for ourselves. Now that may
be a result of our love of God, but it can never be the begin-

ning. Instead, we must act toward God as Jesus did, that is,

to love Him for His sake no matter what may come to us

because of it. What does that mean in real life? It means to

want to see happen what God wants done. That is loving

God for His sake, rather than for ours. There lies the secret

of the spiritual impotence of so much religious living. On
all sides we hear the criticism that religion never makes its

ideals real, never supplies the power to bring its plans to

pass. Of course it doesn't, because it is seeking to have

God do for us what we want done for ourselves, rather than

having us want to do what God wants done in the world.

There was a fascinating story told us recently when the

death of the head of the United States Army Medical service

in Puerto Rico was announced. Twenty-five years ago he

went to the island as a young lieutenant in the medical corps.

When he reached his station there were two attitudes he

could have taken toward his work. One was that he would

try to get from this very secure position everything he could.

He would love the army medical service for what it could do

for him. The other was that he would love the service for

what he could help it do what it wanted to do in that area.

He chose the latter. He found that the average life span in

Puerto Rico among the natives was very low, and that many
died at an early age because life vitality seemed to be drained

from them. He began to devote his leisure time to a study of

this. Many of his colleagues tried to dissuade him, saying it

wasn't necessary in his jab. But he doggedly kept on, and

bit by bit, he traced the cause to the intestines, and then

discovered the hook-worm which was ravaging the people.
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He loved his task so well that he loved it for what that

task was meant to do in the world. That is the difference

between loving something for what it can do for us, and

loving it for how we can help it do what it wants done.

Now right there is where we must come to a realization of

the difference between what we may call the spiritual and the

religious attitudes toward life. It is true, as many are now

saying, that religion instead of being an impetus toward

social progress, has more often been a hindrance and a bar.

There are others, also, who will claim that it has in many
cases set the cause of social progress back. That is just why
we need to make this difference between the spiritual con-

ception and the general religious one. There are such differ-

ences. In the Middle Ages, a few fanatical religious leaders,

who were really demagogues, set the simple-minded Chris-

tians of Europe aflame with a wild zeal to recover the alleged

tomb of Christ from the infidels and the pagans in Jerusalem.

With wild frenzy the mob, which increased in numbers as

they journeyed, swept out of Europe into Asia, burning,

pillaging, and destroying everything, and everybody, they

called heathen. There has been no greater expression of

inhuman hate, murder, and lust than was evinced by these

maddened, religious people who were out to find the tomb

of the meek and lowly Jesus.

A few centuries later there began to develop in England a

group of people who sensed what they termed "the inner

light." They said that if a man would open his life unself-

ishly to the spirit of God, he would come into the posses-
sion of a warm reality of the presence of God, and would

possess a new light of understanding and awareness. These

people were laughed at, mocked, scourged, and derisively
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called Quakers. They moved over to Perm's Woods, in

America, where they found Indians living. When they

bought land from the Indians they did not cheat them, they

paid all they could for it. They shared their food with poor
and hungry Indians. They tried to teach them some of the

stories and ways of life which seemed so good. The final

story is that in a period in which Colonial history in America

is filled with Indian massacres there is not one recorded story

of an Indian massacre in the Pennsylvania colony.

Both of these group experiences could be classed tech*

nically under the name of Christianity, -but what constitutes

the vast difference between them? One was merely a reli-

gious or formal expression of what passed for the externals

of Christianity, while the other was a deeply spiritual adven-

ture into the inner conceptions of Christianity. The religious

expression did not create social progress; it retarded it for

centuries. The spiritual expression brought forth social

progress simply as a normal expression of itself. That there

is such a distinction, and what it is, must now be taught by
the Christian church to its people. Jesus recognized them.

He had discovered the religious expression which was im-

potent, and very distinctly he said, "Not everyone that says

'Lord, Lord'." That is, not everyone who goes around with

a religious label contains the possibility of creating social

advance. Instead, Jesus found that he could discover a very

great deal of a willingness to do God's will outside of those

channels which were definitely marked religious. He con-

stantly searched for the spiritual attitude, even in Samaritans,

that group of people to whom the Jews could not give diplo-

matic recognition. Jesus was after one thing, the possession

of a spiritual power which created social betterment.
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The religious attitude is not found in one religion or one

sea, while the spiritual is found in another. That is what

makes our present religious divisions so ludicrous. It was at

the time when the Popes of the Roman church were very reli-

gious and very degenerate, that Francis of Assisi developed

his spiritual power and brought forth a new creative power
for social advance. It was when the Protestant church of

England was most observant of religious formality, and was

lifeless of any power, that the Quakers, and the Puritans, and

then the Methodists, caught a spiritual sense, and a new

social imperative developed. The same power resides in

those who spiritually interpret non-Christian religions. Every

one of us understands how this was true of the Jews, when

there were many who were religious and who blocked the

roads of progress. But the spiritual conceptions of the

prophets literally charged the life of their times with a

dynamic power of social advance.

Now we have come once more to a place in history when

a social advance must be made. Wars may have once helped
some nations for a while, while they destroyed others. But

now, one more war like the last one and the game is over

for the West. The power will go to the East. It was once

possible to carry on a social life in the whimsical, naive way
which is described in the book of Ruth. You remember that

Boaz owned the field, and he very benevolently allowed poor

people like Ruth to come in and pick up the gleanings of the

wheat which he allowed to< be left on the ground after he

had gotten what he wanted. Humanity rode into the twen-

tieth century in what was practically the social system of

Boaz. The best we can now say is that the old vehicle of the

Boaz system is like the wonderful one-boss shay; it lasted
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a hundred years and a day, and then just fell apart. No one

has destroyed this ancient system of the right of the strong
to take what they will, if only they leave something for the

gleaners. It had to carry the weight of a modern industrial-

ized life in which all of us in the world have a common

stake, and it just collapsed.

The question, then, is not whether we shall have social

progress, it is when we shall find the creative power to

produce such progress. Then, here is the message of Jesus,

that we shall not find it in just political and scientific pro-

grams, for they are merely the machinery which our power
uses. We shall not find it in just religious systems which are

mainly interested in correct forms and the maintenance of

prestige. We can, and shall, find them, as Jesus told us, and

life is continually telling us, in those lives in which spiritual

conceptions of living have taken root and have developed

power, no matter what their name or place.

This is why those who believe in die efficacy of spiritual

power cannot surrender to the pleas of those who suggest

that coercion and compulsion, by physical force if necessary,

must be used to bring about social advance. It is not because

this is a different method that it is opposed, but simply

because physical coercion has never been able to create moti-

vations of social progress, and it is those motivations that we
seek. Two illustrations of attempted social change may be

used to describe the futility of coercion. In the decade before

I860 there was a universal desire in the Northern States of

our country that the Negro slaves should be given freedom

and the rights guaranteed by the Constitution. Religion and

education began to focus their powers upon the problem.

But there were some to whom such progress was too slow.
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They wanted to break the power of the slave-owners at once

and to free the slaves immediately. They were able to insti-

gate a war, and they forced the South to free the slaves. Did

they change the mind or attitude of a single white Southerner

then? And did the Civil War succeed in changing the atti-

tude of the children and grandchildren of those Southerners

toward the Negro? The task of changing the mind and atti-

tude is still confronting those small groups of Northerners

and Southerners who are depending upon the only power
we possess to work such a miracle, the persuasion of the

spiritual resources of life.

So it is proving true in Russia. It was probably necessary

that the volcanic action of 1917 should have taken place.

Thomas Jefferson stated very clearly that there are moments

in history which justify such action by people to whom no

other course is open. But the same method was then used

to create social progress and it is that which has failed to

produce motivations for that progress within the Russian

people. It has been possible to force the Russian people to

live under the Soviet philosophy. The Czars, however, were

able to do that. Yet, in spite of their confidence in force, the

Communists of Russia have used the motivations of the
spirit

in making that which is their greatest accomplishment, that

of capturing the enthusiasm of the youth. Maurice Hindus

describes the fervor of the young men and young women in

sacrificing bread and clothing that Russia may buy machinery.
But how was that fervor produced? Not by coercion, but by
conversion! The simple fact is, as we all know, that the best

and most lasting results of the Soviet experiment have been

created when the leaders have appealed to the patriotism, the

enthusiasm, and the adventure of the youth of Russia, plead-
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ing with them for a release of their spiritual energies. The

future hope of the Soviet government does not rest upon
the farmer kulaks who have been beaten into submission. It

rests upon the youth which has been converted to the religion

of Communism, and has felt the power of religion motivat-

ing it to social action.

That is the message the church must give, concerning

Christianity, to those who call for social advance today. It is

not that we differ with some of the secular social programs,

it is simply that we have discovered that not only does

spiritual power inevitably create and lead to social progress,

but it is die only foundation upon which social progress will

last In all the history of the world it has been those who

have discovered a spiritual interpretation of life who have

been the creators of real and lasting social progress.

Who have been the lifters of the world? In his new book,

"Erasmus of Rottendam," Arnold Zweig tells us that it was

Erasmus, the religious scholar, alone who broke the hold of

the Middle Ages upon the mind of Europe and ushered in

the Renaissance, single-handed. The people who gave slav-

ery in America its death-blow were not the politicians balanc-

ing free-states against slave-states, or even the Union Army.
The freedom of the Negro race will occur through those

long years in which spiritually minded men and women will

continue to struggle for racial understanding and equality

of rights, and will give of themselves for its accomplishment,

because the spirit of God keeps them everlastingly at it.

Where is die power of social progress? There is a man

standing on a hill above Jerusalem, the city of his people,

and when you look at him you find his eyes are wet and his

body is shaking with a deep emotion. The sight of the need
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has broken his heart, and he is weeping over Jerusalem. But

the wet eyes of Jesus of Nazareth as they looked down upon

humanity, have sent men and women out to face the Jeru-

salems of the centuries with broken hearts, but with power
to change the world.
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CHAPTER XIII

DOES THE CHURCH SAVE THE INDIVIDUAL?

"RELIGION, even in the narrow sense," says Gilbert Mur-

ray, "is always looking for escape, for some salvation from

the terror to come, or some deliverance from the body of this

death/' Professor Ellwood declares, in broadening this

thesis: "The end of all religion is in social and personal sal-

vation, in help over the difficulties, and redemption from the

evils of life."

"These difficulties and evils, however, are not all external

to the self/' writes Charles A. Bennett. "We cannot judge

the world about us without feeling this world to be judging

us. What could cause this reflection except an experience

which puts us for a moment at a point outside the self, from

which we can see the self through the eyes of another? Thus

may we not say that the consciousness of sin is the conscious-

ness of another Mind behind the universe, whose approval

we somehow have to win?"

Accordingly, "the doubt which religion generates is a

doubt about the moral relation of the human soul to God.

The alternative with which it torments man is not that of

God or no God, but of God remote, or God near at hand.

Religious despair is born of a sense of alienation, and what

religion announces as salvation, is the restoration of

harmony."

215
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As younger churchmen looking at the church, we see at

once that as a vehicle of salvation its task is manifold.

Illumined, first of all, by the modern realization that

restoration of harmony is not a matter of the individual alone,

there must be an emphasis that relates the individual's quest

to that of his fellows. Harmony is here achieved through

enlistment in a cosmic enterprise. In this sense, every indi-

vidual becomes partner in the collectivist crusade of establish-

ing the Kingdom of God, so involving himself, to a greater

or less degree, in a dimension of timelessness.

Mysticism offers a second aspect of salvation. While for

the most part individual in its emphasis, the conviction of

personal sin, to which Charles A. Bennett refers, has its

social parallel in the words of Isaiah: "Woe is me! For I am

undone; because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in

the midst of a people of unclean lips;
for mine eyes have

seen the King, die Lord of Hosts."

Thirdly there is salvation in the less super-worldly sense

of salvation from self in the work-a-day life. Salvation in

this aspect entails rigorous self searching and discipline. Its

inexorable prerequisite is the facing of one's specific sins,

confession before God, and consequent surrender. The sense

of release and of new power which follows this procedure
is strongly affirmed by secular psychologists as well as by

religionists. A new, and immeasurably superior way of life,

here and now, is the principle involved, and through it thou-

sands have charted paths of spiritual harmony in a very prac-

tical and satisfying sense.

Finally, there is salvation by faith, or by grace. The ortho-

doxies, both of Rome and of Fundamentalist Protestantism,

profess to be the channels of its attainment. These ortho-
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doxies are similar in that they promise to the faithful ultimate

full soul continuance beyond death presumably in a state

of celestial bliss, Romanism accounts the faithful to be those

who subscribe to its dogma, attend services, and otherwise

submit to its offices. Orthodox Protestantism holds up the

less institutional, but equally dogmatic, standard of belief in

the verbal infallibility of scripture, with the Substitutional

Atonement as the modus operandi.

Doubtless other types could be added to these four, but we
are not so interested in

listing aspects of salvation, as in dis-

cussing what, if anything, an awakening Church offers in

relation to them.

n

Returning, therefore, to the problem of the Kingdom

enterprise, we may view the Church's mission to be that of

spiritualizing the conception of social regeneration. Modern

theologians must project the secular vision of the Kingdom
out into the realm of eternal verities. Utopian dreams must

be grafted onto something more transcendent. But we must

first of all repudiate individualism.

Although the greater number of social prophets since the

industrial revolution have been cradled in the Church, few

have found its fellowship satisfying. Despite the Church's

constant protestations of social concern, its. individual salva-

tion tradition has remained a dominant note. Numbers of

those imbued with social passion have been forced out by

politico-economic reactionaries, while many more have

simply been cold-shouldered until they came to feel a greater

warmth of fellowship, as well as to experience greater effec-

tiveness, in working through non-Christian mediums. Nor-
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man Thomas, A. J. Muste and Tucker Smith are only a few

of the modern prophets who have left the Church not so

much in repudiation, as in despair.

Since the spiritualizing of the conception of social regener-

ation is one of the major problems of an awakening Church,

younger churchmen, as evidenced most notably in conference

summaries, are proposing solutions along somewhat the fol-

lowing lines:

1. Greater hospitality toward and consequent warmer

fellowship with all those who are waging a predominantly
social emphasis. It must not be supposed that all leakage

away from Christian fellowship will thus be restrained, but

there will certainly be an appreciable abatement, and our

fellowship will be greatly enriched.

2. An incorporation of the religious consequences of col-

lectivism in the Church's general philosophy of salvation.

3. A transcendent attitude upon the part of the Church

that will take the establishment of a cooperative common-

wealth for granted not as an end in
itself,

but as one in-

cidental preliminary step toward the establishment of the

Kingdom.
However much those proclaiming the social emphasis may

concentrate upon social sin, the fact is that the problem is

far more complex than is admitted in their analysis. The

religionist realizes the limitation of a conception of social

salvation which can be realized in Time. Viewed in the light
of possibility of attainment, this emphasis becomes mate-

rialistically secular.

No moral realist can regard a Utopia as a substitute for

the Kingdom. Were our social ethics perfected, were poverty
to be entirely abolished, God would not be displaced, any
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more than He was bowed out of the picture by the advances

of nineteenth century science. On the contrary, as we ad-

vance, socially, technically and morally, our realization of
His work

-for
us broadens like an inverted pyramid, bringing

with it an increasing sense of need of His assistance in per-

forming new tasks.

This thought has been likened by some to an incident in

"Water Babies" by Charles Kingsley. Tom, a chimney sweep,

lost in a maze of flues, finally emerges into the fireplace of

the first bathroom he has ever seen. Towels, soap, .brushes,

bath mats in profusion provoke from him the comment:

"What a very dirty person must live here to need so many
tools for keeping clean." Then, greatly to his surprise,

upon peeping into an adjoining bedroom he saw a child,

about his own age, sleeping in a snow-white bed!

Unregenerate man, even though he possesses social vision,

can scarcely see further than the goal of secular Utopianism.

But there are worlds to conquer beyond this goal! There is a

moral enterprise of such dimensions that cosmic resources

must needs be brought into play to wage it. Man, mortal and

sinful, needs God eternal and sinless. We overlap the

realm of mysticism.

in

What is mysticism? Charles A. Bennett defines it: "A way
of life, in which the conspicuous element is the immediate

experience of God.
1 '

Not that all who seek this experience

do so in quest of power for waging the cosmic enterprise.

Many are desirous merely of the personal elation that comes

from a sense of communion with the Unseen. In this their

motive (however moderate the methods used) is not far
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different from that of the Hindu mystic in search of Nir-

vana.

At this very point is seen the practical advantage of con-

ceiving of salvation in its several aspects. That person who

is keenly alive spiritually who has sought after and dis-

covered God for his personal delectation upon being ap-

prised of the collectivist view of the Kingdom, may turn his

inner resources to the end of helping to achieve salvation in

other than the individual pattern of tradition.

But, unfortunately, all mystics are not alive to the need for

social application of the power that comes to them in com-

munion with God. Having once been afflicted with that

agony of despair experienced while alienated from God, they

have practiced His Presence and restored harmony. Very

many, having reached this haven, have no desire to put to

sea again.

Obviously, the Church has here a two-fold mission. It

must minister to the sense of personal alienation from God

striving through worship and the sacraments to restore

harmony and at the same time point out the bogus sense of

security, the fool's paradise, in which those preoccupied with

mysticism may bask.

Our Lord seems certainly to have established the most per-

fect communion with his Father, in the wilderness prepara-

tion, yet it was for him but a means to an end. Repeatedly

during his ministry he retired to a remote lake shore or to a

mountain top for a mystical experience, but always to use the

increased power so obtained, for the more vigorous waging
of the Kingdom enterprise.

The return to the world is not only a test of the mystic's

intention, but of the quality of his experience as well. St.
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Theresa, more than any other of the classical mystics, insists

upon this. She was much concerned about the genuineness

of her revelations, always testing them rigorously with the

criterion: "Any love of God which does not increase the love

for your neighbor is false." Moreover, since the term "neigh-

bor" implies not only "Samaritans" but posterity as well, the

experience of God takes the form in us of a holy passion to

be used by Him in bringing to pass a more decent world in

which His children present and future may live.

IV

Having so far discussed these two complementary poles of

the conception of salvation, we encounter the need for release

from the personal sense of sin which casts its shadow over

the mortal lives of us all. The relation of this aspect of sal-

vation to mysticism is that many hold the surrender of certain

areas of sin to be an essential prerequisite to any direct

experience of God at all. Again, its relation to the social

problem is tersely expressed in the words of Rev. S. M. Shoe-

maker: "Revolution by consent! Changed lives are the raw

material of the new world order."

The need for changed lives salvation from personal sin

while an age-old emphasis, is being most dramatically

championed to-day by the Oxford Groups. Under these aus-

pices we have a definite technique, an application of spiritual

method, which appears in an imposing proportion of

instances, to work.

Conviction of sin is the cornerstone of this salvation. Next

comes confession in the presence of some sympathetic

friend, or alone with God followed by surrender! This

surrender of one or a number of specific sins, which hereto-
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fore have been blocking the relationship to God, does make

new men and women of thousands who formerly were vic-

tims of sloth, selfishness, dishonesty, sensuality, and kindred

forms of evil. Moreover, the surrender experience is vital-

ized by a practical sort of mysticism which seeks in God, and

frequently finds, revelations of future conduct. Such prac-

tical revelations are termed Guidance, and when checked

upon by other members of the Group, afford an index of

right conduct which presages greater efficiency to the indi-

vidual as a unit in the Kingdom enterprise.

These Guidance experiences, as well as the instances of

surrendered sin which make them possible, are "shared" by

those who have experimented with this aspect of salvation.

That it is a deeply satisfying experience few can deny, and if

the pattern seems to assume a pharisaical aspect, it must be

acknowledged that "Oxford Groupers" have reason for pre-

ferring their way of doing things to the moral impotency of

so many of their critics.

This is not to say that the Oxford Groups have a monop-

oly upon "life-changing," but simply to suggest their insight

as a technique which no church that is genuinely interested

in the complexities of the problem of salvation can afford

to disregard.

Finally there is salvation in its legal aspect. Wherever

orthodox Christianity has been able to retain the unqualified

loyalty of its adherents in a given locality, this aspect has

been dominant.

In Catholicism, mysticism has always been given auxiliary

consideration, and "works" have had a place, but so preoc-
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cupied has the Church 'been with piloting souls safely into an

otherworldly paradise, that these accompanying aspects have

been dissipated. Fundamentalist Protestantism has concen-

trated with equal diligence upon the legal requirements for

attaining celestial beatitude in the unblushingly personal

sense.

If there is anything to be said for these orthodoxies, it is

the assurance which they offer to a certain dependent psycho-

logical type of person. However, were this assurance morally

justifiable, is it not, in view of the new cosmic horizons

which lie before us, an extremely precarious haven?

Again, the unqualified loyalty of the faithful is required

to reach it, and it is extremely doubtful to the realist whether

the Church could retain this anywhere for very long, even if

it wanted to. Too many feel that they have caught it red-

handed, trying to escape reality in a .bogus claim of absolute

transcendence.

That era in which the Church can offer individual salva-

tion as its only ware has gone, as a familiar chapter of Rus-

sian histoiy most eloquently attests. Presented with the

alternative of a completely collectivistic salvation, expressed

in materialistic terms, nearly two hundred million per-

sons seem to have chosen (or had chosen for them) the

latter.

As younger churchmen, vitally concerned with the prob-

lem of salvation, we cannot, however, feel that these are the

only alternatives. We feel that before the issue has become

too closely drawn in America, there is hope that large num-

bers of church people will have repudiated their individual

salvation pattern, strictly legal or otherwise, for a
spiritual-

ized collectivist one; not fly-by-night in character, but in
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which the treasure depths of mysticism and of ethics will be

explored for their contributions.

Among America's greatest secular leaders was one who

said, "If I rise, it will be with the ranks, not from them."

Our Lord, himself, first voiced the spiritualized counterpart,

''And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men
unto me."

Is there not here revealed a synthesis of collectivism,

mysticism and practical ethics which has not been given ade-

quate consideration in theologies of the past? There is even

included a note of Hebrew orthodoxy, to which the Nazarene

always seems to pay a certain devoir,

To the problems of to-day the first-hand insights of mysti-

cism, with our consequent perception of human sin, are pro-

foundly applicable. The conscious surrender of definite areas

of sin is also of tremendous value in training soldiers for

more effective use in the Kingdom enterprise.

But the Kingdom itself, by its very cosmic and eternal

nature, completely engulfs the individual. The Church can-

not save that which in an eternal sense cannot exist. We exist

eternally only as we are part of God's Family.

If the whole can be no stronger than its weakest
part, that

weakest part this moment is our least fortunate brother.

Whether our brothers be less privileged in possessions, in

talents or in character, we can achieve no Ultimate Salvation

without them.

Would we seek restoration of harmony through the Chris-

tian Church? Then, true to the Vision of its founder, the

Church must offer us a more complete synthesis of the new
horizons of collectivism, with the spiritual resources of the

past.
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CHAPTER XIV

WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH OUR PREACHING?

THERE has always been something the matter with preach-

ing. It has never been good enough. The goal of preaching
is the emancipation of men and women from ignorance and

sin to the glorious liberty of the children of God. To that

task preaching has never been adequate. St. Paul failed.

Savonarola failed. John Donne failed. Beecher failed.

Brooks failed. In this essay I wish only to suggest that con-

temporary preaching might fail less frequently and abysmally.

I will add that if any reader should be so foolish as to make

a pilgrimage to the author's church for the purpose of seeing

how well the critic follows his own advice, he will wonder

as much as I do at the editor's choice. Understanding each

other on these two matters, let us proceed with the question.

Much preaching sounds as if the preacher supposed his

mission to be the vindication of religion. When I asked a

veteran preacher what, in his opinion, is the matter with

preaching he replied without hesitation, "We get too much

talk about religion and too little religion." I agree. In a

time of widespread uncertainty concerning the value of reli-

gion, it is probably inevitable that preachers should feel

moved to come to its defense. But the value of religion is

not demonstrated by talking about religion. One sermon on

the forgiveness of sins, for example, which sends the people

227
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away with a deep sense of release, their spirits ready once

more to take up the battle, is worth more than a do2en argu-

ments on "The Place of Religion in Life." One sermon

which, beginning with some real human need, helps the

people to find in Christ an immediate and potent help is

worth more than many eloquent tributes to the greatness of

Jesus. Perhaps the best way of stating this criticism is to say

that many preachers appear to be more interested in their

subject than in their object.

The distinction is important. It is the difference between

an essay on friendship and a friend. It is the difference be-

tween a treatise on botany and a bouquet of flowers. It is the

difference between a lecture on the service of medicine to

mankind and the bestowal of health upon the sick. If we
who preach will analyse the last fifty sermons we have de-

livered we will, I suspect, be surprised to discover how many
of them have been descriptions and defenses of religion, and

how few the actual impartation of life. They are like the

advertising profession much eloquent describing and

recommending but no goods. And the result of such preach-

ing, taken at its best, is well described in the words of John

Henry Jowett: "Men admire but they do not revere; they

appreciate but they do not repent; they are interested but they

are not exalted/'

An examination of the method and substance of Jesus'

teaching sets this matter in high relief. How Jesus found it

possible to preach so much and with such effect without even

using the word "religion" must be a mystery to many of his

modern ambassadors. We are always talking about "reli-

gion" the necessity of it, the character of it, the uses of it.

Jesus never mentioned it. His words are God, love, mercy,
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sin, covetousness, repentance, sorrow, peace, joy. His preach-

ing is direct, immediate. He is always dealing with the stuff

of life. He does not say, "Religion can help you." No such

meaningless abstraction ever came from his
lips. He does

not protest that "what Jerusalem needs is more religion."

He was not interested in religion. He was interested in God
and in men and women. His hearers go away with the life

of God in their souls. They go away, like Zacchaeus, to

restore unlawful gain, or, like Mary Magdalene, to begin a

new life. His teaching is creative, not merely expository;

concrete, not abstract. He addresses himself always to ele-

mental facts and needs.

I should set it down, therefore, as a first requirement of

better preaching that we engage in less exposition of and

argument in behalf of generic terms like religion, Chris-

tianity, worship, and that, instead, we deal simply and di-

rectly with the original materials of life. For eloquent trib-

utes to the greatness of Christ let us substitute sermons which

channel to specific human needs the insights and the life of

Christ. Let us cross out some of our argumentative para-

graphs on the fallacies of the atheist and the communist, sub-

stituting messages so full of light and healing as to be self-

validating. Of books and sermons explaining and defending

religion, arguing about religion we have had just about

enough. If we have any affirmative and living message for

this hard-pressed generation let us take it into our pulpits.

Much preaching sounds as if it came from the other side

of a dividing line separating the preacher from the men and

women in the pews. A preacher, as I see him, is a man of

like virtues and infirmities with the rest of men who goes

about among his people with seeing eyes and a thoughtful
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mind, takes what he sees to a quiet place of study and prayer,

and then, on Sunday, tells his people with humible earnest-

ness what he has found. Be he ever so assured of the im-

portance of his message, he does not forget that he is but a

"broken light," that the sins which he exposes are in his

own heart, that the spiritual dullness which he condemns lies

heavy upon his own soul, that the idealism which he espouses

is not the sole possession of preachers. He is a man among
men, set somewhat apart, to be sure, but with all his roots in

the common life of the people.

But one who listens to many sermons and reads many more

the better to understand the art of preaching is con-

stantly getting the impression that the man in the pulpit

imagines himself somehow outside and above the tragedy

and glory of human life. He talks about some bitter human

need as if he had never really felt it. He "solves" so casually

the "problem" he has chosen for his subject, as if it were all

quite simple to him. He admonishes us to follow after right-

eousness as if we were not as eager as he to be righteous.

The younger radical preachers of our day, in particular, are

not humbly conscious enough of the sources of such insight

as they possess. Spiritual aspiration and ethical insight are

not hatched exclusively in theological seminaries and min-

isters' conferences. Nor are they confined to enrolled mem-
bers of the Socialist party. The world may be in a sorry

mess, but we preachers, so glib and self-assured in the pulpit,
have got both feet in it. And the reasons for such hope as

we can have are as much in the hearts of the common people
as in us who think we have a right to admonish them.

This is not to say that the sermon should be spoken with

an air of apology, as if the preacher should say, "I know no
more about this than you." Pity the preacher who cannot
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join in the words put into the mouth of Paul by Frederick

Meyers:

Oh, could I tell, ye surely would believe it!

Ob, could I only say what I have seen!

How could I tell, or how could ye believe it

How, 'till He bringeth you where I have been!

Nevertheless, the preacher must remember that, at best, he

also is "an infant crying in the night/' and that the people in

the pews are also the offspring of God. The preacher shares

the desperate need of his people: let him talk as if he knew

it! The people share the hope for a better world and the

desire for a diviner life which animate the preacher: let him

speak as if he were aware of it! The simple fact is that the

quality which George A. Gordon used so much to stress,

"the breath of humanity," is absent from too many sermons.

Much preaching bogs down in innocuous generalities. This

is perhaps the preacher's subtlest temptation. His sermon is

carefully prepared. He is dead in earnest. But the effect is

almost nil because the thought is not barbed with pointed

and concrete illustration. Here, for example, is a sermon on

"Righteousness Exalteth a Nation." The preacher declares

with most solemn emphasis that "our great need is righteous

men and women," that "without more righteousness we are

lost," that "the real trouble with the world is a lack of honor,

unselfishness, truthfulness." Despite his sincerity, however,

he reminds us of some lines by Oliver Wendell Holmes:

Thou mindest me of gentlefolk,

Old gentlefolk are they;

Thou sayest an undisputed thing

In such a solemn way.
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No one disputes the necessity of righteousness. And to plead

for it with the fervor of a Savonarola does no more than start

a solemn nodding of heads. Moreover, the pleader for
*

'righteousness" is really talking about nothing at all. For

righteousness is a word, a lifeless abstraction. It gets con-

tent only in the concrete instance. The preacher wins uni-

versal approval because he is not saying anything.

John Bowring wrote the hymn, 'In the Cross of Christ I

Glory/' He was also a slave-trader. Bowring, one may sup-

pose, heard many sermons on the brotherhood of man. If

homiletical custom and good taste had not ruled out a state-

ment to the effect that brotherhood means the abolition of

slavery John Bowring might have walked out of the church;

but the doctrine of brotherhood would, at least, have been

given some practical content. What is the use of preaching
on Jesus* concern for the underprivileged if we do not bring

the matter down to date, telling our people that as modern

followers of Jesus we must espouse the cause of labor in its

fight for a living wage? Trying, on a recent Sunday, to make

up my mind where to attend church, I was attracted by this

sermon title, "What Is Justice?
11

That subject, I thought, en-

sured a vital discussion. The preacher had an attractive

delivery, and for thirty minutes he talked fluently about

justice. But of actual instances of injustice in the world

about him not a word! Mooney was in prison, the victim

of terrible injustice. The Scottsboro boys were facing legal

death, the victims of a shameful failure of justice. Millions

of people were living on the edge of want, victims of society's

injustice. Prisons were filled with men who learned crime

before they could tell their right from their left hands, vic-

tims of our failure to achieve a just and decent social order.
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The preacher stayed safely away from the specific and left

his people where they were when they entered the church,

believing, as they always had believed, in justice.

Why do preachers confine themselves to the general and

the abstract? Are they afraid? But they preach eloquently on

courage. Are they not really concerned for men and women?

But they are always telling us to love our fellowmen. Have

they been betrayed into thinking that because certain words

and phrases sound well they must mean something? But they

are students of a Preacher who left no doubt as to the prac-

tical meaning of his principles. Probably all of these reasons

operate together to give us futile sermonizing.

Closely connected with this defect is the absence of a cer-

tain tough and gritty quality in many sermons. Expository

preachers and those who make much of the text seem espe-

cially addicted to a kind of roses-and-lavender speech very

beautiful, very "inspiring," but so different from the homely,

rugged speech of Jesus. This kind of preaching is not diffi-

cult to manage once you get the hang of it. You swing back

and forth on the text, pointing out the momentous signifi-

cance of the exact sequence of the words, calling attention

to this and that, engaging in a delicate and detailed analysis

of spiritual imponderables. You find yourself quite carried

away by it. You carry the less realistic minds in the congrega-

tion with you. It is all so "spiritual" and so unreal! It is

a spiritual boat-ride-on-a-moonlit-night. It is intellectual

fluff. To insert in such a sermon a straight-out reference to

an industrial strike or a lynching party or sex or fascism or

wage rates would produce a disagreeable shock. This kind

of preaching is immensely popular because it provides an

escape from real life. It is to the congregation what drink
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was to the workingman "the shortest route out of Birming-
ham."

I do not wish to suggest that the sermon must always deal

with our tangible environment or that its medium of expres-

sion should invariably be indubitable prose. On the contrary,

sermons ought often to lift us out of time, putting a song in

our hearts. The addresses of Lincoln, particularly the Sec-

ond Inaugural and Gettysburg addresses, are illustrations of

speech that is exalted without being unreal. Here one finds

loftiness, sublimity, spirituality, in sentences which could

almost 'be set to music But, withal, there is in them a quality

which reminds us of some lines from Edwin Markham's

poem, "Lincoln, the Man of the People,"

The color of the ground was in him, the red earth;

The smack and tang of elemental things.

And that poem is itself an example of lofty speech based

upon, not in disregard of, the actual materials of life.

There is another indictment which can be brought against

much preaching. I do not know how better to state it than to

say that it sounds as if the preacher had never read anything

except magazines and books written for preachers. It moves

in a little world. It has neither height nor depth. It does not

ascend into heaven nor descend into hell, nor does it go to the

uttermost parts of the earth. It is a thin trickle of "thoughts"

gleaned, apparently, from a note-book-in-hand reading of

ethical and theological homilies. It seems to assume that we
are all hungry for the most commonplace information and

for the tritest advice on how to be good. It is the sermonic

equivalent of the verses of Edgar Guest
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As a cure for such preaching, one would like to suggest a

course of reading. The course would include many books of

fiction, drama, and poetry. It would include all the novels of

Dostoyevsky, the dramas of Eugene O'Neill, the poems of

Whitman, Sandburg, and Edna Millay, John Masefield's,

"The Everlasting Mercy." Shakespeare, of course, and the

tragedies of classic Greece, and, as guide-books to other

books, Lynn Harold Hough's "Vital Control" for critical and

humanistic literature, and Halford Luccock's "Contemporary
American Literature and Religion" for the highly revealing,

if largely transient, books of the day. Such reading might

help to save preaching from the moral triteness and the

spiritual provincialism which make much of it so deadly dull.

The service of ordination ought to indude a vow to read con-

stantly in poetry, fiction, and drama.

I will mention two further legitimate criticisms of con-

temporary preaching. Much of it is an insult to the intellec-

tual capacity of the congregation. It gives the mind "nothing

to chew on." Preachers who are fond of saying, "People like

something simple," would do well to ask whether Browning
was not nearer right when he said that he did not propose to

make his poetry a substitute for an after-dinner cigar. The

truth is, our sermons do not cost us enough hard mental

labor. They come too easily. They do not grapple in mortal

combat with the human problem. The sleepiest person who

wanders late into the service can instantly grasp the whole

import of what is being said and unerringly predict what is

going to be said next. Gamaliel Bradford probably had the

prevalence of this kind of preaching in mind when he wrote,

"If the Protestant church is killed, it will be the sermon that

has killed it." To a child who had made some first stumbling
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efforts to write poetry Frances Ridley Havergal sent advice

which all who preach would do well to memorize:

'Tis not in stringing rhymes together-

With your hearfs blood you must write it,

Though your cheek grows pale, none knowing,

So the song becomes worth singing.

To conclude with a word on the structure of the sermon,

the training of preachers has not often, apparently, included

instruction in the high art of sticking to the subject. Many a

sermon is filled with good thoughts which are related to the

subject only in the sense that everything in the cosmos is

related to everything else. The ability to exclude every

sentence and every word which does not carry the mind of

the hearer one step nearer a clearly envisaged goal is one of

the first marks of a disciplined mind. Dr. John Henry Jowett

used to say that a sermon is not ready for the pulpit until its

object can be stated in one short sentence. Having the object

so clearly before him, the preacher should not find it hard to

detect the illustrations which do not illustrate and the

thoughts which have no relevance. But as one listens to most

sermons he is persuaded that if the preacher had a definite

object he had great difficulty in remembering it for thirty

minutes. And as the hearer fidgets in his pew he thinks he

would not care so much whether or not the preacher sticks

to the Gospel, if only he would stick to the subject. It is per-

haps this loose and vagrant character of sermons which, more

than any other defect, helps to put the congregation to sleep
and justified the lexicographer who, in a standard dictionary,

defined the word "narcotic" thus: "Narcotic figuratively,
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causing sleep or dullness, as a book or sermon/' What a joy

it is to listen to a preacher who knows where he is going,

avoids all detours, and makes his sentences march straight

on toward the goal!

I have tried to write on the subject assigned me. This has

involved a critical note which, I hope, has not sounded like

disparagement. I must join with a multitude of others in

saying that some of the most stirring and beneficial hours of

our lives have been spent in listening to sermons. Neverthe-

less, in answer to the question, "What is the matter with

preaching?" these things, I believe, may be said: It talks too

much about "religion," losing sight of the object in the sub-

ject. It lacks humility, compassion, and the breath of hu-

manity. It deals too much with high-sounding but meaning-
less abstractions. It is too "soft," lacking the color and tang

of actual life. It is often shallow and stuffy, as if the preacher

lived exclusively in a world of churches and Sunday schools.

It is intellectually weak. It often gets nowhere because it is

allowed to run anywhere.
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CHAPTER XV

DOES THE WORLD STILL NEED THE PREACHER?

MR. T. S. ELIOT, referring to a generalization on the atti-

tude of youth to ideals issued by the Lambeth Conference,

has observed that the one thing you cannot do about modem

youth is to generalize about them. "The youth of to-day are

not 'as a whole' more or less anything than the youth of

previous generations." No doubt that is equally true of

younger churchmen, and even of those who, like the present

writer, patently do not qualify for the adjective. But if

there is any one thing which can be assumed about men who
have entered the Christian ministry since the Great War, it

is that they have not done so without serious searchings of

heart. Their misgivings have been nowhere more acute than

at the point where they have considered the validity of

preaching. The reasons for this are manifold.

The head and front of this difficulty has probably centered

in the fact that they themselves have endured a good deal of

preaching which has seemed to them futile. I have a some-

what abashed recollection that as an undergraduate I once

told a visiting university preacher that in all my experience

(which at the time I considered extensive), I had heard only

three preachers who seemed to me to have anything helpful

to say. I hope that I assured him that he was one of the three,

as he actually was, but my memory is not so clear on that

241
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point as it is on the other, for at the time I was nursing a

sense of injury over having been compelled to endure a long
series of sermons which did not seem to cut into my problems
or to help me with my difficulties. I realize now that I had

no right to expect any sermon to blow away all the mists that

hang over this mysteriously fascinating universe. I can see in

retrospect that some of the sermons which I labelled "futile"

did something for me which was far more helpful than any
neat and compact answers to all my riddles could possibly

have been. They stimulated my own thought and study; they

helped me to face my questions with an honest and realistic

attitude; they encouraged the formation of the loyalties

which make life possible; they opened up prospects which

were worth exploring. But I imagine that my feeling of the

futility of preaching was not uncommon, and that most men
of my generation who have themselves become preachers

have faced that bogie before they have done so.

This prejudice against preaching is something more than a

personal reaction on the part of any individual. It is so wide-

spread as almost to give the word preach an invidious con-

notation. In ordinary human intercourse, "don't preach" is

generally accepted as axiomatic for those who would per-

suade others to adopt some particular line of conduct In

artistic circles, critics have only to say that a play or a poem
preaches, and it stands convicted of being bad art. By some

unfortunate combination of circumstances a word which

ought to describe a noble exercise of intellectual and spiritual

gifts has come in the general mind to suggest an assumption
of moral superiority, authoritative pronouncements based on

meager information, talking in a vacuum unrelated to life,

or a one-sided argument to which there is no opportunity for
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response. All this is no doubt a reflection upon the quality of

the preaching with which the average person is familiar, and

in no sense a definition of what preaching at its best can and

ought to be. Nevertheless the fact remains that the impres-
sion is so common as to put the office of preacher under

something of a shadow.

This is accentuated by the fact that the modern mind puts
a premium on action and looks with considerable suspicion

upon talk. The current criticism of the church is that it has

been eloquent in speech about righting the wrongs of the

world, but short on accomplishment. There is widespread
desire to-day to redress the balance. The intelligent layman
is asking for something to do beyond listening. A great de-

nomination has just formed a new agency which it has sig-

nificantly christened a "Council for Social Action." Of
course this insistence on the primary importance of doing
rather than saying is at least as old as the New Testament, al-

though the New Testament consistently recognizes human

speech as one of the great forces, inspiring to fine action or

disrupting the best in human life, according to its use. The

creative power of sincere speech is often forgotten to-day,

and a good many men are somewhat sensitive when they are

accused of devoting a generous share of their time to the

preparation and delivery of "mere talk."

Even if these considerations do not weigh heavily with

him, any man who has entered upon the responsibilities of

maturity during the past decade or two has seriously won-

dered whether it is still necessary to add the voice of the

pulpit to the multitude of voices that are competing for pub-

lic attention to-day. There was a time when the pulpit was

the only place in the community where personal and social
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problems were discussed from the ethical and religious point

of view. That is true no longer. The average community has

numerous dubs and lecture courses where problems of per-

sonality adjustment, economics, international relations, child

guidance, family welfare and civic betterment are discussed

by experts, frequently on the highest plane of spiritual in-

sight. Some communities are overburdened with such oppor-

tunities, and the conscientious citizens rush from one address

to another at a speed which is fatal to reflection, and results

only in intellectual or spiritual indigestion. Add to these

agencies the radio, with its outpourings on every conceivable

subject, the magazine (and it is a rare journal nowadays
which does not include religion as one of the topics of major

public interest), the school, which in every progressive com-

munity has taken over many of the functions hitherto re-

garded as within the field of the church, and the library,

which has made popular literature on religious and social

subjects easily available, and it is apparent that the pulpit

has no monopoly on the discussion of die subjects with which

it deals. The question naturally arises, is there any distinctive

function for the preacher? Should he conclude that he be-

longed in an earlier era, but has been outmoded like the

bicycle and the buggy?
The preacher does have a distinctive function. In spite of

the fact that there are a multitude of inspirational agencies in

modern life, none of them even attempt to be what die Chris-

tian minister's sermon is at its best. The sermon is unique,

primarily because of its setting, which is the Christian church.

The minister who preaches the sermon is not an itinerant lec-

turer, a free-lance journalist, or a disembodied voice floating

over the air. He is the pastor of a church, He is preaching
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to people with whom he stands in a unique relationship. His

message, if it is worth delivering, comes out of his own study

and thought, but his own study and thought have as their

background his contacts with a particular group of people.

Their situation, their needs, their aspirations, die contribu-

tions which they have made to the minister's thought and

life, all determine the nature and quality of the message.

There is a communal aspect to a good sermon which sets it

apart from other public speech. And the fact that it is a

Christian church which is the setting of the Christian min-

ister's sermon has a controlling significance. The minister's

aim is not primarily to express his private opinions on various

and sundry matters of common interest. His primary aim is

to interpret life in the light of Christ, and to enlist life for

the Christian cause. Moreover the Christian minister speaks

from a platform of convictions peculiarly his own. He is not

merely a spectator watching the world go by from the stand-

point of disinterested curiosity. He is a convinced representa-

tive of the Christian faith, and he views life against the back-

ground of that faith in a living God. Any preacher who
thinks of himself as competing with other voices for public

attention has misconceived the distinctive nature of his call-

ing. He has no competitor, for no one else is even trying

to do what he is attempting, when in a Christian church of

which he is the pastor he preaches in terms of his own day
the gospel which he believes is the timeless truth.

When all is said that can be said about the apparent

futility of preaching, the fact remains that although of

course it has not always been on the right side, the pul-

pit of the Christian Church has been an incalculable force

in molding thought and in directing life. The Chris-
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tian preacher has on the whole an unenviable record in the

long controversy between religion and science, and the

churchmen of our time who are so earnestly endeavoring to

effect an adjustment between religious and scientific thought

are at best making belated amends for mistakes not confined

altogether to earlier generations. Preachers of the gospel

have often found it difficult to see dearly the ethical issues in

that No-man's Land between property rights and human

rights, and even so stalwart an independent as Martin Luther

committed a grievous blunder in that area. It has frequently

proved hard for Christian ministers to see dearly the implica-

tions of their universal gospel in times when nationalistic

feelings have been inflamed, and time and again to their own

humiliation they have found themselves ranged behind Caesar

rather than Christ. All that must be frankly admitted, and it

will be a sad day if the church ever removes the Prayer of

General Confession from its order of worship. To think

only of these things is, however, to see a grotesquely dis-

tracted picture of the influence of the Christian church. Pro-

fessor Whitehead has recently pointed out that while skep-

tical humanitarianism through the voice of Voltaire and

others had a mighty part in the abolition of slavery as a

recognized institution in civilized society, the great force at

work in the anti-slavery movement was the religious influ-

ence released through the preaching of John Wesley and the

Methodists. There is considerable food for thought in his

contention that while the Wesleyans were deliberately seek-

ing to prepare men for heaven rather than to transform con-

temporary civilization, the ideas which they made powerful
tended to dignify human life and to make slavery unaccept-
able to the Christian conscience. John Wesley's influence
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was not an isolated phenomenon, although a conspicuous
one. Chrysostom and Augustine, Francis of Assisi and

Savonarola, Moody and Spurgeon, Beecher and Brooks,

Rauschenbusch and Strong, these are all something more

than the names of great men. They represent creative, trans-

forming influences which have changed human life for the

better through the ministry of preaching. Add to them the

host of forgotten men who have never figured in the

despatches, but have served as kindling and constructive

spiritual forces in the communities in which they have

preached, and you have one of the determining factors of

which the history of civilization must always take account.

John Henry Newman put so high an estimate upon the

church's part in the preservation of civilization that he as-

serted "Not a man in Europe now, who talks bravely against

the church, but owes it to the church, that he can talk at all/'

The world needs a church, and will always have a church.

Men are too much a part of each other to be able consistently

to pursue their ideals or to affirm their faith only in the first

person singular. Some sort of a spiritual fellowship is as

essential as the family or state or any other form of social

organization. It has been repeatedly pointed out that if all

existing churches were destroyed, the human, race would at

once set about creating new ones. Periodically the suggestion

is brought forward that perhaps the church had better confine

itself to the conduct of public worship and dispense with the

preaching function. The obvious reply is that to do so would

be to turn the church over to the priests and to abolish the

prophets. The church needs both types of leadership, and

the ideal minister combines the best characteristics of both.

The priest is needed to serve in a representative capacity in
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worship, and to speak for the church in the momentous hours

of death, marriage, baptism and consecration, when the

average man wants to hear not the personal opinions of any

individual, however gifted or holy, but the voice of human-

ity's historic faith in die spiritual significance of life. But the

priest needs to be supplemented by the prophet. Left to him-

self the priest becomes merely traditional, formal, verbal.

He needs the prophet who can speak out of contemporary

experience, and who can interpret the historic faith as a

present reality. It is always the prophet, not the priest, who
sees the points at which present wrong vitiates historic reli-

gion and says to the wrong-doer 'Thou art the man/' It is

the prophet who keeps alive the spirit of self-criticism within

the church, and so prevents decay. The prophet is never a

comfortable person to have about. Ecclesiastical organiza-

tions are always a bit puzzled as to what to do with him. The

petty priest, who has repeated words until they have lost

all contact with reality, is always eager to disenfranchise the

prophet, and he can generally find among his words a

formula for the process. But any church which closes the

mouths of its prophets by that act cuts itself off from ethical

power. It may not be amiss to remember that while the pre-

Revolutionary Russian church had developed a service of

ritualistic worship which was profoundly moving and exqui-

sitely lovely, it had pretty well abandoned preaching, and

by so doing lost much of its moral influence. The priest

serves at the altar. The place of the prophet is the pulpit.
If we are going to have churches at all, by all means let them

be open for untrammelled and conscientious preaching, as

well as for the ministry of worship.

Every now and then there is a demand from the pews that
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the pulpit confine itself more strictly to Its fundamental pur-

pose of preaching Christ. That is a perfectly legitimate

demand and one to which the pulpit needs to give serious

consideration. It is always an indication of failure on the

part of the preacher when his people get the impression that

he is not preaching Christ. But sometimes the man in the

pew does not fully realize the implications of his request.

He sometimes supposes that to preach Christ means to preach

contentment with things as they are, loyalty to the conven-

tional usages of his social group, and the assurance that his

meager investments in morality will draw compound interest

in the future Hfe. A fresh reading of the New Testament

would reveal to him a gospel which demands much more

than that of its adherents. Gamaliel Bradford was nearer

the truth when he wrote, "I do not dare to read the New
Testament for fear of its awakening a storm of anxiety and

self-reproach and doubt and dread of having taken the wrong

path, of having been traitor to the plain and simple God."

The only gospel worth preaching is Christ, but when Christ's

gospel is preached in its fullness it does not produce placid

satisfaction with things as they are, whether in personal, eco-

nomic or political life. It challenges the self-interest on

which so much of our modern life is based. It points out the

denials of the brotherly spirit which are inherent in much

of the existing social structure. It appeals for recruits in the

creation of a better order of things in every sphere of human

endeavor. The early Christian apostles were accused of turn-

ing the world upside down, and there is no denying that the

gospel of Christ is upsetting when it is preached in its vigor

and simplicity. But it upsets only those aspects of personal

and social life which are built on the flimsy foundations of
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selfish motives, and it upsets in order to put beneath life the

durable substructure of the motives and faith of Jesus. The

Christian message has been referred to as "the gospel which

challenges and impels/' At its best it does both. It challenges

everything in human life which is inhuman and therefore

fighting against God. It releases spiritual energy for the

tasks of moral reconstruction, and therefore brings men into

fellowship with God. At the bottom of every social and

economic question facing mankind to-day is the prior ques-

tion as to whether or not life has any spiritual significance.

Are men to be exploited as machines, or respected as the sons

of God? Is humanity caught in a trap of its own devising,

or is there a purpose for the race in the mind of a God able

to carry through His intentions? Is life at its best a curious

flicker of the flesh into awareness of itself, or was Jesus right

in asserting that life in its simplest terms is man's awareness

of God? All man's highest hopes are bound up with the

faith that life has a
spiritual meaning, spiritual possibilities,

and a spiritual background in God. Let any man be con-

vinced of the truth of this faith of Jesus, and by the same

token he is convinced that this is a gospel worth preaching
in a time like ours.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE CHURCH AND THE PERSECUTED

YOUNGER churchmen, looking at the history of human
relations involving Christian churches and other culture

groups in America, have observed with grave concern the

primitive tribal attitudes which have prevailed. The law of

the jungle, live and annihilate that which is different, has

characterized in a large measure the behavior of Christians

toward other cultures, reproducing the patterns that have

determined the mutual relations of cultural groups in Europe.
Toward Judaism on the continent, for example, Christians

have a record of outrages worthy of Dillinger gunmen.

Again, the Roman Catholic Inquisition and widespread per-

secutions of Protestants in Europe were echoed later in

America when Protestants rose against the Irish in the

"Know-Nothing" movement in the 1850's, organized the

anti-Catholic "A. P. A." in the so-called Gay Nineties, and

rolled up two and a half million members for the Ku-Klux

Klan in the twentieth century.

The inevitable question ^yhich arises in the minds of

thoughtful Christian youth today is "How did we get that

way?"
To answer that question is a longer and more complicated

undertaking than the limits of this chapter permit. Anthro-

pological, sociological, psychological, historical and economic
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factors are involved. One element in the situation, however,

can be discussed and that concerns the degree to which

democracy among culture-groups is possible. At first thought
it may seem that in the American political democracy the fact

of the existence of a community of cultures has already been

accepted, for has not the tribal practice of live, and annihilate

been displaced quite generally by the rule of live, and let

live? An ever-increasing number of younger churchmen are

unsatisfied with the condescending toleration of the latter

attitude, infinitely more desirable than the former though it

may be. Men and women of all ages are insisting not merely

on the recognition, but on a cordial appreciation of group
differences. They ask for associated living upon the plane of

mutual respect. They hope for a conscious community-
mindedness among groups. In short, the higher concept

which they have in mind for inter-cultural relations, is live,

and help live,

But before going further into theory, analysis of a concrete

illustration may be profitable. Take, for instance, the Chris-

tians and the Jews. First of all, what are the plain facts?

The origin of cultural differences between these two groups
traces back to the Hellenizing influences of Stephen and

Paul, under whose leadership the sea within Judaism known
as the followers of Jesus (an Irsaelite who had remained

a synagogue Jew as long as he lived) abrogated Jewish law

and custom. The new culture was born in persecution and

martyrdom, for Stephen, a Gentile proselyte, was stoned by
certain Jewish bigots when he asserted that Jesus of Nazareth

had freed that denomination from the Mosaic law. Paul,

when he united with the radical movement, became its great-

est instrument in so adapting the new cult as to make it
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acceptable to the non-Jewish world. As this new religion

conquered the western world, it was, in a measure, conquered

by it, as all conquerors are changed by their conquests, and

Greek and Roman influences increased the differences be-

tween Christianity and Judaism. A new set of sanctities,

folkways, loyalties and symbols came to differentiate Chris-

tians from Jews: to the Jews, as time went on, Christians

became frightfully unlike and strange; to the Christians, Jews

appeared as outsiders with outlandish beliefs and ways of

behaving. In the development which followed, an even

wider "social distance/* as the sociologists put it, cut a chasm

between Christians and Jews. The discussion in this para-

graph has omitted supernatural considerations which Chris-

tians hold valid. The point is that Jewish-Christian relations

were initiated in an atmosphere of coercion and violence on

the part of prevailing Jewish masses. Later, Christians

reacted similarly toward Jews.

The Middle Ages found the Christians numerically domi-

nant. Feeling their power, Christians turned persecutors and

attempted in every way possible to bind the future of the

Jews. The following incidents of four bloody centuries

beginning with the eleventh, indicate the nature of the course

pursued. The story is told completely in "A History of the

Jews" by Dr. A, L. Sachar.

In the eleventh century it became an annual custom in the week

between Palm Sunday and Easter Monday, when the priests de-

scribed the sufferings of Jesus, to pelt the Jews with mud and

stones whenever they appeared.
The count of the city of Toulouse had the legal right to slap

the face of the Jewish leader on Good Friday.

In 1078, Hildebrand, then Pope Gregory VII, issued a law for-
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bidding Christian Kingdoms to employ Jews in any public

capacity.

In three months time the First Crusade butchered twelve thou-

sand Jews.

The economic motive led competitive traders to encourage
destruction of Jews. The entire Jewish community in Carenton,

France, was wiped out, and after five hundred Jews in York, Eng-

land, had been put to death the mob went to the church reposi-

tory and destroyed the records of indebtedness to all Jews.

Life was not the same in Europe after the holocausts of the

Crusades. Normal, civilized life among the Jews disintegrated,

and the caricature of what Jews might be, was created the pariah
with bent back, hunted look, and obsequious manner, bitter yet

fearful.

The glorious thirteenth century brought Dante, Aquinas, St.

Francis, great cathedrals and prosperous commerce, to Christians,

and to Jews the yellow badge of shame, segregation in ghettos,

complete loss of self-respect, and degeneration of mind and
spirit.

It was the Lateran Council in 1215 which decreed that all

Jews were to wear a distinctive garment or badge to set them

apart from other men, a yellow circle to be worn on back or

breast, or a hideous pointed cap on the head. This mark of shame

brought insult, stones and curses, and, completely ostracized, the

Jews were driven to slink like cats in alley-ways, Jews ceased to

dress with care or to walk with head erect. They lost the ability

to speak with ease, as they bowed and scraped their way past
Christian tormentors.

Twenty-four cartloads of Talmudic literature were burned in

the streets of Paris by order of church and state dignitaries in

1242.

The thirteenth century accusation that Jews had desecrated the

sacramental wafer ignited an inflamed hysteria, and every Jew in

one hundred and forty communities was burned or butchered to

death.

The outrageous accusation that Jews killed Christian children

for sacrificial blood rites resulted in pagan torturing of Jews, and
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maliciously discredited Jews from the Middle Ages even into the

nineteenth century.

With the dawn of the fourteenth century, sixteen thousand

Jews were uprooted and exiled by England.
Indicted as the cause of the plague of the Black Death, Strass-

burg mobs dragged 1,800 Jews to the cemetery and burned them

alive; afterwards their possessions were divided among Chris-

tians. Two hundred and ten Jewish neighborhoods were wrecked.

In the fifteenth century the church ordered Christians not to

eat with Jews, never to employ them as physicians nor admit

Jews to any public trust. The ghetto rule was reinforced, assign-

ing Jews to proscribed quarters.

Martin Luther exclaimed in the sixteenth century, "If the Jews
refuse to be converted, we ought not to suffer them or bear with

them longer." In the same period Frankfort am Main confined

four thousand Jews in a narrow ghetto with severely restricted

rules.

Every thoughtful Christian who reads records like these

may well gasp just a bit as he realizes that as recently as the

1920's the chronic plague of trouble between Christians and

Jews broke out on American soil in the Ku-Klux Klan. The

Nazis turned back the clock in the 1930's. One can under-

stand, therefore, why the Jews feel jumpy and jittery today:

when Hitler says that Jews shall live as outlanders, and never

as citizens of the state, Jews know what that means! The

ignominious experiences in the Middle Ages scarred the

Jewish memory with the nightmare spectacle of an outcast

people. When a government issues Nordic cards to non-Jews
for identification purposes, as Germany began to do in 1934,

Jews know what that means! They were broken in spirit by

the yellow fcadge of shame for hundreds of years. When a

Nazi propaganda ministry directs school teachers to indoc-

trinate little children with hatred of their Jewish playmates,
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Jews know what that means! Eveiy living mother and father

in Jewish homes in every land today shrinks with dread from

the possibility of having to explain to their innocent chil-

dren why Christian children scorn them, and exclude them,

and abuse them because they are Jews. One of the severest

indictments which can be brought against the church is its

complacency today in the face of the unparalleled persecution

of the Jews in Germany and its repercussions in the United

States. For by leaving to the Jews themselves the responsi-

bility for voicing the indignant protest that the situation de-

mands, they contribute indirectly an increase in anti-Semitism

at home. The vehemence of the Jews, though both natural

and justified, may aggravate the disease of anti-Semitism,

arrested but never wholly cured here.

In the opinion of younger churchmen the time has come

for the churches and synagogues to focus their attention and

their consciences upon this question of the relation of Jew
and Christian. Christianity and Judaism are two human cul-

tures, the boundaries of which separate their constituencies

into two types of civilization, more or less distinct. Each

group is too much influenced by past experiences marked by

bitterness, and each is chained by prejudices against the

other, both the bitter experiences and the prejudices being

products largely or eras that the world has passed by. What,
then can be done in this situation?

The first and immediate consideration is for the Christian

church to immunize its members against the phobia of anti-

Semitism. This is a task of huge proportion for preachers
and religious educators. Medieval exclusions of Jews and

wornout opinions about Jews can be sloughed off, and adults

and children can be conditioned with more just and more
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appreciative attitudes by the church school and the pulpit. It

is worth doing for its own sake; un-Christlike behavior

toward Jews has too long marred Christian history. More-

over, by concentrating on this immediate intercultural prob-
lem the A B Cs of intergroup relations may be learned,

preparing people to deal intelligently with the more com-

plicated difficulties of relations between nations, between

Negroes and whites, and between the Occident and the

Orient. If the problem of relations between Jews and

Catholics, so insistent and so dose at hand, cannot be solved

in terms of a Christian way of life, what hope is there that

our Christian culture is equal to the solution of the wider

problems of race and national relations which confront us

in the modern world? If you cannot love the Jew whom you
have seen, how can you love the Japanese whom you have

not seen?

In the second place, Christians can begin to bring up a

generation which thinks in terms of cultural pluralism. Until

now, both Christians and Jews have consciously or uncon-

sciously conceived of civilization too much in a totalitarian

fashion, as, "Christian" on the one hand, "Jewish" on the

other. The ordinary assumption in the past has been that the

ultimate solution of the difficulties in human relations in this

area was a kind of cultural monism, one group dominating

all, by fair means or foul. The present outlook calls for a

society of diverse culture groups dwelling side by side in civic

parity. It is not a question of watering down religious con-

victions: in a society which accepts cultural pluralism reli-

gious distinctions can be respected and maintained. Cultural

pluralism implies the kind of society of which John Dewey

speaks when he says that in a true democracy individuals will
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We must reverence their right to their reverences, and respect

their dignities and values, for only thereby can a rich and varied

society, so possible in this continent because of the diverse racial

elements, be achieved.

It is our responsibility as Christian youth to undertake all the

activities we can which will broaden the lines of communication

and cooperation between culture groups.

When Professor Torrey translated, on the basis of the

Aramaic language which Jesus used, the sentence, "Be ye

therefore perfect even as your heavenly Father is perfect,"

new insight for human relations was given: "Be therefore

all-including," Torrey phrased it, "even as your heavenly

Father includes all/' That is the plea of younger diurdimen:

that the church be all-including in distributing justice, and

as it has a record of a thousand years of inhumanity toward

the Jew, let Christians begin a thousand years of decent

treatment of the Jew; that the dmrdi be all-including in its

application of religious idealism, and mobilize together with

the synagogue to secure human rights for Negroes, a new

economic order, world peace, and other mutual social ideals.

Younger churchmen insist upon the principle of induding-

all not as an act of toleration, merely, but as a matter of

inherent American rights required for all. Christianity in-

vokes the induding-aU practice; democracy sustains it. More-

over, there is no growth of greatness in any man's spirit apart

from the including-all principle, and the one who denies it is

more damned than he who is denied.
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CHAPTER XVII

THE CHURCH MUST WORSHIP

MANY younger churchmen feel that the Protestant Evan-

gelical churches in America today are in a perilous condition.

They are losing sight of the "chief end of man." Historic

Christianity, Eastern, Roman and Protestant, tells us clearly

and unmistakably that man's greatest function is to worship
God. The Master himself taught, "Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul and with

all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment/' But

the majority of Protestants do not believe this. Although

they number millions, few attend regularly the services of

worship. Empty pews are the constant characteristic of our

Sunday services. "How can we bring our people to church?"

is the question on the lips of every interested clergyman and

layman. The result is perilous to the welfare of this great

branch of the Christian church. Not only has it lost the art

of worship; it is losing the desire to worship!

And, more tragic than that, is the feeling of many who do

attend church regularly that they are told again and again

what they ought to do but are not shown how to do it. They
hear the Social Gospel proclaimed earnestly and enthusias-

tically; they listen patiently to the most advanced ideas of

religious pedagogy and theology; they are told that modern

science is Christianity's strongest ally; but they are still grop-
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ing for the power and strength to put this knowledge into

practice. They are not finding in their worship the spiritual

dynamic and compelling drive to live the individual and

corporate Christ-like life that is held up before them. The

very effectiveness of our great preachers is our greatest handi-

cap; their eloquent and vivid sermons picture for us the

Kingdom; we see it and realize what we might be, but we

search in vain for the power to make it a reality. Con-

sequently, we lose hope in the Kingdom. Our helplessness

enervates our desire, and our religion becomes like our

weather something we talk of but do nothing about.

Many young churchmen are deeply concerned with this

condition of their church. They realize more and more the

impotency of Protestantism. They eagerly watch the efforts

of certain leading pastors to recover the lost art of worship

for their congregations. Our church is slowly and painfully

awakening to this need. That is why young churchmen are

hopeful.

The causes of this loss of interest and, therefore, ability

to worship, are many* We are unconscious of most of them

because they are part of our social and intellectual environ-

ment and not distinctly labeled "religious." Chief of these,

perhaps, is the fact that Protestantism is still on the Reforma-

tion "rebound." Although that event occurred over four hun-

dred years ago, we are still deeply antagonistic to anything

that savors of the Pre-Reformation Church. This is partic-

ularly true of forms of worship. We are so eager to escape

from the lion of "Romanish" practices that we are unaware

of the bear of vacuous worship into whose arms we have run.

At its best the Reformation was nothing more than the

cutting away froto certain superstitions and sterile practices;
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we still have ahead of us the task to achieve the goal, to pur-

sue which, our forefathers fought to be free. Yet in the field

of worship we seem satisfied to rest on laurels won four

hundred years ago, quite unmindful of the real task for

which that battle freed us.

Another cause of our indifference is the subtle influence of

our cherished individualism. For four centuries we have

prided ourselves on our laissez-faire economics, our political

freedom and our almost anarchic conception of democracy.

Our religious practices could not escape this environment.

Such piety as was developed was mystic and individualistic.

It bound the individual soul but not the community or

nation, to say nothing of the denomination (sic!), to God.

This left no need for corporate worship. The goal of the

Christian religion was to save "my" soul, not "our" soul.

Literally we said "Our Father, which art in heaven," but

practically we acted "My Father, which art in heaven."

Science has also contributed its part to our devotional

enervation. Until recently we thought that loyalty to the

laboratory required desertion from the church. The God of

science displaced the God of the church. We did not recog-

nize the limitations of science. Instead of displacing Chris-

tianity it is actually enlarging it. Now we are 'beginning to

see that the power science has given us is another demand

upon the necessity of spiritual power to control this giant

so that it will serve us and not harm us. We realize more and

more that the technique of the laboratory is not necessarily

the technique of the church. One can be scientific in the

twentieth century sense of the word, and still worship God in

hymns and prayers and paeans of praise written in the first

century. The timidity which we feel in the light of science
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need no longer prevent us from reaching out to worship

God, This is not a plea for unscientific worship; rather, it is

a fervent plea for worship which will be more than scientific;

a worship which will lead us not only into the further

knowledge of Law, but onward and upward into the experi-

ence of Spiritual Truth.

The combined effect of these three aspects of our modern

environment has crystallized our attitude toward worship so

that we instinctively regard all devotional practices which

antedate the Reformation, laissez-faire capitalism and mod-

ern science as outworn and useless, and almost anything that is

later. Preaching has replaced adoration; activity has replaced

silence; barrenness has replaced beauty, as new and, there-

fore, effective. 'The present impotency of Protestantism elo-

quently bespeaks the result of this attitude.

Thus, the immediate task before the evangelical churches

in America today is to recover the art of worship. Without

corporate worship there can be no corporate strength.

Psychologically and spiritually the latter must proceed from

the former.

Obviously there is no one solution to this problem. Hu-

man backgrounds, temperaments and needs differ widely. In

the past devout men and women have worshipped effectively

in different ways, and there is no reason to believe there will

be any change. However, there are certain conditions and

basic elements of effective corporate worship which we have

lost sight of today. Until these are recovered we cannot hope
to release the dormant strength of Protestantism.

The conditions of successful worship appear to be:

1. A clear idea of the God whom we worship. Theology
is not a popular subject with us. Too long have we tried to
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get along without paying much attention to it. In our

modernity we look down upon certain doctrines of yesterday

as childish and primitive, but we have not yet formulated

new ones to take their places. Our theology must be brought

up to date if we are to worship intelligently. We must

formulate a clear idea of God, His Nature, Properties, and

purpose. When we behold Him as Creator and Sustainer of

the universe and all that therein Is; when we see Him as the

God of justice and righteousness; when we perceive His Love

as revealed in Jesus and His Guiding Hand in the Holy

Spirit; when we realize that He Is in us and in our world,

working with us, suffering with us, sharing with us, building

His Kingdom amongst us then, we cannot help but wor-

ship Him!

2. The necessity of humility. The greatest obstacle to

worship is pride. It is greater than indifference because it Is

openly hostile. Not until we humble ourselves before the

Majestic Power and Perfect Love of the Christ-like God can

He exalt us. Unfortunately, we have carried over into our

attitude toward God our idea of democracy. Among the chil-

dren of God there Is a sense of equality and rightly so; but,

can there in any sense be an equality between creatures and

their Creator, except where the Creator has granted it?

Equality connotes a degree of independence, but how are

we independent of God upon whom we lean for everything?

When we realize our complete dependence upon God, then,

we approach Him humbly and by that attitude toward Him
enable Him to work with us and through us.

3. A keen sense of the social nature of Christianity. His-

toric Protestantism has been chiefly concerned with the indi-

vidual and his salvation. The influence of laissez-faire
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capitalism has its effect. Our forefathers demanded their

right to exploit nature (and also their fellow men) without

interference and without regulation. Adam Smith's "Wealth

of Nations" was hailed as the only way man could carry on

his business; the Kingdom of God as taught by Jesus was for-

gotten. Smith was "practical," Jesus was a "theorist." Man's

economic system controlled his religious system, and Prot-

estant individualism was the result. The only purpose of the

church was to save a man's soul.

However, now that laissez-faire capitalism has hopelessly

broken down, we see the inadequacy of its Christian counter-

part. Christian individualism never was successful, but in

the rush of exploiting nature we did not realize its failure.

Now we are slowly perceiving that only a social gospel will

save society. In turning back to our New Testament we are

rediscovering the Kingdom of God as the central focus of

the Gospel. We are finding there the answer to the cry of

today for salvation. We know now that there is no such

thing as individual salvation apart from social salvation.

The Fatherhood of God demands the Brotherhood of Man.

The result of this rediscovery is that our worship must be

reset to accommodate it. Christian worship should impress

upon us again and again the fact that we are "our brother's

keeper," that we serve God only in so far as we serve our

fellow men; that economic, political and social systems which

exploit and oppress man must be fought as new incarnations

of the Devil.

4. Successful worship is achieved only by the painful path
of discipline. It does not require much discipline to think

and talk about the Kingdom, .but it does require a great deal

to build up the spiritual power necessary to create the King-
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dom among the children of men. This is, perhaps, the great-

est problem among Protestants. As in all social movements,

we must sacrifice our personal freedom for the sake of the

group. We must learn that any liturgy and even any creed

will contain one or two items which will not meet the ap-

proval of each member of the congregation. Rather than

attempt to draw up such liturgies and creeds as will meet

with exact and universal approval, we must use those that set

forth clearly and vividly the main elements of our faith.

Otherwise, relatively unimportant details will ruin the

attempt to develop our corporate power.

Furthermore, we clergy and laity alike must resolve to take

our part in the congregation, to worship regularly and en-

thusiastically Sunday after Sunday, to make whatever changes

we desire by the democratic method, which is the basis of

Protestantism, and to train ourselves and, by our example,

our brethren to believe that only by worshipping together

can we hope to work together. We must nail the flag of the

Kingdom to our masthead and sail the ship of congregational

worship through storm and calm until we land on the shore

where corporate power is to be found. Deserters will only

further disorganize the skeleton crew and increase the labor

of the faithful. As discipline is the backbone of any crew, so

is it the backbone of successful corporate worship.

When at least these four conditions of worship are met,

we shall be ready to proceed wMiouf liturgy or order of serv-

ice. What that will be depends not only on our ideas of the

God whom we worship but also on what we believe He

requires of us.

That brings us to the question, "What is worship?" The

verdict of Christian experience is that worship is entering
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into the presence of God. It is more than thinking and

talking about God, it is feeling Him near at hand; it is to

behold Him "high and lifted up and His Glory fills the

temple." In the presence of such Majesty and Sovereignty

and Love we can do nothing but adore Him. Adoration is

the heart of worship. It is the crown of aspiring love. It is

the spontaneous pouring out of ourselves in awe, and praise,

and thanksgiving, and love before Him. It is the complete

lifting up of our hearts and souls and minds before His

Eternal Throne.

Unfortunately, Protestants do not like the word "adora-

tion." It smacks of superstition, of idol worship, as some-

thing unworthy of a rational being. But the experience of

the saints of all brandies of the Christian church Eastern,

Roman, Protestant, Quaker tells us that only through adora-

tion can we enter completely into the Presence of God. We
can learn much about the worship of God from our Roman

brethren. We should be humble enough to recognize that

their corporate power and their church attendance is due to

their emphasis upon adoration. We are excusing ourselves

more than accurately interpreting them when we think it is

primarily due to fear. There are too many learned and in-

telligent members of the Roman Church for us to hold they

all are motivated primarily by fear.

If the inclusive idea of worship is adoration, then, the ele-

ments that naturally follow are:

1. Confession of our sins. In the presence of the Christ-

like God we are immediately struck, as Isaiah was centuries

ago, by our unworthiness. "Woe is me! for I am undone;
because I am a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst

of a people of unclean lips; for mine eyes have seen the

King, the Lord of hosts."
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"Sin" is another unsavory word to us. We regard it as a

mechansm to instill fear in the hearts of people; as an undue

emphasis upon the negative side of our life; as acts directly

against the demands of a priestly cult. To use the word in

such a limited sense is to misuse it. Sin literally means "miss-

ing the mark/* It includes not only "the things we have

done which we ought not to have done/' but also "the things

we have not done which we ought to have done/' It means

not only personal inadequacies but social inadequacies. In

that full sense none of us are outside its scope. Anyone who
does not feel a deep sense of humility in the presence of the

Christlike God either does not know what the Christlike God
is or is too proud to recognize His Greatness. We will con-

fess our personal and social shortcomings in order that God
can forgive us*

2. Absolution. After we have confessed our sins, the min-

ister will proclaim the forgiving nature of God. He will

remind us that when we repent and not until then God
will forgive us our sins and cleanse us from all unrighteous-

ness. If we really and truly believed this and realized that

corporate sin is forgiven in corporate worship, nothing could

keep us away from church!

3. Praise. We are now really to proceed with our acknowl-

edgment of God's greatness. It is here that we use the

prophetic poetry of die ages. We enter into fellowship with

the faithful of all time in adding our praise to theirs. Their

hymns become our hymns; their spirit becomes our spirit.

Through praise the distinctly Christian element of Joy enters

into our service.

4. Instruction. In order to assure the development of our

knowledge of God and His Purpose for us, we need to learn

more about Him. This is done by readings from the Bible
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and other inspired books of the church; by responsive psalms
and canticles; and by sermons. This is the formal educa-

tional part of our service. We honor God by learning more

about Him.

5. Intercession. We do not approach the Christlike God
as lone and separate individuals. We are bound together by

our common Brotherhood. We will pray for that Brother-

hood, for the coming of the Kingdom, for all the needs of a

Kingdom-conscious people, for "all sorts and conditions of

men/'

6. Petition. We will also pray for ourselves. Our partic-

ular needs will be presented to Him who is able to make us

worthy members of His Kingdom.
7. Thanksgiving. Gratitude is not only the expression of

our thanks to God for "all His benefits/' but it is the only

way through which we can grow in our appreciation of His

Love. Therefore, it is a necessary part of our worship. It

reminds us of the true nature of His blessings, and deepens
our desire to receive them and use them.

8. Re-dedication. This is the climax of our worship. In

return for God's gift to us of Himself, the only appropriate

offering we can make is that of ourselves. We rededicate

ourselves, humbly and sincerely, as willing vehicles to trans-

port His Redeeming Love to the world. We pledge ourselves

as a group to serve him faithfully; to try our best to build his

Kingdom with His power.

9. Silence. The Quakers can teach us a great deal of the

power of corporate silence. It affords an opportunity for God
to speak to us through the welling up in our minds of our

consciousness of Him. We "wait upon the Lord" in quiet-

ness and we are strengthened by the stillness of His
Spirit.
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We have brought our service up to this point through the

assistance of liturgies; now we are wrapped in the "living

silence*
'

of His presence. He has transcended all barriers and

enters into us as deeply and fully as we allow Him. The

benediction is pronounced quietly and simply, and the service

closes.

Whatever liturgy we may use should include an active

response from the congregation in every part. There can be

no participation without sharing. The minister is not the

only one taking part in the service; it is the minister and the

congregation together that is the essence of corporate

worship.

Many younger churchmen believe that when services of

worship are based upon these conditions and include these

elements we shall arrive at that spiritual stage where the

corporate power to serve God effectively will be bestowed

upon us. The Gospel will not only be proclaimed and taught,

but built into our social fabric; we will not only be children

of this world, but children of God's Eternal Kingdom; we

will not only be the children of men but the children of the

Christ-like God, worshipping Him and serving Him effec-

tively.
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CHAPTER XVIII

THE INTERNATIONAL PROTESTANT CHURCH

THE International Protestant Church does not exist. But

that is not to say that the life of non-Roman Christianity is

incapable of finding ecumenical expression. I want to deal

with the question not from the point of view of theory: but

from the standpoint of practical contemporary experience,

viewed rather personally. I am writing this in London, Eng-

land, where I am attending the annual sessions of the Federal

Council and the National Free Church Council of England.
The reason for my being here is not personal but official. It

is as a fraternal representative of the Federal Council of the

Churches of Christ in America that I am invited to attend

and address these delegates of the non-conformist churches

in England. This noon I lunched with Dr. Rushbrooke who
is the Secretary of the Baptist World Alliance and a few

short weeks ago in Berlin, Germany, I had the pleasure of

attending a meeting of that body which has touch with prac-

tically the whole world. This afternoon I had tea with Dr.

J. D. Jones, president of the Congregational International

Council, and we were discussing memories of the last meet-

ing of that body at his church in Bournemouth. A few weeks

ago I happened to have tea in Edinburgh with the present

president of the Presbyterian World Alliance; and still more

recently in Switzerland I was with one of the distinguished

past presidents of that organization.

279
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If I may continue for a moment in this same manner I

would add some other references to experiences of recent

weeks which indicate the existence of a growing manifold

of world-wide international organizations built up by the

Anglican, Protestant, and Orthodox Churches. In July there

met in Scotland the Central Bureau for Inter-Church Aid of

the Evangelical Churches of Europe. In that connection we

were dealing with the problems of the weaker churches,

particularly in Central and Southern Europe. And there

came under review the record of almost a dozen years of

continuous activity in this work of brotherly helpfulness,

done without distinction of denomination and with the

underlying conviction that a common responsibility lies upon
all to strengthen and encourage the weaker churches as they

face the waves of atheism, extreme nationalism, and secular-

ism which roll in upon them from all sides. The fact that

the great newspapers of Scotland and England dealt gener-

ously with the reports from this annual meeting of the

Bureau indicated the public conviction that it deals not with

narrow national Church life but with the broader and deeper
life of an invisible but real international Church which

knows no bounds save human need and no ultimate loyalty

save that to the universal Christ

Following Edinburgh came Oxford. There I touched

again two more expressions of this modern urge for ecu-

menical Christianity. One was the meeting of the World
Alliance of Y. M. C. A/s. The other was the final meeting of

the annual "houseparty" of the Group Movement. In both

of these gatherings in quite different ways, one found the

evidence that an increasingly large number of churchmen of

all kinds are thinking and acting internationally. Particularly
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in the first of these two meetings there was a distinct world-

consciousness. In the halls of Balliol College and in the

ancient church of St. Mary the Virgin we faced together the

challenges of the modern world to Christian youth of all

churches. John R. Mott in the latter circle and Frank Buch-

man in the former were in themselves and by reason of

their activities evidences of the sweep and reach of contempo-

rary church life. Whatever else one might say about the

movements associated with each of these personalities, one

would have to admit that they are in no sense confined to

any denomination or group of denominations, certainly not

to any one nation.

At Oxford these two wholly different Christian groups

were dealing with the message and the method of Christian

world work. And the kind of thinking that comes out of

such consultations is in itself a living witness to something

real in the life of ecumenical Christianity.

From Oxford I went to Copenhagen and came into touch

with the Conference of Religious Liberals. Meeting in an

old Unitarian Church these delegates from most of the

modern world were handling the same problems from the

point of view congenial to those who are still proud to be

known as liberal and progressive. The members of this

particular group with whom I had the longest conversations

were Bishop Gregorio Aglipay and Bishop Isabelo de los

Reyes of Manila, who represented the remarkable develop-

ment of a liberal Catholic Church in the Islands. Nothing

very narrow or nationalistic about that expression of con-

temporary dhturchmanship!

But Denmark was host to two other quite different organi-

zations this summer. From beautiful Copenhagen where I
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had the pleasure of addressing a huge audience of Danes in

company with a British Bishop, the Orthodox Archbishop
of Bulgaria, the Bishop of Novi-Sad, Jugoslavia, the Presi-

dent of the French Protestant Church Federation, and a

superintendent of the German Evangelical Church I went

to the little Island of Fano in the North Sea for the joint

sessions of the Universal Christian Council and the World

Alliance for International Friendship through the Churches.

One who knows the work of these bodies in the many lands

where they are increasingly strong can at once recognize

something which has every aspect of true ecumenicity. (If

you don't like that word, and I confess I do not, please think

up another which means the same and is as short!)

During the ten very full days more than a hundred dele-

gates from the whole of the Western World and the Orient

dealt with the emergent problems of Church and State

struggling to find common ways by which non-Roman

churches may assert effectively the supremacy of loyalty to

Christ and His Church in the face of pressure which has

come to most dangerous expression in Hitlerite Germany.
The struggle against State worship, against economic im-

perialism, autocracy, nationalism, and war was acute in the

minds of all: and the values of common thinking from

widely different backgrounds and church connections was

apparent as we listened to Russians, Germans, Danes, Scots,

Englishmen, Americans, and Orientals. No one who lis-

tened to those discussions could come away thinking that the

modern Church is without promise in the face of even

desperate challenges from other institutions claiming the

allegiance of mankind. In particular it was illuminating to

watch the efforts of this representative group to be of aid in
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the present German church struggle. A commanding utter-

ance, issued in friendship and only after long discussion with

the Germans themselves, voiced the universal concern of

Christians over the prostitution of the Church which is tak-

ing place under Hitler and his associates. Ways were found

to recognize and encourage the brave opposition pastors and

their congregations. What Rome is to the Roman Catholics

struggling for the preservation of the identity and freedom

of their Church, the Universal Christian Council is to

the Evangelical Church of Germany. One could be very

thankful that they did not have to turn in their extremity to

denominational bodies. Curiously and unfortunately, no

American Lutheran was present: but there were American

Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and Meth-

odists, who understood German and were deeply desirous of

helping their German brethren as fellow-heirs to the same

liberty in Christ, the same unchanging truth, the same house-

hold of faith.

The fact that every newspaper in Europe wanted full

reports of what went on at Fano may be interpreted by the

cynic as simply the result of morbid interest in a fight among
churchmen. But it was not a fight! There were deep differ-

ences, and some things happened which would not be re-

garded as altogether friendly by the officials of the German

Evangelical Church. Yet in it all there was present an

atmosphere of comprehension, as well as comprehensiveness;

of charity as well as conviction; of helpfulness as well as

criticism. Ecumenical Christianity at its best was seen to be

constructive, characterized by a common sense of sin, a com-

mon desire for unity, and a common realization of depend-
ence upon the unique and indispensable leadership of Jesus.
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The World Alliance in its deliberations dealt with the

munitions traffic, with the threats to peace seen in many of

the modern trends which the Church could meet if it would

act unitedly, and with plans for increased aaivity among

youth. A joint youth conference, under the combined aus-

pices of the Alliance and the Universal Christian Council,

brought together an able and fearless group of young men

and women from all over Europe, including Germany, and

one saw in their attitude toward war something of the possi-

bilities of such common action. Particularly interesting, per-

haps, was the fact that one of the aggressive leaders of that

group is a young man who came first as a communist to get

information on which to base a more effective fight against

Christianity. Like Paul, he who came to persecute was so

impressed by what he found that he was converted to Christ's

way of meeting human need. Abandoning his economic de-

terminism, his atheism, his trust in force, he cast his lot with

the ecumenical movement as the most promising agency for

combating the evils of modern life.

The presence at both Fano meetings of an official of the

International Labor Office was but another sign of the man-

ner in which the world influence and developing interna-

tional work of such bodies is regarded by those who are

passionately committed to the task of improving working
conditions and removing the existing .threats to peace
between classes and nations alike.

If I may be pardoned for adding yet further to this cata-

logue of meetings, I may note two more. The first of these

was a meeting of the Continuation Committee of the Lau-

sanne Conference on Faith and Order. Although the ex-

penses of no delegates were paid by the Committee and only
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forty had been expected, when we assembled in Hertenstein,

Switzerland, there were double that number on hand* Here

is another approach to the problem of a divided Church. To
those who view it in the abstract it may or may not seem to

hold out promise of concrete results. But to those of us who
have been in touch with it constantly since that memorable

meeting in Lausanne in 1927 it is seen to be developing in

ways that may yet yield valuable and lasting fruit. To the

theoretical and somewhat academic commissions dealing with

abstract theological questions the Committee added a new

one on the empirical, or practical, approach to unity and

gave it a mandate to prepare for the next session of the world

conference in 1937 a study of the ways in which unity has

been achieved and of the factors which must be dealt with

on the practical side before a more united Church can come

to be.

The second Hertenstein conference (first, as a matter of

fact, in point of time) was that of a small informal consulta-

tive group which has been gathering for several years under

the chairmanship of Dr. William Temple, Archbishop of

York, to discuss closer relationships and a harmonized pro-

gram for the five best known Christian world movements.

These are the International Missionary Council, the World

Student Christian Federation, the Lausanne Conference, the

World Alliance of Friendship, and the Universal Christian

Council for Life and Work. We continued there a process

which has been going on with increasing promise, making

possible more effective service to the world interests of the

churches. Out of this has come the elimination of overlap-

ping, the exchange of workers, the consolidation of some

offices, common employment of certain officials, and the co-
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operative planning of all future world gatherings represent-

ing the non-Roman churches. This may not sound very

remarkable but, believe it or not, it is something new under

the sun!

It will be obvious to the reader who has followed to this

point that I for one cannot feel that International Protestant-

ism is non-existent! It is a very definite reality; although to

tell the truth it falls far short of what we all hope for. But

those who talk glibly about what it should be are too often

blissfully unaware of the difficulties to be overcome. We
must never underrate the formidable nature of that task.

Here we have Christian churches of hundreds of kinds in

over sixty nations. The Bible is available to them in over

nine hundred dialects. Evidently any effective world organi-

zation of them all must be prepared to deal with almost

insurmountable language difficulties. The handicaps of dis-

tance and expense in getting representatives together is self-

evident. Then come psychological differences. One has to

come into close personal contact with them to realize their

true force. But even more important is the problem of

reaching the mass of church people in our manifold churches

throughout the world with any practical means or methods

for building up the sense of unity. Theoretically this exists

among Roman Catholics. From personal experience I must

admit a doubt as to how far it really does exist. What has

happened recently in Mexico, Spain, and Italy gives point to

this observation. To be sure the clergy of the Roman Church

has an ecumenical consciousness. The system of the Papacy
and the Thomistic emphasis in education insure it. We have

nothing comparable and probably desire nothing exactly

comparable!
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A further difficulty grows out of the tendency to over-

simplification in the minds of most enthusiasts for world

unity. This is an aspect of the psychological problem already

noted. Americans are prone to think of the problem as much
less complex than it really is. Many Europeans go to the

other extreme. Both groups envisage solutions which are

congenial to their own historical past and contemporary pref-

erences. The appalling ignorance which exists in all parts

of the Christian Church with respect to other parts is a major

difficulty. And since people in general will not take the

trouble to know the facts concerning even their own churches

it is evident that effective knowledge of others is practically

unattainable for the masses. An aspect of this ignorance

which strikes one particularly in America is the constantly

recurring tendency always to want to start some new world

movement to express a particular interest in one approach
or one emphasis dear to die initiator.

Again, one sees with sorrow the tendency to confuse

means and ends. Organization always tempts its devotees to

confusion of this nature. Even among the officials of the

greatest modern Christian movements one finds this almost

fatal weakness. It is the more regrettable when one stops

to think that all the contemporary movements in the non-

Roman Christian world are based on the same constituency!

Their real future lies not in rivalry but in cooperation and

coordination. But to hear their leaders talk one would some-

times think that they suppose the future to lie wholly with

one such organization as against the rest. The common as-

sumption in the average American church that home and

foreign missions are two quite different undertakings is an

example of what is meant here. The pastor who has over-
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come that difficulty by presenting the total work of the

Church as an integrated whole will know how to proceed in

making the same integrating presentation of the ecumenical

task of the churches in all its fulness.

I do not wish to dwell on difficulties. We do need to be

certain that we recognize them and are prepared to meet

them intelligently. Whatever tends to build up a world-

consciousness of unity is important for those committed to it.

And what means now lie at hand! Only in recent times have

international conferences become frequent and relatively

numerous. The presence in Geneva, where the headquarters

of the major Christian world movements are located, of

almost sixty international bodies is significant. The up-

building of the International Missionary Council following

the 1910 conference in Edinburgh is most encouraging. To

anyone who has watched it from the early stages to its pres-

ent development there is no need for ultimate pessimism
about the possibilities along similar lines in other fields of

church activity. Now that the International Missionary Coun-

cil has formally accepted in its Executive Committee meet-

ing at Salisbury, England, this summer the responsibility

for building up the Oriental section of the Universal Chris-

tian Council, a process of more effective integration may be

said to have begun.

As I have already suggested, the existence of organiza-
tions is to many minds almost a positive evil. No one who
deals with them can fail to see their dangers and weaknesses.

But at the same time their indispensable character must be

recognized. World unity must be a great ideal, a great pas-

sion, a major objective of the Christian who understands the

implications of his Lord's Life and Work. But it must find
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symbolic and visible expression. It cannot live solely in the

realm of ideas, although it must first live there before it can

live in the flesh. The International Protestant I should pre-

fer to say Non-Roman Church of the future will not be

like anything we can now imagine. But if it is to be at all it

will come into existence as the resultant of a long and com-

plex process. It will represent all of the present activity of

the churches and more.

Let us see what the processes are that may be said to move

in the direction of a truly harmonious, interrelated, if not

organically unified, world Christianity. I have referred in-

cidentally to many of them in the foregoing paragraphs. I

wish now to consider them in a more systematic fashion.

First, I think we must put the development on an inter-

national scale of denominational bodies. Practically every

great denomination now has its world organization. Increas-

ingly those who lead in these organizations are coming into

touch with each other. The Episcopalians have their Lambeth

Conference. When it met the last time in London it was my
good fortune to be in the city and to attend numerous func-

tions where its delegates were in consultation with repre-

sentatives of other churches. The Methodists have an Ecu-

menical Conference which grows in significance and increas-

ingly draws in the active participation of Eastern Christians

as well as those from the Western world. I have already had

occasion to speak of the Presbyterian, Baptist, and Congrega-

tional world organizations. I have watched them all at work

and see in their life many factors of similar order. They all

tend to break down nationalism: and that is something for

which to thank God in our time. They all tend to cultivate

the feeling that the younger churches have a contribution to
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make to the totality of Christian experience. And that is a

countervailing tendency to the patronizing process so apt to

become a part of the foreign missionary enterprise. They
educate their respective lay groups as well as their clergy in

things that extend beyond any sectionalism or racialism.

They stress more and more the practical tasks of Christianity

and less and less the petty distinction which characterize

denominations. Most of the criticism I hear of such organi-

zations comes from people who have had very little contact

with them; who are unconsciously lacking in the necessary

perspective for adequate appraisal, and who have nothing

better to suggest!

Second, I would like to list those great interdenomina-

tional bodies which have come into existence in response to

certain felt needs in the whole of the Christian world. Some

of them are dealing with the threat of war; some have to do

with educational problems; others are facing theological and

social issues. I have mentioned certain of them already. I

would list also the World Sunday School Association; the

International Council of Religious Education; the Christian

Endeavor Society; the Near East Foundation; and other

similar bodies. Whatever else one may say about them, they

do weave back and forth across wide areas of geographical,

racial, social, and national difference strands of personal

understanding, mutual confidence, active good will and prac-

tical cooperation.

Third, we must take into account the growing number of

national federations of churches which are gradually finding
their way into more or less direct contact across national

lines. In one sense, the Universal Christian Council is a

federation of such federations. In Scandinavia, Switzerland,
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Holland, Czecho-Slovakia, and North America, the link be-

tween it and denominational bodies has come to be federal

councils of churches in the respective lands. There is no

great transition needed from the mood natural to those inter-

ested in church federation on a local scale to attitudes out of

which grow the will to cooperate on the same plan in a larger

area such as the nation or the world.

Fourth, I would mention the steadily growing body of

Christian literature which is available in numerous languages

and tends to create a sympathetic and intelligent understand-

ing. Without the foundation which such a literature can lay

and is laying there would be less chance than there is of devel-

opments of international organization that will really function.

In many an international gathering I have found that prog-

ress was possible not only because the men from different

lands were acquainted with the same underlying ideas in the

Bible and Christian history but also because they had been

reading the same books by modern prophets and were

familiar with the same ideals of practical Christianity. You
find it somewhat surprising, and very exhilarating, to sit

down in the palace of some bishop of the Eastern Orthodox

Church in the Balkans and there to discover that he has

been reading Oldham or Fosdidc or Niebuhr! That kind of

thing is happening more and more frequently. The expan-

sion of the process holds promising possibilities for the

future.

In individual nations one sees the necessary foundations

for an effective international Christian life being slowly laid.

Let me point out what has been happening in England,

Switzerland, Sweden and the United States.

In this country I am writing in England about half of
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the people who count themselves actively Christian in the

non-Roman sense are in the Anglican Communion. The

other half are in the Free Churches Presbyterian, Meth-

odist, Baptist, and Congregational. The Anglicans have been

very active participants in the Lausanne and Stockholm move-

ments (Faith and Order, Life and Work) . The Free Church

groups have been somewhat less active in these movements

but very well represented in the World Alliance for Inter-

national Friendship, to which the Anglicans have likewise

given sympathetic attention. There are various Protestant

bodies interested in the welfare of Continental Protestantism

and these have been for the most part interdenominational.

They have been active participants in building up the Cen-

tral Bureau of Inter-Church Aid and through it have been

brought into relatively dose touch with Lutheranism and the

Reformed Churches in Northern Europe. Now we find a

strong movement to bring the World Alliance and the Life

and Work groups in England into one body: and the process

which seems likely to be completed in a year will strengthen

both of these international bodies. The Federal Council and

the Free Church Council are national interdenominational

bodies which are increasingly conscious of the need for inter-

national relations with non-Roman churches. This they find

chiefly through the bodies already mentioned. No unity of

outward form is apt to appear in the immediate future. But

a sense of common concern, a desire for understanding,
and a technique for cooperation are all quite definitely in the

making.
The Swiss churches have a well-knit Federal Council much

like the organization of the same name in the United States.

Through this they are related organically to the Central
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Bureau of Inter-Church Aid and likewise to the World Con-

ference on Faith and Order and the Universal Christian

Council for Life and Work. Blessed in being free from

major denominational differences, with an amazing adapta-

bility and the natural command of four languages, the Swiss

church leaders constitute a factor of importance in the inter-

national life of contemporary Protestantism. They already

possess a sense of what they call "ecumenicity" and can be

counted on to put forward any well-conceived movement

for a greater degree of effective world-organization in mat-

ters of common Christian concern.

In Sweden the great majority of the Christian people are

in the National Lutheran Church. Under the leadership of

the late Archbishop Nathan Soderblom they came to feel

strongly the need for relations of a practical nature with the

churches of other lands. They joined in the various move-

ments which were in existence and then set about to create

a body in their own country which would facilitate active

cooperation, in a harmonious way, with all of them. This

they did ,by merging all the Swedish "sections" of the vari-

ous movements into one body a sort of Ecumenical Com-

mission which enjoys the support of the National Church

and of the Free Churches as well. Archbishop Eidem, who

is the successor to Dr. Soderblom, has shown deep interest in

this continuing and expanding work. It seems to many ob-

servers that Sweden has perhaps gone further in the right

direction than any other land. It has certainly been able to

bring to the average congregation of church people the con-

sciousness of their relations with the churches of other lands

not in a denominational but in a broadly interdenomina-

tional sense.
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In America the process has been inevitably complex. No
one would have sat down to plan it as it now exists. But

history is not planned. It grows. Sometimes the resulting

growth needs pruning, sometimes grafting, sometimes plow-

ing under. As I see it, the picture is somewhat as follows.

Until the beginning of the twentieth century there was very

little contact between the American churches and those of

other lands save the new churches founded as a result of

foreign missionary endeavor. Relations with them and with

the mission bodies in other sending countries began to be de-

veloped through the formation of the Foreign Mission Con-

ference of North America which has grown until it numbers

about ninety denominational agencies in its membership.
This body forms one link in the chain of twenty-eight Con-

ferences and Councils making up the International Mis-

sionary Council with offices in New York, London, and

Geneva. (From a theoretical point of view it is curiously out

of balance, since in the Western lands its constituent bodies

are groups of missionary societies, not churches, while in the

mission lands its relationships are knit up with the National

Christian Councils that have grown up as a result of its own
activities. These Councils are virtually Federal Councils of

Churches, although part of their membership is made up of

missions organized on a regional or national basis and repre-

senting the Western Churches either denominationally or

interdenominationally. )

Next in order after the I. M. C. international link the

Foreign Missions Conference of North America we find

the denominational bodies organized on a regional or na-

tional scale and linked with their respective denominational

bodies in the international field. These carry on activities,
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but their functioning is intermittent and comes to visible

expression internationally only about once a decade.

The history of the third group of international links

those organizations made up of interest groups held together

by their common concern for certain activities and emphasis
in the Christian life is too varied to be described in a short

paragraph. But they are by no means unimportant. They do

weave strands of contact and understanding. They send dele-

gates to far places and receive visits from representatives of

churches or church groups in other lands. They are conscious

of their international relationships and seek from time to

time to express them in concrete form. But there is no

present connection between them. They exemplify real

American "rugged individualism" at its best and at its worst.

They refuse to be catalogued or classified. But they exist and

will go on existing as an evidence that the spirit of Christians

is incurably international and missionary in the sense of not

being content to remain forever sectional or national in its

expression. In this category one would include the American

Bible Society, the Salvation Army, the Oxford Groups, the

Christian Endeavor Society, the American Section of the

World Alliance for International Friendship, the Christian

Temperance Union, the American Tract Society, and numer-

ous similar bodies.

Lastly I would mention that link which, in theory at least,

has the most promise of bringing into existence a working

unity of non-Roman churches as such. It is an outgrowth of

forces working both nationally and internationally. On the

one hand, it expresses the desire for Christian unity and co-

operation of the federation movement. It is embodied in the

Department for Relations with Churches Abroad of the Fed-
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eral Council of tie Churches. On the other hand, simultane-

ously it represents the American Section of the Universal

Christian Council which came into being at Stockholm in

1925. That has been wisely made identical in administration

with the Department of the Federal Council just mentioned.

It is through this means that the Churches banded together

in the Council and any others wishing to take part in the

movement are brought into organic touch with the churches

in Europe and other lands. For the most part this is a co-

ordinating body not one which seeks to build up its own

work on a large scale. It is necessarily opportunist rather

than academic or theoretical in its activity. It seeks to create,

and does create, personal acquaintance among Christian

leaders .by bringing them into regular contact. It promotes

exchanges among the ministers of different lands. It shares

in the International Christian Press Service at Geneva which

was organized by the Universal Christian Council in con-

junction with the other ecumenical bodies working at Geneva.

It desires to relate the work of the various commissions and

committees of the respective denominations concerned with

the practical application of Christian teaching to social prob-

lems, with international understanding, and with peace. Its

means of doing so is through bringing the responsible

leaders of these various activities into personal relationship

and cooperation in the American Section of the Universal

Christian Council and in the Council itself wherever pos-
sible. It is recognized by the churches in other lands as the

most comprehensive and effective link for them with the

combined life of the churches in America.

What shall we say in conclusion? The reader who has

come thus far with me will, unless already familiar with the
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complexity of Christian world organization be feeling a bit

dizzy and puzzled. It all does sound very complicated. But

I would urge him not to be discouraged. A wheel-barrow is

very simple. But it does not commend itself to the modern
man as a vehicle to be compared with the automobile or the

steamship. But automobiles and steamships are bewilder-

ingly complex in structure. They seem simple because their

manifold functions are coordinated and controlled. If you
have been thinking of ultimate Christian international life

as if it were to come through the creation of "one big union"

you have been dreaming! The plans for future organization

have to take into account existing "locals." And they are

numerous, varied, hard to relate, sometimes disconcertingly

individualistic. But they represent reality. They are living

and they will go on living. Any Christian statesmanship
which would seek to disregard them, to scrap them, or to

duplicate them in the process of building something better is

shortsighted and in the end doomed to failure. The trains

have to be kept running while the new bridge is being built!

And what is more, in this instance the new bridge has to be

built in large measure out of the materials in the old!

To the reader who despairs of seeing anything effective

come out of all the efforts of the churches to build adequate

international organizations, I would say, in dosing this all

too brief and fragmentary sketch of the present status of that

process, consider the modern suspension bridge as a sort of

parable. The George Washington Bridge over the Hudson

is near my home. When it was in process of construction I

used to see it frequently. When the great towers each six

hundred and thirty-five feet high were completed, the first

strand of wire was spun across from shore to shore. It was
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quite invisible from below. If you had been asked to believe

that those first invisible strands represented what was actually

to be a structure strong enough to support the weight of

thousands of cars, trucks, busses, and pedestrians two hundred

feet above the river and on a span of three-quarters of a

mile in the clear, you might have refused to regard them as

practical means toward uniting the mighty traffic of New
York and New Jersey. But when they were multiplied over

and over through patient months of slow building activities

they grew at last into clusters of strands which, when

brought into coordinated relationship with their fellows,

were quite visible and wholly reassuring in appearance as

well as performance! They are not even now "one"; they are

federated. Each strand has its own individuality, its own

separate existence. Each goes all the way from one shore to

the other. But they are doing a united work and doing it

effectively because of the organization into which they were

fashioned by intelligent planning and wonderful engineering

cooperation.

I think I see a similar possibility for the strands which are

even now being spun across the living oceans from Christian

church to Christian church. Taken separately they are all but

invisible. Alone they would not support a very great load.

But if through patient and discerning work we can bring
them into line, relate them each to each, and organise their

individual weakness into collective strength, we shall have

produced a bridge which shall be a highway for our God as

He moves among the nations of mankind. For He waits to

strengthen and to bless those who, each in his own way, have

come to know and trust His fatherly goodness as revealed in

Jesus who prayed that we might all be one.
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CHAPTER XIX

BUILDING A NEW WORLD

LAST May Day I stood in Union Square in New York City
and watched thousands of ragged Communists thrill to the

inspired singing of their songs for a better world. In awed

silence I witnessed the locked, upraised hands of Chinese,

Japanese, Negro and American Communists as they vowed

to stand together for the solidarity of the human race. I was

able to sense the evangelistic fervor of the occasion and to

feel the cosmic thrust of the Communist faith.

It had in it something not unlike early First Century

Christianity, and was more closely akin to it in spirit than

might at first be supposed. The utterances most loudly

cheered were those calling for the treatment of all men
alike. Race hatred was openly denounced. Freedom for the

colored man was on every lip and placard. World revolution

that would bring to pass a new and warless world was

heralded in flaming red and in interminable speech. Poor

faces, haggard and starved countenances, but hopeful and

radiant spirits were everywhere in great numbers. It so hap-

pened that these were not violent men bent upon human

destruction. Under given circumstances they could become

violent. But on this May Day they were peaceful and needy,

demonstrating in behalf of the new world which they some

day hoped to build.

301
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In the midst of all this variety of color and abundance of

faith my mind suddenly reverted to the Christian Church.

Somehow, by way of contrast, the Church appeared drab and

colorless, if not socially useless. I pictured its petty priests

and preachers, myself among their number, as all too respect-

able, happy and comfortable. I thought of straggling church

congregations, of listless singing and empty pews. I thought

of endless church benefits and bridges, of members who dig

dirt in their backyards on Sunday mornings, and of ecclesias-

tical conventions which oppose resolutions looking toward

a new society based upon the spirit of love. I thought of

high-salaried parsons, and of lovely cathedrals exquisitely

appointed, of bake sales, church bazaars, and of the count-

less church schools whose children parrot the Bible verses

which they have learned for their teachers. I was unable to

forget the choir quarrels, the dissension in church vestries

and committees that I had known. Ice-cream socials, attend-

ance records, membership lists, and vaudeville stunts some-

times used to draw the crowds, crowded their way into my
mind for a brief moment of attention. Elements of human

grandeur in the one scene seemed to dwarf the lack of con-

viction in the other. I thought of all these things and won-

dered.

Leaders in the Christian Church must once again ask them-

selves whether the Christian religion is a cause for which

men are really willing to live and die. It cannot be doubted

that our religion once possessed such power over men. It

ought to have today and in some instances does have. At any
rate the future usefulness of the Church will await such a
revival of quickening life.

The Church is rightly a conservator of
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society which must not be lost. It dare not surrender the

true and tested truths of the past. Some customs and conven-

tions, however, will have to go before a new world may be

built. Conventions hold us together while they possess social

significance. Many conventions live on the relics of dead or

dying convictions. Each new age must have new convictions

of its own. Conventions and customs, as well as institutions

which have lost their meaning because they no longer possess

social usefulness, will have to go. In fact, after their purpose
for existence is gone they will one day snap like dead wood,
if strained to the breaking point. When such a moment

comes, laws will not be strong enough to hold intact that

which the people no longer either desire or need. Neither

will the selfishness of man be able to preserve anti-social

practices from destruction. All that has served its day must

ultimately cease to be. The American people will support the

time-honored and revered institutions of American life only

until they discover that those institutions have been rendered

meaningless by the practices and precepts of greedy men. In

that day ancient cords will snap and changes take place.

Revolution of the heart and mind is the finest possible

preparation for the new day. In the final analysis it is the

only security against bloodshed and violence. The speed
with which modern life is moving demands a like quickening

of the mental impulses. Right thinking in this day and age

implies spiritual travail and mental discipline of the highest

order. Each new thought-transition in history is achieved by

intellectual confusion as well as by pure reason. This con-

fusion today is augmented by the pace of the contemporary

scene. Unless a man is prompt to serious thought, it may be

expected that he will not know what it is all about. Such a
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one will be a poor citizen in the new society of the kingdom
of God.

The approach to the new world that is contemplated must

take place along two roads which tend to merge into one an-

other. The first is the road of personal religion, which is

closely tied to the second road of social change, from which

it can never be divorced. There is great need today that

these two highways shall be made clearer to the Christian

Church. In a measure, it is true that we do not suffer as much
from inability to analyze our limitations as from the lack

of a clear understanding of the goal. The critics of the

Church have been more numerous than its positive leaders.

It is to be hoped that this chapter will not be entirely devoid

of positive suggestions.

The need in the world of personal religious faith is for

someone who shall have the courage to work out a new tech-

nique for the furtherance of the spirit-life that shall combine

the personal qualities of warmth and glow with the social

passion for mercy and justice. Renewed Christian power
awaits such a union of two factors in the religious life not

easy to associate together in a single life. Traditionally speak-

ing, it is often true that where the one factor is present the

other is absent. The fostering of such personal and social

character in religious people will require discipline. For

discipline in one form or another is a prerequisite to all

progress, spiritual or otherwise.

The modern church has tended to lose both the approach
to, and an understanding of the meaning of personal disci-

pline in the
spirit-life. We suffer the ill effects of having

made recreational and social centers alone out of religious
institutions. The Church has moved forward in membership.
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Promotional schemes have added to the lists of interested

people, and have acquired from them their money. One's

business has been improved by belonging to an influential

and respectable church; for good people come to the

services of the Church. By declaring the world to be no

longer moral or immoral, and by believing that every man is

eternal, we have automatically filled our churches with mem-

bers whom we have declared to be good. A speaker recently

devoted the whole of an evening to the task of convincing
his listeners that they were Christians in worthy standing.

We have made people religious by denying their irreligioa.

Hence one can be a member of the average church today

and believe almost anything. The tolerance of liberal reli-

gion is, in part, to be seen in its lack of deep conviction. Men
do not fight over what they little believe in.

The banal and hackneyed character of much of our reli-

gious life may be attributed, therefore, to its undisciplined

nature. The kingdom of love, or any other kind of king-

dom, does not come through such ready simplification. Life

is an issue and it must be met as an issue. The spiritual seers

of the human race who have contributed most to it have

been men of great inward discipline. Prayers, thoughts, and

moments have been carefully employed. Like his church

steeple, the character of the puritan may have been too

straight, but the absolute quality of his life's laws acted as a

useful teacher in giving him strength. The use of close dis-

cipline by political groups which have not yet won their way
to popularity is evidence of its necessity, and a symbol of the

price which must be paid for progress. The Church has too

often longed for the progress without desiring to pay the

price.
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The disciplinary aid of prayer meetings and of periods of

protracted revival has largely gone. Orchestrated ball rooms

and the music of jazz have filled in the gap; or is it filled?

Can the soft music of the cinema organ or even the formal,

dignified service of morning worship in the church provide

the soul-food that was once furnished by the disciplinary

fellowship of small groups in the Church's life? The confes-

sional meeting may have produced its moments of mirth,

but it likewise furnished an avenue of individual expression

of the light within which has now been chiefly preempted by

the minister alone. Faith which has no opportunity of assert-

ing itself is sure to die. Only a miracle would make it live.

There have been modifications in practice of these condi-

tions. However, the trend is present, as has been outlined.

Denominational policies in the future must concern them-

selves with building inner disciplinary groups within the

larger organization. To do this would only be to regain a

church procedure which was once employed. It was a tech-

nique, despite its limitations, which produced results within

the scope of its light. We ought now to use such an approach
to the development of personal religion in order to realize

what we now believe to be broader and more inclusive Chris-

tian ends.

Spiritual development -by means of the inner group tech-

nique is not only an approach which the Church once em-

ployed with excellent results, but it is being used, as has beer*

suggested, by radical organizations intent upon acquiring a

large body of followers. Growth in any form of discipleship
makes the sharing, disciplinary fellowship of an inner group
an imperative need. The highest spiritual life possible for

man, either on the personal or social side of his character,
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is seldom achieved without some such technique. In this

respect one may well study the methods of cultivation used

by Gandhi of India or by St. Francis during the Middle

Ages. The approaches to this problem that have been
worked out by great religious and political leaders can teach

us much, if we wish to study them.

The enlarging of church rolls or the meeting of church

budgets means nothing in
relationship to this problem. In

fact, the instrumentalities by which most of the causes of our

churches are maintained do more to destroy the position of
true religion than to save it. The Christian Church will

not continue to grow without the aid of surrendered

and disciplined disciples. It needs
disciples in whom the

Spirit of God lives as a consuming flame which cannot be

quenched. John Wesley on the Moors in England is to be

preferred to all contemporary expressions of religious life,

for to Wesley religion was as a consuming flame.

There is renewed evidence that men are hungry for such

spiritual life and discipline. They desire causes which may
not be possessed cheaply. In a single day in New York one

woman offered her life as an experiment for science, and
four men offered themselves as suicides in a revivification test

for the cause of science. We ask for dimes or an occasional

presence at a weekly meeting and that is what we get. It

would be easier to demand lives and get them.

The positive program of supplementing the social pro-

gram of the Church with the inner groups described should

form the soil in which activity in behalf of a new world may
be rooted. The radical spirit springs most readily from souls

possessed of divine discontent. This discontent first begins
with the self and then proceeds outward into society. He
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who has seen the dawning light of a new day in his own

heart will, with proper educational influence, come to desire

a new day in his world. The condemnation due the Chris-

tian Church, solemnly ascribed, is not alone that its social

gospel has not been adequate, but also that it has at the

same time been unable to do that which the majority of its

members will so vehemently insist it is the chief business of

the church to do.

It is the business of the Church to do these things and not

to leave the other things undone. Effective social action upon
the part of the Church requires individual consciences which

are spiritually sensitive. Informal disciplinary groups within

the Church, whose avowed object is to deepen the personal

devotion of the human
spirit,

should perform such a func-

tion. They will do it by their methods of education, by their

sharing, and by the support which they furnish one another

in fellowship. All great cleansing movements in the history

of religion tend to give credence to this assumption. The

disciples of Jesus belonged to such a group. Probably no

group ever possessed greater leavening power in society or

was more effective.

This chapter can scarcely suggest all the methods which

may be used in developing such a spiritual program for the

personal life. The most suitable technique will have later to

be devised. Each denominational need will vary somewhat.

But who is there that can doubt that the renewal of the reli-

gious life of our churches awaits the creation of such a pro-

gram of inner group life.

If such life is not planned for under intelligent leadership
it tends to spring up of itself in less desirable forms to probe
and perplex the hearts of intelligent Christian people. If
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present movements in the Church are too narrowly circum-

spect in their approach to the problem, it behooves the

church to answer by initiating a better program in their

place. The catalogued criticisms of Barth, Buchman or Shoe-

maker must be expressed through improved substitutes or

lose their weight.

Finally, it is dear that a revival of personal religion is

futile unless it is integrated with virile social religion of a

radical character. It is a travesty to suppose that the soul

may be saved apart from the salvation of the social order in

which its existence is carried on. Religion which shows no

concern for a radically altered human society is at best a

selfish expression; and ultimately will be unable even to save

itself from extinction.

Liberal religion has rather deserved the attack that is being

made upon it both from the right and the left. It is ethically

and spiritually moribund. As the herald of a more scientific

reading of theology it served a useful purpose, though it fell

the victim of a false interpretation of history. As has been

pointed out, its evolutionary optimism grew out of an ex-

panding economic development which was thought to be

endless. We now know that progress does not move evenly

upward, but that it is likewise born of catastrophe. Tragedy
is written deep into the nature of life.

This need not blind us to the lasting contributions which

liberal religion has made in history. Its high esteem for

human life and personality will continue to be felt. While

its spirit
of tolerance may be superseded by long years when

it may seem as if tolerance were dead; nevertheless, tolerance

like truth is a condition of progress, and must remain to do

honor to the liberal faith. Other contributions will be passed
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on, but liberal religion as a system of belief is going. In fact,

only the vestigial remnants of its former glory now abide.

The social gospel is the child of liberal religion. It too is

leaving the stage with its liberal parent. In a broader sense it

will remain. The spirit of liberalism and of the social gospel

will continue to exist when their systems of faith have been

forgotten. But the allegiance to all tenets in the creed which

made systems of them will vanish. Prompted by true

prophetic Christian spirit the social gospel became primarily

a system of amelioration of human suffering rather than its

abolition through a drastically revolutionized human state.

The liberal interpretation of the function of Christianity in a

liberal world was responsible for this.

A real ray of light broke in upon religious history when

Walter Rauschenbusch suffered ecclesiastical displeasure by

denouncing the soul-destroying forces of a ruthless economic

order. Had this light not been dimmed by the liberal reading
of economic history the system of the social gospel might
have become a more powerful force in American religious

life. As it is, even its own champions become discouraged.

Social religion demands a new orientation of a radical char-

acter. This orientation must think in terms of a new world

in the place of a world made more endurable through philan-

thropy and generous impulse alone. It will have to conceive

a new political state little similar to the state now in existence,

and it will have to organize for political action in order to

bring that state to pass.

The battle will no longer be waged by preachers endeavor-

ing to modify or check the acquisitive instinct of their

wealthy parishioners. It will not be conducted in terms of

missionary programs of social betterment supported by the
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financial aid of those who have made the recipients too poor
to help themselves. Under the right kind of economic order

home missionary work, as it is now being carried on, would
not be necessary. There would be Christian sharing but little

patronization of backward people, made backward and

underprivileged by injustice and by a poor distribution of

national income. The task of social religion tomorrow will

not spend itself in an occasional basket for the poor or even

in well-worded resolutions suggesting some evil in the pres-
ent order. Religion must struggle to create a new kind of

state or forfeit its right to existence.

The Church must concern itself with Socialism's dream of

a new world wherein the people own and plan those re-

sources and instruments of production upon which they are

dependent, and where goods are produced for use and not

for selfish gain. Capital and land must be used by the

people for man's salvation and not for his destruction. The

new gospel of social religion will be kindled by tEe old

spirit,
but it will be possessed by a new hope required by a

society which can no longer maintain itself without both

justice and intelligent planning. It must come to the defense

of the weaker groups in society who are now suffering defeat

and exploitation. Their needs demand a release from those

who now have power to bring about their physical and

spiritual destruction. The Church must help to carry their

burden. The power these groups seek is just, for without

it they cannot achieve freedom. The church must recog-

nize this fact. Social religion will not fight for the rule of

any one class. The true Socialism which must motivate the

social religion of tomorrow demands a classless world in

which there will be neither Jew nor Gentile, bond nor slave,
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black nor white, but where all men shall be brothers and

children of one universal God. The brotherhood and soli-

darity of the human race will be its goal. Socialism in its

broadest and highest sense will be the human instrument

for bringing this world into being.

By Socialism it is well to realize that we do not mean any

particular group of the followers of Karl Marx, Neither do

we mean that the doctrines of Marx must be adhered to in

any absolute sense. Marx gave the world the kind of realistic

appraisal and dissection of modern industrial civilization that

the Christian Church, by virtue of its professions, should

have made possble. If Marx was antagonistic to traditional

religion, it was not without reason. He was reacting against

what paraded under the name religion in his day. He then

perceived some things which we now admit. But to say

this does not mean that we must follow Marx in any slavish

sense.

By Socialism we mean a general set of principles which

will have to be adhered to if a modern industrial society is

to be planned scientifically for the social and spiritual well-

being of all. By Socialism we mean a society wherein land

and capital, and all resources and instruments of production

upon which the people are dependent, shall be owned and

operated by the people for the sake of their highest good;
and a society wherein goods shall be produced for use and

not greed rather than a society where these things are ex-

ploited for the benefit of the few. Such a goal is simple and

does not require a complicated system of theology to be fol-

lowed. Here again, not even the label matters. The only
kind of workable state possible for the future of American

life will be Socialistic o* Colleaivistic in this sense. The
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reasons for the collapse of Capitalism should have already
made this clear. It is a peculiar form of blindness which

is unable to see that this is so.

A few men did not create the surplus wealth of the eco-

nomic machine. This wealth does not therefore belong to the

few. It is society's and should be used by society. In fact, if

society does not have it, it cannot even keep operating the

machinery which its men of genius have created. There is

only so much wealth in a given nation. Concentrate the bulk

of that wealth in the hands of a privileged few and you

destroy the buying power of the many. Without their buying

power all industrial operation must cease.

The living standards of a nation are determined by its

productive capacity. When lack of buying power through

poor distribution of wealth shuts down machinery and creates

unemployment, productive capacity (that is living standards)

is being destroyed. Unemployed men cannot pay good prices

for marketable farm products; hence farms cannot afford to

market what they raise, and we have living standards and

productive capacity further destroyed and lowered. Thus are

we compelled to witness the sad spectacle of corn being

burned by farmers for fuel, fruit rotting under trees, potatoes

being left to rot in the ground; all because the fanner cannot

get enough money for his crops to make possible the market-

ing of what he has produced. Railroads cannot get their

rates and cotton lies idle in stations or wharves. In a futile

effort to solve this problem the government further destroys

the same food which its own agricultural colleges have

taught the people to raise. And thus are the people made

poor!

The fault does not belong to God. He gave us the soil, and
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has made possible sufficient and enormous production. The

fault lies only in man's inability to plan carefully what has

been created.

When the world was living in a simple agrarian civiliza-

tion it was quite possible for life to move along under a

minimum of social planning. It did not matter so much if

each person did as he pleased because others were not so

much affected as today. But once a modern industrial society

develops to a certain stage you have much the same analogy

as in a factory. A factory, if it is not to go on the rocks of

bankruptcy, must be scientifically planned and centrally con-

trolled. Its owners would not imagine for a minute that they

could allow each employee to do as he pleased. The com-

plexity of modern traffic makes necessary well-devised traffic

laws, if it is not to take some a day to move across a city by

car, barring accident, while the lucky do it in an hour. The

greatest individual freedom under complexity comes by way
of plan. All industrial societies must learn to plan or perish!

If you ask for the conditions under which industrial plan-

ning may prove possible, you are forced to the conviction

that the people must own or completely control that which

they are endeavoring to plan. If I were to plan your business

which I did not own, and you did not desire my planning,

you would be able to thwart me. Scientific planning without

ownership, or its equivalent, is an impossibility. Thus today
do American attempts at control without ownership break

down. Under new deals and other forms of control it is too

easily possible for the regulators to regulate the regulators.

The dominant economic group tends to be the dominant poli-

tical group.

These statements may appear at first to be bold and unjus-
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tified. It would be possible, if space permitted, to demon-

strate with facts how ineffectual it is to hope for a solution

of technological unemployment, or even for a better distribu-

tion of the nation's wealth, under the private ownership of

American industry. Hours and days of labor would have to

be shortened far below the ability or inclination of private

ownership to shorten them. Competition is too great and the

financial burden too heavy. But what it is not possible to

do under private ownership and control can be done through
socialized ownership. In fact it is now being done in those

places where it is being tried.

To follow these socialized principles ought not to frighten

Christian people. To do so merely means the extension of a

principle already at work in American life. We already have

a socialized school system, postal system, and municipally

owned and publically used highways. No longer do we pay

private operators to carry our mail, and seldom do we pay
to drive our cars on the highway. If this degree of socializa-

tion has been necessary, how much more necessary is it for

us to socialize those processes upon which we are dependent

for our physical and spiritual existence. We had better pre-

pare ourselves for some such change, for all future states will

have to be collectivistic to carry on. Our pet fears and argu-

ments will not change this fact.

The Church ought to be able to read the signs of the

times. Continued support of present-day amelioristic meas-

ures in the place of a united program for complete social

change will further render religion helpless and futile. Al-

ready we are being compelled to witness a diminution in the

resources available for the religious, cultural, and spiritual

side of life. This depreciation will continue in any future
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attempt at saving Capitalism, for by its very nature Capital-

ism cannot be saved without doling the margins, which

would otherwise go for religion and education, to the hungry
and the poor, in order that they may not revolt.

Capitalism's foreign markets are gone. Its expanding days

are over. As selfishness at home strikes precipitously against

selfishness abroad, it retreats into its own shell, out of which

it can never hope to climb. For its shell becomes its grave.

There it must be interred. Marx was right when he claimed

that when the conditions of production, instead of being aids

to production, became fetters upon it, then the period of

revolution begins. This period of revolution becomes also

the death rattle of the profit-taking way of life. Man's

physical and spiritual life must famish in the midst of plenty

because he has been unable to organize his society along
socialized lines.

Doctors and druggists have some tendency to welcome

sickness as a means of prosperity. Undertakers live on death,

and grave diggers live by the more of their fellow men they

can bury. Strange order of life that would seek to survive by
the creation of an artificial starvation of body and soul. But

evil creates death and to follow evil is to die. Religionists

should perceive the handwriting on the wall. They must

move forward with open minds but with certain definite

principles in view. These principles will look forward to a

new world and will be of a socialized character.

To realize these objectives will require some kind of

united front upon the part of all radical, religious, and poli-

tical groups, for the desired changes can scarcely take place

without definite political action. Possibly it will require the

organization, of new religious movements in the Church. No
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minister ought to put his professional career ahead of the

contribution which he hopes to make in behalf of the new
world. For some it will mean martyrdom, or at best, social

ostracism and persecution. For all of us it will mean a new
and more exalted conception of the Church in society. We
will have to believe in the Church. We will have to believe

in men. As Phillip James Bailey has said, "Men might be

better if we better deemed of them. The worst way to im-

prove the world is to condemn it/* James Russell Lowell

expressed the same truth when he said, "The surest plan to

make a man is to think him so." The critical outlook por-

trayed in this chapter and in the first chapter is justified only
as a point of departure in building a new world. Except we
know our diseases we cannot heal them. Beyond this we
must have the faith to believe that humanity has the power
to heal itself. Without such faith our radical understanding

may easily lead us into cynicism and a policy of inaction.

In America we will have to take more into consideration

the innate idealism of our people. The Marxian materialist

tends to underestimate the religious character of the Ameri-

can people, and to imagine that this quality in our life may
either be ignored or abolished. If rightly comprehended, our

native American idealism can become one of the most power-

ful factors available in the reconstruction of our society. I

have hope that religious radicalism may yet 'become the sal-

vation of American economic life.

At present this will mean placing our faith in a minority

group. There may yet be a saving remnant who, seeing the

light, will dare to follow it into prison and death. The

future of this remnant will not be easy. We must banish

the thought of ease from our minds. But let those who have
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seen the light follow it, for there is no other way. It is the

way of life, and it is the way the Master walked before us.

Jesus also dreamed of a better world and suffered for it. We
will remember and rejoice.
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Theological Seminary, 1917, and received an M.A. from Columbia,
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was the associate editor of The Congregationalist; 1927-1930.
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mission on Relations with Churches Abroad, Federal Council of
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Relief, U. S. A. He is a member of the American Academy of
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As Foreign Secretary of the Federal Council of the Churches
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and in many parts of the world. His background of world
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